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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION WEEK
(Praelamation by Mayor E. R. Veazie)
splritual foundations of freedom
thb tim<‘ ** our nation’s greatest responsiy T™"* the coontrtea of «*« world, millions

S*rVe °n m4ny h*111* ,ines’ »nd mi "on*
J^ow cu«ens must serve in our great war industries
Pt nM>ral and *U,ed fMnUy >nd co“-

ZX^tag^Tnd

WHEREAS. We break faith with than if we do not keep
*MYld *«"?
the m6ral and spiritual foundations of our civic
and social life in this community;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Edward R. Veazie, Mayor of the
C ity of Rockland, Me., hereby proclaim the period beginning Sun
day, Sept. 27, and continuing through Sunday, Oct. 4, as the
Twelfth Annual Religious Education Week and request that all
citizens with their families renew their allegiance to the churches
of their choice and seek that continuing religious instruction and
worship which shall establish in their lives the spiritual founda
tions of freedom.
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Marcia F. Andrews of Camden
Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon, intro
was arraigned before Recorder duced by Sheriff Ludwick as the
Frank P. Harding in Municipal most popular member of the RockCourt Wednesday charged w'ith ; land Lions Club was guest speak
forging and uttering Sept. 1, a er at the meeting of that organi
counterfeit written instrument, zation Wednesday and surprisingly
purporting to be a bank check in announced that his subject would
be ‘"Law." The members settled
amount of $50.
The counterfeit check showed back contentedly for they knew
that it was drawn on the Camden that an address by him was going
National Bank. Sept. 8. the mak j to be interesting regardless of the
er’s name being entered as Eliza , subject.
■’Divine law," it proved to be, as
beth D. Porter and the payee as
inteprreted by the Episcopal rec
Mrs. M. W. (Long Hatch.
The check was taken by Charles tor to the members of his parish
C. Wotton of Rockland in pay family.
The talk developed into a dis
ment of merchandise for a small
portion of the amount, the re cussion of the Ten Commandments
mainder being given in the form of backbone of the Divine law of Mt
Sinai. “It is something we are all
cash.
The respondent pleaded “guilty.” agreed upon—or should be,” said
Probable cause was found and the speaker, “although it is repu
Miss Andrews was bound over to diated by Hitler. Take it away and
the November term of Superior ycu lose the moral standard of
right and wrong.
Court. Bail was set at $500.
“This decalogue,’ added Fr
The investigation was by Sheriff
C Earle Ludwick and Deputy Kenyon takes fcr granted two pro
Sheriff E. M. Gray. County At positions: First, that Ocd is the
torney Stuart C. Burgess prose Father: and, secondly, that we are
brothers of a common Father, go
cuted.
ing hand in hand whether white,
black cr red. If so it necessarily
follows that there must be dupes
and obligations to Him—a duty to
your God and your neighbr. The
Dr. J. C. Watson, Former Fatherhood of God and the
of Man. If there is
Friendship Physician, Lo Brotherhood
ony one God we should worship
cates In Thomaston
that God. even if not in the same
manner.”
,
Dr. and Mrs. Charles J. Watson
Ensign Edwin Edwards was a
of Norwood, Maas., have arrived guest.
in Thomaston with the purpose of
Vice President Sam Savitt pre
establishing that as their perma sided.
•
nent home.
In the 1900’s Dr. Watson was a
practicing physician in the town of Friendship and will be well re
membered by the older residents
in that end of Knox County. He
is a graduate of Bowdoin Medical
College. Abandoning the practice
Supper And Sale
of medicine some years ago he has
since been engaged as an indus
ST. GEORGE ORANGE
trial worker in the Bay State.
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 30
He has always had a yen for
the good Old Pine Tree State, and
DANCE
89-90 while he has not come back here
for the special purpose of re-en
tering his former profession. It is
quite likely that he will not deny
calls for his professional services.
MELONS
He is now in Massachusetts ar
READY TO EAT
ranging for the removal of his
household goods to the new home
AND ALL FRUITS
which he has elected.
First Class Summer Beverages
Dr. Watson's son Ralph, who
NAUM & ADAMS
served a “hitch” in the first World
220 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
War. has re-entered the Navy, and
TEL. 627
leaves in 60 days to take up his
new duties.
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[EDITORIAL]
Rockland, apparently, has not yet
swung fully into the game of collecting
OF
scrap materials for war purposes, but from
SCRAP
other corners of the State the work is be ng
prosecuted with a» vigor and enthusiasm
which offers a direct challenge to inertness. What are these
vital scrap materials, and to what uses will they be put?
These are natural questions and the answers may be sum
marized briefly as follows:
THE VALUE

Scrap Iron and steel—old flatirons, lawn mowers, kitchen

stoves, golf clubs, refrigerators, radiators, kitchen sinks, wash
ing machines, ash cans, garbage pails, discarded tractors and
other farm implements, automobiles.
Rubber—old tires, bicycle tires and tubes, garden hose, hip
boots.

Copper and brass—lamp bulbs, washing and ironing ma
chines, refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, electric cords.
Aluminum—washing and ironing machines, refrigerators,
vacuum cleaners.
Zinc—lamp bulbs, washing and ironing machines, re
frigerators, vacuum cleaners.

Lead—old batteries.
I
Other articles included in the scrap category are cooking
fats, tooth paste tubes, tin cans and waste paper. The prac
tical uses to which these articles may be put almost passes
the belief of the average reader, who should not have to be
told of their tremendous importance if America is to play its
advertised part in the hereculean struggle now waging the
world over.
The wish that we might have been a
WILLKIE
mouse in the wall, with the power to have
AND
overheard the conversation which ensued
STALIN
when our Wendell Willkie held his confer
ence with Premier Stalin in Moscow Wed
nesday is strong upon us. Here were closeted two important
personages who have an international reputation for hitting
straight from the shoulder. We might devote columns to a
speculation on what they probably said, but that would be
futile for the public is not going to be enlightened upon the
essential points—right away, at least. Certain it is that
Premier Stalin spoke of the needs of the gallant.but hard
pressed Russians, and that Willkie was armed with first hand
information as to what h’s country is doing, and to what
extent it may be able to step into the breach. As we read
dally of the terrific struggle at Stalingrad, and how splendidly
the Rusians are defending against overwhelming odds, our
heart bleeds with, the desire to see the other nations respond
to their pleas with the establishment of a second front.
Maybe this is in the making; maybe it is impossible; maybe
the Russians will continue to hope against hope; maybe they
will sooner or later yield to H? tier’s peace overtures. Fateful
questions, and the only persons capable of answering them,
«

are those who apparently cannot or will not.

A CHURCH
WEEK
TO NOTH

The value of religious teachings in the
time of our nation’s greatest responsibility,
will be stressed during the Annual Religious

Education Week which begins the coming
Sunday and continues through the follow
ing Sunday, Oct. 4, with the request upon the part of Mayor
Edward R. Veazie that all citizens with their families renew
their allegiance to the churches of their choice and seek con
tinued religious instruction. The appeal is one of deepest
significance, and one we cannot afford to let pass unheeded.

The bitter blasts against Sweden issuing
from the German press have an ostensiWe
cause the ousting of Nazi sympath zers from
SWEDEN
the Municipal Councils in Sweden in re
cent elections, together with a rise in the
number of Communist Councilors. The status of Sweden’s
parties, however, makes this excuse seem very specious. The
Swedish Soc'al Democrats hold 829 seats. The Communists,
CLOUDS
OVER

This scarcely looks like a Communist revolution in
Sweden. Why, then, is Berlin afflicted by such violent rage?
It is because the setback of Nazi-party men in the elections
happens to come at a moment when Finland is once more be
traying signs of war weariness? Or is it all part of a stage
setting for political moves by the Germans in the Baltic?
Does Hitler want to shorten his Russian front for the Winter?
Or is he worried lest the Swedes, who do not cherish his doc
trines despite the presence of hundreds of would-be Swedish
Quislings, take a more active role in the war?
Sweden belongs with the Scandinavian bloc. That bloc
is now being victimized cruelly by the Nazis. Any Allied
attack on Norway designed to launch a cleanup of the German
forces pestering the route to Murmansk would put Sweden in
a difficult position Where she would have to make a new de
cision about the war.—Boston Globe.

bur service.
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Editor. FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consol dated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1655 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1887.
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GREAT DAY AT THE SHIPYARD

TWICE-A-WEEK

Rockland Lions

TOASTED WALNUT FUDGE
ICE CREAM

pc

Delicious Chocolate Fudge Ice Oream

k

Filled with Toasted Walnuts
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JIMMIE AND DICK’S
LAST RADIO SHOW
FEATURING

JIMMIE AND DICK—WEEI, WBZ, WABI, Artists

“IT IS DEE-LICIOUS”
I ALL 0201
Ition Ball

A gif for it by name at your E. & M. Dealer's

CORA DEANE—The Kansas City Kitty

(by Kay McDonald'
In glory it waves—that prized
“E” pennant which ‘proclaims that
Snc-w Shipyards of Rcckland have
attu ned outstanding excellence In
war production.
“Ypu have earned the gratitude
and praise of your country,’’ de
clared Rear Admiral William C.
Watts. U.S.N. (retired*, as he made
official presentation of the award
Thursday morning at the yard
Grouped about a bunting draped
stand. 659 workers gave attentive
ear as the Naval dignitary extolled
their efforts and urged them on to
renewed labors in the cause of lib
erty and freedom.
"A job well dore s just what
you have accomplished in your warwork here,” said the Admiral who
then made reference to a previous
visit to this city 40 years ago when
he was an officer aboard a ship in
this hanbor. “Charmed as I was
then by all I saw. I am indeed glad
to be back again and to note all
the developments in your fine old
city.”
“The very fact that this company
has been granted the Army-Navy
production award, by the united
decision of those two departments
of our Government, is proof positive
that you have done a fine job thus

Music by
BUD CLARK AND HIS BAND
60Ftf
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TO HELP BUILD—BUY—

X-4' '

(By The Roving Reporter)

Traverse Jurors

WAR BONDS

MODERNIZE—REFINANCE
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET.

R0CKLANDUB.

MATINEE M P. M.
Children -------- l«e Ux Ye
Adults ____________

Me tax 3c

EVENING 8.00 O’CLOCK
Adults __________ 40c tax incL
rt.iM.wi _______ 25c tax ind.
90-91

Darwin.

St. George
*
POETRY
Mrs. Minnie Allen,
Friendship Something more than the lilt of the
Howard Beale,
Camden
Mrs. Cora I. Calder,
strain.
Something more than the touch of
North Haven
Malcolm Crockett,
Hiram S. Dolliver,
Daniel R. Fogarty,

Rockland
Owl's Head
Rockland

the lute;
For the voice of the minstrel ls vain.
If the heart of the minstrel ls mutt.
—Lucius Dart wood Foote.

AT OXTON’S”
I ' Zz

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1

.* *

» >■ ■

Maynard Crockett,

SMILEY AND SUE—That Famous Comedy Pair

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

,•

These cold days have been alto
Who would ever think of count
gether
too suggestive of killing
ing
the
hairs
and
straws
in
a
Rear Admiral W. €. Watts, U. S
X. (Retired) who presented the bird's nest? E. H. Fhilbrick of 37 frosts which mean death and de
struction to the many hundreds of
“E” award in behalf of the Army Philbrick avenue not only had the
patience
but
identified
the
sep

pretty flower gardens throughout
and Navy.
arate strands with his trusty Knox County.
Elmendorf, foreman of ship fitters, microscope, and imparted the re
expressed formal acceptance of the sults to The Black Cat. which has
Standing in front of The Thorn
pins. "Although I have worked in a natural, but friendly interest in dike Hotel last night George W.
ornithology.
eight different yards,” said he, “this
Phillips spotted a Maine car num
far in meeting your responsibilities yard has the best men I have ever
A robin's nest contained 1760 bered 163 003 “Ah. ha!" exclaimed
In our combined war effort. Other worked with. We work from a spirit straws, but no hairs. A tree spar George, “That's the highest Maine
wise. you would not be getting its of willingness and duty to perform row's nest contained 1254 hairs car of the season.” But he was
emblem today, the Army-Navy ‘E’ We shall continue our efforts and 400 grass roots. Now’ if that wrong for directly behind it
pennant for ‘excellence,’ the word knowing that in doing so, we doesn’t prove that birds are pains came a car numbered 163.079.
for which that letter ’E’ stands, share with our brothers in Service taking in the creation of their Who beats that?
must beyond the shadow of doubt the glory of helping our country. homes, what further proof would
F. C. Gatcombe is vice president
mark the performance of any indus
of Snow ’s, and in joining the other be desired? Mr. Philbrick, who is
The fastest mail service on rec
try to which it Is awarded.
one of the most valuable contrib
“Ycur work for the Navy has officials on the program, his earnest utors to The Black Cat column has ord between the Rockland and
been characterized by the fine co ness was sharply apparent as he always had a mania for details; West Rockport pest offices was in
at
operation and initiative of your vowed there would be no lack in even counts the number of win stituted Wednesday noon.
management, by the high quality of labor; that the men w’ould be do dows in houses he passes. Wouldn’t which time the pouch containing
your finished vessels as proven on ing tomorrow what they thought all of our lives be happier, per the first class mail was “flown”
their trials, and by the fine spirit was impossible yesterday. "May haps if we had keener powers of from the Rockland office to West
Rockport Vdth Lloyd Richardson
of enthusiasm throughout the yard. that flag give us inspiration,” ex observation
—not necessarily noting at the controls. Page Richardson
Though not so familiar with your horted the General Manager as he the number
of hairs in a bird’s for particulars.
work for the Army, I have no doubt gazed aloft at the rippling “E.”
Capt. R. S. McDowell. U.S.N. nest, but in the common everyday
but that it is equally praiseworthy.”
Acceptance of the merit banner supervisor of shipbuilding, explained things about us.
I note with special regret the
brought to the fore Philip L. Smith, the significance of the symbol “E”
A
prominent
Rockland
business
resignation
of Robert Clunie, Jr.,
which
is
a
Naval
award
of
the
first
president of Snow Shipyards, a
man
appeared
on
the
street
Wed

who
has
been
principal of Lincoln
water
and
highly
valued
by
any
ship
“man plain spoken, honest and firm
nesday
morning,
with
scars
on
his
Academy
the
past
23 years. I have
fortunate
enough
to
attain
it.
It
in convictions.” and thus he was
introduced by Frank A. Winslow, is an emblem of work well done and neck, looking somewhat as if he known Mr. Clunie as coach of the
editor of The Courier-Gazette, who the privilege of displaying it is an had been In the battle of the Solo Academy's athletic teams—a good
served as master of ceremcnies. Mr. •acknowledgment from the Army mon Islands. ‘‘Was picking crab- winner and a gcod loser. I am in
Smith voiced his pride and keen and Navy that shipyard workmen apples,” lamented the victim, ’“and debted to him for many courtesies.
satisfaction in the production from are duplicating the devotion and fetched my head up under a sharp
branch.” Wonder if this man ever
, his yard and pledged that his men service of the sailormen.
There’s quite a bit of history
picked
blackberries?
A
telegram
from
Margaret
Chase
would conduct their work in such a
connectetd w’ith a sign which has
manner as to earn stars on the ban Smith. Member of Congress, was
come into the possession of Robert
E. E. A.. Tenant’s Harbor: Sorry
read by the master of ceremonies
ner by giving of their best.
M. Packard of Rockland Highlands.
Terse and brief spoken was the Her unavoidable absence from the that Portland harbor picture was Orgiinally it marked the entrance
president's message and it remained exercises and her felicitations were not quite suitable for reproduc to the engine house of the John
tion. Your offerings are always Bird Engine Company No. 5. Then
for the master of ceremonies to expressed thus:
welcome.
“
Regret
because
of
official
busi

give a condensed reference of what
it denoted the store of E. S. Bind,
has been accomplished in shipbuild ness at Capitol, I cannot be with
and in turn marked the places of
It
was
just
my
luck
to
have
ing in the nast five years. Mr. you. Your personal contribution
business of Bird & Hart. George
Winslow, who has kept in close and excellent service and workman been absent from the office Tues H. Hart and Vesper Packard. If
touch with Snow’s activities, report ship and loyalty of Maine shipbuild day when Walter W. Morse of that sign could talk it would tell of
The Swan's
ed that since the corporation was ers Is rightly recognized. You are Portland called.
many interesting days and events
perpetuating
Maine's
tradition
as
a
Island
boy,
who
began
his insur of
formed It has launched 18 ships,
what was primarily known as
shipbuilding
State.
Congratulations
ance
business
in
Rockland,
and
including 12 for the Navy; one on
“
Blackington
’s Corner.
is today vice president of the Fed
stocks, one in water, three keels and good wishes.” (Signed),
Margaret
Chase
Smith.
M.
C.
eral
Life
and'
Casualty
Company
laid and three to follow. “The
Other wires in similar vein were of Detroit, is one of the most suc
One year ago: The Rockland
Navy,” affirmed the local editor,
received
from James V. Forrestal, cessful. and one of the best liked City Band had an outing at Ler“has commissioned no finer ships
than those built under President Under-Secretary of the Navy, and insurance brokers in the State. mond's Pond—Chief Justice Har
Governor Sumner Sewall.
I am repeatedly indebted to him lan P. Stone, who had been spend
Smith’s direction."
Among the dignitaries present for souvenirs and other favors and ing the Summer at Isle au Haut,
Presence of an Army officer in a
shipyard gives evidence of the in were: Commander Lewis Corman, would cheerfully have gone with returned to Washington — Mrs.
terdependence of these two branches US.N. assistant supervisor of ship out my lunch rather than have Austin Calderwood died at Vinal
Lieut Commander Merrill, missed him.
haven.
of the Service and it w*as on this building;
Lt. Eddy and Lt. La Casse of the
point which Brig. Gen. Thomas E. I Rockland
Section Base; Lt.
Troland dwelt as he heartily ex- I Drowner ofNaval
Frank S. Hallowell,
Rockland
Boston, plant security
Jurors Are Drawn
claimed, “It’s a big day for all of director; Lt. Morgan of Boston,
Earl C. Hannan,
Union
us.”
Mrs. Mabel Heald.
Rockport
public relations officer First Naval
This official is the commanding District; Lt. Broyderick and Lt.
Herbert L. Kenniston,
Warren
general of the First Service com- j Derry of supervisors office Bath; Women Figure Generously In Fred M. Kittredge,
Rockland
mand. Military Police. All the fer and Lt. Poole of Bath, warrant
Arial Linscott.
Washington
the Two Lists Which
vor of a fighting man went into his officer.
Mrs. May Macintosh,
Appleton
Are Chosen
sentiments expressed in the«e words.
Mrs. Elizabeth L. Mitchell,
Stirring martial airs were played
We will win this war by crushing by the Rockland City Band under
South Thomaston
Jurors for the November term of An sell W Orne,
the enemy cn the field of battle, but the direction of George Law and
Cushing
that field can only be reached bv these included the National An Knox County Superior Court were Frank Payson.
Hope
the Navy. All build the sh ps—all them in prelude to the program, drawn yesterday and the feminine 1 Mias Eliza H Whitney, Thomaston
are winning the war. Our serenade with “America” sung in chorus at sex again shares generously. The Charles C, Wotton,
Rockland
to Hitler is the sound of ringing the conclusion. The master of lists:
Camden
Elmer Young.
steel, the thud of swinging mallets ceremonies struck an echoing note
Grand Jurors
and the clank-clank of the spikes ” j in the heart of many an onlooker
In the Life issue of Sept. 14 the
(For the year 1942-1943)
Brig. Gen. Troland presented lapel I as he mentioned the inspiring feel William, J. Anderson,
Cushing pictures of the Chaplains on Page
pins to the employes, saying as he ing experienced by standing in this Mrs. Bertha M. Borgerson,
89 are the assistants of Col. Corwin
bestowed them that these badges of century-old shipyard which he, and
H.
Olds. Chaplain Ritchey is the
Owl’s Head
honor are not easily earned and these of his generation, saw at the Carl Bunker,
Protestant Assistant and Chaplain
North
Haven
not lightly given. Those receiving height of its glory as builder of fa Mrs. Alice Burkett,
Camden James McMahan the Catholic As
Applause D. Linwood Carroll,
the pins on the stand were: George mous sailing vessels.
There are 21
other
Union sistant.
Tenney, oldest in the service of sounded at his sentence: “Today Elmer C. Davis,
Rockland Chaplains in the Division under
Snow Shipyards, 54 years; Owen , the yard basks in a new glory and Mrs. Emma C. Dick,
Rockand Chaplain Olds. Chaplain and Mrs.
Athearn, 25 years service; Archer1 650 men are aiding in the ex Walter A. Greenlaw,
Olds were present during the tak
Rockland
Gilkey, representing the electrici termination of Hitler!”
ing of the pictures and guest of
Appleton
A luncheon of sandwiches, bev Mrs. Helen Gushee.
ans; Arthur Mayberry, crapenters;
the photographer for dinner.
Rockport
Mrs.
Gladys
Heistad,
Anson Pryor, painters; George Elm erages and ice cream was served
Chaplain
Olds is now on maneu
St. George
Frank Hunter,
endorf, boiler makers; and Pearl following the ceremonies. After the Walter
vers
in
Louisiana
and Texas.
Vinalhaven
H. Ingerson,
short recess, labors were resumed
Tibbetts, machinists.
Rockland
John
S.
Kelley,
On behalf of workmen-, George and hammers again resounded, John P. Leach.
Only souls with an abiding faith
Camden
hastening the w’ar effort to speed
Hope can know a lasting peace.
Sidney Lermond.
the day of peace.
Rockland
George E. Moody,
Thomaston
DANCE
Mrs. Ruby Peabody,
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Friendship
Myron Simmons.
BUY.
Every Saturday Night
Warren
George W. Starrett,
If I had my life to live again I
Washington would have made a rule to read some
Osborne Weaver.
LAKEHURST
and listen to some music at
Mrs. Grace York, South Thomaston poetry
8.30 to 12.00
least once a week. The loss ot these
Faunce
Young.
Camden
tastes
ls
a loss of happiness—Charles
DAMARISCOTTA, ME.
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“IT’S THE ATMOSPHERE

PLUS

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 90.

Lapel Pins Awarded

KENNY BROWN—The Harmonica King

____

ISSUE

“E” Banner Raised At Snow’s Yesterday and

HERBERT MITCHELL—Singer Extraordinary

(.75
ION D208
lie, double lined.

FOUR CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Friday, September 25,1942

FRIDAY

Yes, that’s it. It’s the warm and
welcoming spirit that awaits yon at
OXTON’S that makes a fellow feel
at home and glad he’s there!
Maybe those Oxton Peanuts,
Giant Milk Shakes, that fine selec
tion of Pipes and Tobaccos that
makes you feel good, too.
The Come Aboard Sign
Is Always Out At—

OXTON’S
MAIN STREET

ATTENTION, GOSSARD WEARERS
Here is a Saving For You—10% Discount on All
Spring and Summer Stock at the Gossard Shop
Front Lace Corsets, MisSimplicity Combinations
and Girdles
FOR TEH DAYS ONLY

MRS. MANSFIELD
232 MAIN ST.. COR. PLEASANT. EASY PARKING

Tuesday-Friday
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Paqe Two

THEIR LAST APPEARANCE

The Courier-Gazette

Motor Salesman—Yes, sir, of all
our cars, this Is the one we feel
most justified in pushing.
Prospective Customer—That’s no
High good to me! I want one to ride in.

Football Season

WORKING FOR VICTORY

TWICE-A-WEEK

Opens For Rockland
Which Expects Victory In
Brunswick Tomorrow

Ye shall keep my sabbaths, and
reverence my sanctuary. — Lev.
10:30.

Book Review
(By K, 8. F.j
The Just and the Unjust. Au
thor James Gould Cozzens. Pub
lisher, Harcourt, Brace & Com
pany, New York.
We find this a novel of modern
scale that brings into it an entire
community with the graduated
shades of interest that is natural
and delightful in parts—dull in
others, as one ls apt to find ln
most country places, charming in
others. There is much that ls dra
matic ln this country seat during a
murder trial. “Certainty is the
Mother of Repose.” Therefore the
Law alms at Certainty. One lives
tnrough much of every-day life and
experiences as he reads this tale of
a murder, and realizes that law and
justice are not sure to be in the
same groove where the picked jury
from the run of the citizens is
placed in the role of final arbiter.
The Jury ls apt to be the very pub
lic itself. And that 1s that.
It is rather long drawn out and
needs a bit more spice for the fla
vor to be more highly relished.
This author will cme up again to
his delightful “Country Doctor,’’
but he has hardly “struck 12” on
this kind of story. It shows his
power in ihany ways and strength
of his prowess in thinking through
into curiously tense detail, and he
keeps his work well to the letttey
of the law.
James Gould Cozzins is young
and wiil “grow and grow,” as the
Mttle boy said—and “that’s what
lie will do!
K. S. F.

What’s Your Name?
Author
Louis Ademic, Publishers, Harper
& Brothers, New York.
Louis Ademic has written him
self into the hearts, of his thou
sands of readers with his honest
straightforward sensitive aware
ness of conditions that might and
are being improved. He is play
ing no small part in this better
ment. His keen clear psychology
is assuring and his fine philosophy
is convincing.
This latest book from his pen
touches the vital topic of individu
ality in surnames; especially what
the foreign peoples with diffeiult
names to pronounce and to spell
are to do about it when they be
come American citizens.^ The vital
question is, are the original sur
names of real imiwrtance or just
ways of distinguishing you from
me?
Are they so much a part of soul
existence or just convenient de
vices to settle points in family
trees and heart desires.
This is not an American conveni
ence but many other countries
have had the same problem and
resorted to this method of shorten
ing and easing pronunciation and
spelling. The reader will be in
trigued with the summing up of
both sides of this difficulty, and
Mr. Ademic’s clear and honest ar
guments. He gives the pros and
cons of the subject, which is high
ly debatable it would seem, serious
thought and kindly study.
The book is made up of differ
ent narratives along with the
heart to heart talks and is in real
ity the third of a series to be
called "The Nation of Nations
series.” Millions of these foreign
named Americans with keen un
derstanding are thinking about
this question.
Mr. Ademic has understanding
and a delicate and kindly hand
ling of this subject- as he has had
in all of his other and earlier
writings that have thrilled readers
with worthy deduction. His books
are all written on vital subjects,
proving him a man of parts.
K. S. F.

NORTH HAVEN
Unity Guild and invited guests
enjoyed a picnic lunch and after
noon tea Tuesday at the wharf
house of Mrs. Owen Lermond with
Mrs. Lermond and Mrs. A. W.
Ames, hostesses. The guests were
Mrs. V. M. Shields, Mrs. Herbert
Fifield, Helen Shields, Mrs. Irven
Simpson, Mrs. Chester Dyer. Mrs.
Will Hopkins, Mrs. H. T. Crockett,
Mrs. Albert Beverage, Mrs. Frank
Sampson, Mrs. Lawrence Grant
and Miss Dorothy Ames.
Miss Alice Gould, who has spent
the Summer with Mrs. Etta Noyes,
returned this week to North Acton,
Mass.
Capt. and Mrs. Carl B. Quinn
and son, Paul, returned Monday
from Falmouth. Mass., where he
has been employed for the Sum
mer.
Mrs. Eda Leadbetter. Mrs. Addie
Lassel and Mrs. H, T. Crockett
were dinner guests Thursday of
Mrs. Arthur Emerson.
Work rooms for surgical dress
ing® for the Army and Navy are
open Fridays from 2 to 4. It is re
quested that all who can make a
special effort to assist in this work,
as there is much to be done.
An Italian-born Oregon stone
cutter contributed 1,500 pounds ot
fine-steel stonecutting tools to the
local scrap campaign.
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Forty-Four More
Large Contiungent Let the
Selective Service Office
This Morning

Forty-four men left the Selective
Service office by two chartered
buses, for the Induction center in
Portland this morning. The list:
Frederick Irving Hartford, Camden
the U. S. Naval Reserve, and is
Kay Allen Rosfen,
Vinalhaven
awaiting call to service.
* * * #
John Paul Desmond,
Rockland
William Robert Olson,
Rockland
Ernest Edwin Harrington, 20. of
Elden Burkett, Maddocks,
120 Thomaston street, Rockiand, has
Washington
been graduated from the School of
George Robert Ripley, Washington
the Recruit and has been on a
George Raatikalnen,
Thomaston
seven-day leave. Upon return, he
Clyde Leslie Leonard,
Camden
will be assigned to advanced duty.
John Davis Robbins,
Rockport
Harrington is a graduate of Rock
Elmer Janies Gray,
Rockland
land High School, where he played
Veikko John Wallenius,
Union
football and basketball, and former
Clyde Lawrence Achom, Rockland
assistant scoutmaster of Boy Scout
Troop 203. Harrington is now an
Sterling Francis Morse, Rcckland
Apprentice Seaman in the Naval
Richard Lorden Healey, Vinalhaven
Reserve.
Donald Emil Rein,
Spruce Head
Waino Matson,
Cushing
Wesley Melvin Morton,
Camden
SOUTH THOMASTON
This popular pair of radio entertainers will make their final appear Harry Robbins Larrabee. Rockland
Porget-me-not Chapter, O.ES.
ance at the Rcckland Community Building, Oct. 1, with two shows, mati Leroy Milton Thompson, Port Clyde
held its annual inspection Monday
Union
nee at 4 o’clock arid evening show at 8 o’clock. Associated with them David Bradford Carroll,
night at the Masonic hall. The
Rockland
will be Cora Deane, The Kansas City Kitty, Kenney Brown, the harmonica Harry Lind,
Worthy Grand Matron cf the
Rockland
king, and Herbert Mitchell, singer extraordinary, and for comedy, Smiley Merton Gurth Nyman,
Grand Chapter of Maine, Mrs. Lulu
Harry Wilson Lovejoy,
Union
and Sou, the Wilmington Hillbillies.
W. Morse, was present as inspect
Wilho John Hendrickson, Long Cove
ing officer. Harbor Light Chapter
Camden
of Rockport was the guest cf the
tain to pick green beans to be Ernest Marion Berry ,
evening. Members from that chap
canned for school lunches. The Daniel James Bowley, South Hope
Rockland
ter included Mrs. Nellie G. Staples
group was composed of Frances P. Elwood Sumner Rowe,
D.D.G.M. After the supper the
Gulstln, Eleanor Libby, Nancy Lunt, Fred Charles Chilles, Vinalhaven
chapter was opened with^W. M.
Rose Evansky, and Dorothy Benner. Forrest Melvin Black, Ten. Harbor
Clarence Wesley Waltz,
Warren
Lotta Crowley presiding and de
• » • •
Herbert Hayes,
Union
grees were- conferred on Raymond
Martha Chapman and Marie Elwood
Alton Lamont Hopkins, Vinalhaven
By The Pupils
Rackliffe, Chester Wall and Lewis
Sanderson are ln charge of the Wilhelm
Christian Hempel, Camden
Simmons. A program consisting ol
lunch tickets this year.
‘
Victor Joseph White, Owl’s Head
song by Mrs. Victoria Clement,
• ♦ » »
Miss Anna E. Coughlin, former
Donald Lee Sanborn,
Rockland
recitation. Mrs. Marion Colbv. storv.
Junior Red Cross girls who are Lindley Murray Fitch, Washington
teacher and principal of this school,
W. P. Gilford Butler. Worthy
was guest speaker at the faculty juniors and seniors in high school Elwin Eugene Hallowell. Rockland
Grand Matron Mrs. Morse gave an
meeting, Monday afternoon. In a are now eligible for participation in Newman M. Walls,
Vinalhaven
interesting and pleasing talk which
delightful and inspiring manner, the Red Cross Staff Assistance Fernald Elroy Young, Vinalhaven
was very helpful to the chapter
• • ♦ •
she urged that students be taught Corps. For this volunteer service, Henry Polky,
Waldoboro
After the meeting Mrs. Morse was
Maurice Miller of Rockport, last the guest of Mrs. Victoria Ciement
poetry, saying that they must know girls must have completed one Harvey Hall Simonton,
Camden
of, and come into possession of, this course in either typing,, shorthand, MUton Van Rollins, Jr., Rockland employed at the Davis Funeral at her home and left the next day
priceless heritage. “Poetry makes bookkeeping, office practice, or busi Victor Hasten,
Camden Home in Thomaston, is attending for South Bristol.
immortal all that is best and most ness practice, in addition to a ten- Eman Alfred Kangas, Spruce Head an advanced • motor school in
Mrs. Fred Ripley returned T^ur®beautiful in the world” might be hour course on the history,and..or
Stockton, Calif.
day from a six weeks visit in Rhode
considered the theme of her ganization of the Red Cross. High
• • * •
Island, Boston and Martha’s Vine
Levi R. Flint of Rockland, who
school girls may wear the attrac
address.
, •
Mr.
and
Mts.
Russell E»> Bartlett, yard.
has
been
inspector
for
the
Secre

“The poetry of a people is Its most tive yellow uniform of the Staff
Old County road, have just received
A daughter Was bom Sept. 20 tc
enduring gift to mankind—ancient Assistance Corps with the Junior tary of State, and in charge of the word that their son-in-iaw, Charles Mr. and Mrs. Parker Jackson.
Greece still lives for us today be Red- Cross emhlem when they have Rocklahd automobile registration H. Lowe, has. recently been pro
The Staff Assistance office has resigned and enlisted in moted ' from ' 2nd lieutenant to 1st
cause of .Homer, Other moments qualified.
in history enshrined in poetry were Corps provide administrative ‘ and the U. S. Coast Guard. He has a lieutenant, and is now in charge of
mentioned ai.d illustrated by quo clerical help to their local chapters. rating of Chief Boatswain's Mate an anti-aircraft battery at Camp
tations which included “The Eve Several from the commercial de and. has been assigned to the office Edwards, Mass.
WiuittyMliuyWiUt
Before Waterloo,” “The Burial of partment have signified their in of the Captain of the Port, Rock
• • • •
Sir John Moore,” and the tale of terest in becoming members.
land.
Pvt. Meredith Dondis, stationed
• • • •
WAH BONOS
• • • •
Wolfe reciting Gray’s "Elegy” be
at Camp Pendleton, Va., on a three
fore Quebec. She stressed the im
Frederick
P.
Elwell.
5
High
Thirty-three letters were type
portance of the ballad makers and written and sent to Irving Small street. Thomaston, has been pro day leave, was a recent visitor at
their ballads in recording another this week by members of his type moted from Corporal to Sergeant. the home of his mother, Mrs.
era for us. Poetry also teaches writing class. Irving is at the His address is Co. E. Inst. Regt. Joseph Dondis, Beech street. Pvt.
a
Dondis traveled by airplane the
high ideals and Christian princi Maine General Hospital, in Port T-G.AFB., Fort Knox, Ky.
a
greater
part
of
the
trip?
ples—poems by Lowell and Long land.
* • * •
• * * •
8
fellow were used to illustrate this
• • • •
D. O. Davey of the U.SS. Wake
r
I.t
L.
Ripley,
Jr.
of
Rockland,
point.”
At the Senior High assembly, field is spending a 15-day furlough
Her
closing
readings from Tuesday, a movie, “This Land,” was with his wife and son at 69 North stationed in the Hawaiian Islands $1.07 for the ensemble.
has been promoted to corporal
modern poets showed clearly that shown. Bertha Coombs was in Main street.
technician of the Signal Corps.
in our own times the beauty of our charge of devotions.
• • • •
His address is: Corp. I. L. Ripley,
coast and the record of her people
• • • •
Ensign Russell D, Bartlett, U. S. Jr. A5.N. 110227760, 25 Signal
set forth by these poems have be
Next Tuesday’s assembly will be N. R„ of Washington, D. C„ on a Company, A.P.O. 25, care Postmas
come an added portion to the great
heritage. This group included.poems in charge of the Curtis Publishing week’s leave is visiting his parents, ter, San Francisoo, Calif.
representative,
Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Russell E. Bartlett.
by Edna St. Vincent Millay, Wil Company’s
• • • •
Ensign Bartlett has recently been
Sprague,
who
will
explain
this
bert Snow, Harold Vinal, Rachel
Pvt. Ralph E. Caven, who is
made
liaison
officer
between
the
year
’
s
subscription
campaign.
Field and Elizabeth Hanley Dan
Bomb Disposal School and the Bu stationed at Camp Gordon, Ga,
forth.
and Mrs. Ralph Caven of Hartford,
reau of Ordinance.
A
SUCCESSFUL
SEASON
Then, to the delight of her
e
• • « •
Conn., Tecenily visited Pvt. Cavaudience, she read a group of her
Percy Blaisdell, AMM3c, who has tn’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
own poems which included “Old Lobster Pcund At Lincolnville Beach
d
just completed a course of instruc Caven, at 17 Masonic street; his
Timer,” “Smokin’ ’Em,” “The Hide Has Scored a Hit—Will Remain
y
tion at Newport, R. I., and is on grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Open Through September
Hole,” "No Line Pence,” “An
r
the seven days’ leave, is visiting his Caven at Clark Island and Mrs.
Artist’s Mother,” and others.
n
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
P.
Blais

Caven
’
s
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
The
Lobster
Pound
at
Lincolnville
Listening to Miss Coughlin, one
e
Merton Anthony at Port Clyde.
was remnded of Hawthorne’s words Beach has, considering war condi dell, Walker place.
• • • •
Pvt.
Caven
’
s
address
is:
Co.
G,
22d
tions,
had
a
very
satisfactory
sea

—“Creation was not finished until
Pvt. Clarence Peterson, stationed Infantry, Camp Gordon, Augus Invest at least ten percent of your
the poet came to Interpret and so son this year. This may be due, In
income every pay day. Buy War
complete it,” and was struck by the part, to an unsolicited recommenda at Port Benning, Ga., who has been ta, Ga.
• • • •
Bonds and Stamps from your bank,
fact that among other character tion in one of the principal travel on a 10-days’ leave, has been visi
istics, it is the heart and mind of a books. As quoted in “Where To ting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
C. Austin Sherman, Jr„ has en your postoffic* and at retail stores.
poet that has made this woman the Eat, Sleep and Play,” it states: S. Peterson, Portland, and relatives listed as seaman, second class ln
U. S 1reasurv fietw-tment
great teacher her “boys and girls” “Lincolnville, U. S. 1, 12 miles N. of in Rockland. • « • •
and fellow-workers have acclaimed Rockland, The Lobster Pound—
"My life here would seem more
her.
lunch and dinner inexpensive—11
• • • •
a. m. to 9 p. m. The best lobster ike home if I could have The
A football social will be held in pound in my experience ln a very Courier-Gazette,” wrote Cecil R.
the gym tonight with the Junior amusing setting.”
Elwell to his folks at Spruce Head.
class as hosts, under the direction
The management of the Lobster Needless to add that they have
of the following committees: En Pound wishes to thank those who granted his wish. Elwell’s ad
tertainment,
Pauline
Havener, have helped to make this a profit dress is “Care of Captain of the
Christine Newhall;
decorations. able season, and to make the an Port, Boat, C. G. R. 2528, Glou
Gloria Witham, Betty Holmes; re nouncement that the Pound will be cester, Mass.
• • ♦ •
freshments, Ruth McMahon, Joan open through September and pos
Look; tickets. Shelby Glendenning, sibly longer.—adv.
George E. Walmsley, son of
Joyce Mitchell, Hartwell Dowling.
Charles E. Walmsley, Ingraham
Lincoln McRae; music, Elaine
Hill, has recently been promoted
Poust, Kenneth Mignault; clean-up,
to 3d Class Pharmacist's Mate.
Horatio Cowan, Haymond Chisholm.
He may be addressed. Marine
Ronald Berry; publicity, Robert
Corps Unit, No. 600. Care Post
Jones. Warren Dow. Music will be
master, San Francisco, Calif.
furnished by Bud Clark’s orchestra.
• * * •
—Betty Holmes
Rev,
and
Mrs. John Smith
* • •-•
Lowe of Rockland have received
Virginia Foster of the Senior
word that their son. Jack Lowe,
shorthand class.
and
Maxine
ias been promoted to the rank of
Cheyne of the office practice class,
technical
sergeant in the 829th
have assisted Principal Blaisdell in
Signal Service Battalion.. As to
War sets up many interruptions to
the office this week. Office boys
his present whereabouts, don’t
were Charles Firth, Bertell Drink
normal life. Tire and gas short
ask them, for they do not know.
water, Hiram Brown, Harlan Met
• • * *
ages make it harder to get about.
calf, George Bunker and Lucerne
Pfc.
Tauno
Hurme
on
nine
days
’
But
banking by mail will help you
Willett.
• • • •
Urlough from his duties at Fort
to overcome many wartime ob
Jackson, S. C., was given a wel
Five Freslimen girls from the
stacles
and provides safe, speedy
come home party at the home of
Home Economics class went Wed
his
father,
John
(Hurme
in
West
nesday afternoon to Bear Moun
service to suit your convenience.

At The High School

NEEDS FIXING

MOTOR ABOAT RUTH M.
•

..
I • e v*
Effective Monday, Sept. 28, until further notice

FOR SALE
One Used Philco Battery

CALL 590-W

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
TEL. 721
442 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND, ME.

Returning. Leave Rockland 2.00 P. M.

W. H. EMERY

Daily Except Sunday

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland

Camden

Union

Vinalhaven

RADIO SERVICE
34 UNION St.,
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trices also Effective at Camden and Belfast

Sumner C. Perry is at his ho
on Talbot avenue recuperating fi
a nervous attack inspired by o
work during a busy Summer.

fresh

ROASTING

Kendall Bass of Spring! it
Maas., who has been spending
Summer at Owl's Head, has bou.
the Harry H. Joy residenci
Camden, and will reside the
The deal was conducted thror
Freeman S. Young's agency.

4 TO 5 LB. SIZES LB _
FRESH NORTHERN

turkeys , .S=,!“
FOWL

LB1

John W. Watts is rapidly reci
ering from his recent illness, a
wiH shortly reopen his barber sn
on Pleasant street.

LB

4 TO 6 LB SIZES

I rnP Fancy Selected

ILAHlD
AMR LEGS
Genuine Spring Lo
"SSo Boned & Rolled
LAWIB FORES

e

d

Mrs. Betty McLain of Can
Ohio, is employed in the offlci
County Attorney Stuart C. B;
gess.

LB

young

LB

bucks
FRANKFORTS

Rummage and food sale, Tho:
dike Hotel, Saturday, Sept. 26.
10; benefit Cathc-lic Women’s Cl
—adv.

LB

lB29c

FRESH
HADDOCK FILLETS
FRESH SLICED
SWORDFISH
FOR STEWING
OYSTERS

lb45c
PINT

39c
- - -------- ,

-------------- ,--------- -------------- - -------- -—

■* . «

APIPLI:S
McIntosh A
L5‘

X*

NATIVE

♦r,

—r------------ -

Grant F. Davis, son of Mr a
Mrs- George B. Davis, of Rockla:
a senior at the University of Mu
has been named on the list of pr
tors for the freshman donnitc-i:
by Dean of men L. S. Corbf
Davis is majoring in Chemical I
gineerlng. He was manager
football in his freshman year,
proctor in Hannibal Hamlirt II
the largest men's dormitory on
Campus, he will have under
supervision a group of first y
students to assist them in orii
ing themselves to University

Those sailors who did not go
the recreation room Tuesday ni
will 'be disappointed, when th
learn they would have been em
tained by about 20 young ladie
Rockland.
Those present s..
songs, new and old. danced t
Conga, along with the "lady of t
lake” while others toasted mar
mallows in the open fire place.
i9 the plan of the ISO to ii
several young girls at the recri
tion room each night hereafter

462 MAIN ST.

TOMATOES

NATIVE
RED-RIPE

J

POTATOES

swbit

6

LBS

25'

TOKAY GRAPES

2

LBS

29°

*

|LBs21c

Inexpensive Christmas cards w
name imprinted; Subs, to all nu
azines taken; will you kindly t<
phone me to help save gas; I’d
preciate your order very mu<
prompt attention given; Sherwc
E (Frost, tel. 1181-J.
86
Visitors Ln
can get copies
zette at the
Agency, 603
West.—adv.

Washington, D.
of The Courier-C
Metropolitan N<
15th street, N;
5?

For dependable radio ser
call the Radio Shop telephone
617 Main street. Complete Ph
line.—adv.

Antiques Wanted
Will pay good prices for O
Parlor Lamps with Colored FlovJ
ers on them. Also want Bla<
Walnut Picture Frames and
Marble Top Tables of all kiniij

W. J. FRENCH
10 HIGH ST.,

ORANGES

O’

*

CAMDEN, M|

90

>

CALIFORNIA
SIZE 126
DOZEN

XB IJ

- MEDIUM <_
SIZE
DOZEN

Murray’s Market
102 BROADWAY’, ROCKLAN
WILL CLOSE AT 7 P.
EVERY NIGHT

Beginning Monday, Sept.

CUSTOM GR®UNQ LB ORC

Bokar

a

coffee bag

HATS CLEANED

cirtBAes PKG

OLD FELTS LOOK LIKE M
Shoe Shining
Confections

ANN P*GE

M^onnaiM

PHILIP SULIDES
Opp Strand Theatre.

WHITE
5C
IUManm»Exvact/
idMBIm _
..
ANNPAGE
29c
ooz^2i
SAIL

RAISIN
BREAD

--J

22«.

JIB

lAaaPageOliYeOU
loATEDDONUTS' isalaMrewlaS3^

IQ”

1 JANE

PARKER
DOZ IO
PLAIN oi sugared

Rinso
[Silver Oort

” ‘ **

SANDWICH

Fairy Seap
to'Z'nst
ROLLS pkg 9* tax Flakes
, tin II
'ffihuoy
Soap
o
FRANKFORT
ROLLS pko 10 Ivory Soap “II 63c’A“i3‘

angeCcakes Ivory Soap
tACH.35C

Scott

,3cl

“

A
w

TAIL
CANS

WOODCOCK'S ORCHESTR
with Billy Dean and His Violi

Admission 25c and 35c, tax in
148-

BEANO
AMERICAN LEGION' ROOYl
THOMASTON
EVERY MONDAY NIGI

8.00 o’clock
TWO CENTS A GAME
Many Special Games Next M
With $48-°0 Special Cash Pri
and $2.00 Door Prize
$5 to any winner in 9 numt
or less
Auspices Williams-Brazier F<]
H

BURPEE’S

Butter BROOK
SUNNYLB
C4C
Butter FIELD PRINT 31
SUNNYFIELD
RAr
Butter LB PRINTS LB uZ
FRESH CHEDDAR AAf>
bneese whu.orcoi—ta z»>
Whitehouse
Evtporated

South Hope Danci

TOILET TISSUE^—

:L.

BlSIlz
IflllR

Rockl

EVERY SATURDAY NIG

‘jar

Sandwich
Macaran

BOT

SILVER

Radio

complete $17.00

Leave Vinalhaven at 8.00 A. M.

We invite you to bank with us by
mail when weather, illness, or lack
of time make it difficult for you to
come in personally.

talk of the tow

Oct. 5—First meeting of the Rockland Junior Women's Club
Oct. 5—Opening meeting of
season. Ohtkeanjeai
Oct- 9—Rubinstein Club, first mi
ing of the season, Universalist vt8 P- m
Oct. &—At Camden, quarterly n
lng Lincoln Baptist Aseoclatl
Women’s Missionary Conference.

BEAT WAR'S

YOUR

RADIO

Rockport Saturday night. Smor
gasbord supper was served. Fol
lowing this Tauno was presented
with a sum of money from those
present and some friends who were
unable to attend. To this he reunable to attend. Tothi s he re
sponded with a promise to do his
best in the service which he evi
dently has 'been doing as he has
i^cently been promoted td- Head
Mechanic at Hearquarters Com
pany. The guest9 were:
Mr. and Mrs. John Altonen, Mr.
and Mrs. Gustave ILaine, Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Holmberg, Mr. and
Mrs. Anton Lohberger, John Lehtinen, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Monden, Miss Lydia Lehtonen, Mrs.
'Laura Kettunen, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilho Elgland, Mr. and Mrs. Mikko
Lofman, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Lofman, Mr. and Mrs. Selim Ruohomaa, Mr. and Mrs. Emil Rivers,
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Hamalainen.
Mr. and Mrs. William O’Jala, Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Starr and Viola,
Mr. and Mrs. Axel Gronros, Mr.
and Mrs. Kustl [Nuppula, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Williams. Capt. and
Mrs. Hellene, Mr. and Mrs. Uuno
•Laiho and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Eino Stein and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Salo and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Salo. Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Waisanen and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Latva, Mr.
and Mrs. Kaarlo JTurmi, Mrs. Nes
tor Mikkola, Tolvo Laine, George
Greenrose, Jr., Sidney Andrews,
Kenneth Drinkwater, Mrs. Inez
Lehto, Albert Quinn. Mrs. Elsie In
gersoll, Misses
Lila Fransen,
Blanche Collins, Carolyn Andrews,
Mrs. Elizabeth Leppanen and John
Herbert and Eila Hurme.
Others invited but unable to at
tend were Mr. and Mrs. Earl Tol
man and family and Mr. and Mrs.
John North. Young Hurme left on
the late afternoon train Wednes
day on his return trip.

Rockland High School will start
its football season Saturday at
Brunswick. The game will be
played in the morning because the
boys on the team will see Bowdoin
play ih the afternoon. The three
letter men returning this year
are center—Donny Kalloch; full
back, John Duff, and running
guard, Alfred Storer. Most of the
other boys were on last year’s
squad.
Brunswick has already started its
schedule. It lest its first game to
Biddeford, and Rockland will be
its second opponent. “T predict
Rcckland to be the victor.”
Our new coach. Tom Keady, is
doing a fine job to fashion a team
from what material he has.
This is the probable line-up:
Le, A. Storer; lt, D. Philbrook; Ig,
D. (Lindsey; c, W. Dow; rg. F. E.
Allen; rt, L. McRae; re, H. Stif.el;
qb, S. McCurdy; rhb. F. 3. Allen;
lh. D. Kalloch; fb. J. Duff.
—by Perk

Cancer is essentially a disease of
old age, being ten times as frequent
in the 60s as in the 30s and seldom
apeparing until the late 40s, according to statistics.

Tuesday-Friday

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
telephones

ACC

S90 or 781-1 or 781-11
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Oct 5 First meeting of the season,
ckland Junior Women’s Club.
Oct
5—Opening meeting of the
jes'on, Shakespeare Society.
Oct. 9—Rubinstein Club, first meet
ing of the season, Unlversallst vestry,
8 p m.
Oct 9—At Camden, quarterly meet
ing Lincoln Baptist Association and
W men's Missionary Conference.
r

---- ,------------ Grant P. Davis, son of Mr, and
Mrs. George B. Davis, of Rockland,
a senior at the University of Maine,
ha.s been named on the ll»t of proc
tors for the freshman dormitories,
by Dean of men L. S. Corbett.
Davis is majoring in Chemical En
gineering. He was manager of
foctball in his freshman year. As
proctor in Hannibal Hamliri Hall,
the largest men’s dormitory on the
Campus, he will have under his
supervision a group of first year
students to assist them in orient
ing themselves to University life.

AR
SUPER

MARKETS
«
Belfast

4

mi

Those sailors who did not go to
the recreation room Tuesday night
will be disappointed, when they
learn they would have been enter
tained by about 20 young ladies of
Rockland.
Those present sang
songs, new and old, danced the
Conga, along with the “lady of the
lake’’ while others toasted marsh
mallows in the open fire place. It
is the plan of the I.S.<5. to have
several young girls at the recrea
tion room each night hereafter.

Sumner C. Perry is at his home
on Talbot avenue recuperating from
a nervous attack inspired by over
work during a busy Summer.
Kendall Bass of Springfield,
Mass., who lias been spending the
Summer at Owl's Head, has bought
tlie Harry H. Joy residence in
Camden, and will reside there.
The deal was conducted through
Freeman S. Young’s agency.

IB

John W. Watts is rapidly recov
ering from his recent illness, and
wiH shortly reopen his barber shop
on Pleasant street.

IB
LB

1 ->■

Mrs. Betty McLain of Canton.
Ohio, is employed in the office of
County Attorney Stuart C. Bur
gess.
Rummage and food sale, Thorn
dike Hotel, Saturday, Sept. 26.-at
10; benefit Cathc-lic Women’s Club,
—adv.
88-90
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PINT

39c
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Inexpensive Christmas cards with
name imprinted; Subs, to all mag
azines taken; will you kindly tele
phone me to help save gas; I'd ap
preciate your order very much;
prompt attention given; Sherwood
E Frost, tel. 1181-J.
86*90

Visitors in
can get copies
zette at the
Agency, 603
West.—adv.

Washington, D. C..
of The Courier-Ga
Metropolitan News
13th street, Ncrth
58’tf

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
517 Main street. Complete Philco
line.—adv.
tJOtf

Antiques Wanted
Will pay good prices for Old

Parlor Lamps with Colored Flow
ers on them.

Also want Black

Walnut Picture Frames and Old

Marble Top Tables of all kinds.

W. J. FRENCH
10 HIGH ST.,

»A.;
<■»

Rockland High football team
will play Brunswick High team at
Brunswick Saturday. The game
scheduled to be played with
Skowhegan, Oct. 2, at Skowhegan,
has been cancelled, owing to
transportation difficulties.
The
first home game will be with
Morse High of Bath, Oct. 10.
The Courier-Gazette's thanks go
to Mai Morrell, director of ath
letics at Bowdoin College for a copy
of the football schedule. The home
games for the Bowdoin team ares
Sept. 26, Tufts; Oct. 10, Amherst;
Oct. 17, Williams; Nov. 7, Maine.

Murray’s Market
102 BROADWAY, ROCKLAND
WILL CLOSE AT 7 P. M.
EVERY NIGHT x

Beginning Monday, Sept. 21
88-91

CARD OF THANKS
This ls to thank all my neighbors
anu irlends for tnelr kindnesses dur
ing my recent sickness.
•
Charles K. MacWhlnnle

SALE
SATURDAY. 2 P. M.
65 PARK STREET

BINGO

Cottage Owners and Antique
Buyers Invited
FRANK IL INGRAHAM

FRIDAY NITE, SPEAR HALL, 7.45

90-lt

$2,
OLD FELTS LOOK LIKE NEW
Shoe Shining
Confectionery

lbb*c.B9C

Opp Strand Theatre.

Rockland
6OFtf

DR. JAMES P. KENT
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Practice

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

90Ftf

245cl
3 LB 71CI
,
TIN 1 I
OCAKES 20'
6' LGE.
Vi 10c
3cAKesl3C|

BEANO

BENEFIT BEANO

AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS

I. 0. 0. F. HALL

at 8.15

ATTENDANCE PRIZE $8.00
FREE GAME $11.00
DOOR PRIZE $7.50
MONTHLY PRIZE $15.00

Plenty of Groceries

90‘lt

52Ftf

BURPEE'S

FUNERAL HOME

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

< CLAREMONT ST.
BOCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONES
<90 or 781-1 or 781-U
1U-112 LIMEROCK STBBET
ROCKLAND, ME.

HWf
>« »• narkvt

RUSSELL

TEL. 662

Nobody can Resist
a Mirror . *

So . . . when you see soldiers,
sailors, men of the air corps and
civilians looking in cur mirrors,
don’t think these men are “stuck
on themselves” . . . it’s simply
they can’t resist a mirror and
especially what the mirror h
showing this Fall.

SATURDAY

: 3rolls23C|

ET size

SHOW TIMES
Matinees
Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00
Evenings at 8.00

No one ever did and no one
ever wilL
cmortals

8.00 o’clock
TWO CENTS A GAME
Many Special Games Next Mon.
With $48.00 Special Cash Prises
and $2 00 Door Prize
$5 to any winner in 9 numbers
or less
Auspices Williams-Brazier Rost

WALDO THEATRE

FRIDAY, SRJPT. 25
JOAN BENNETT
GEORGE BRENT
Mischa Auer, Una Merkel^ and
Glenda Farrell

in

90-92

Admission 25c and 35c, tax incL
148-F-tf

THOMASTON
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
CAKE «

<515

CLOTHING REPAIRS

I

Q1C1

ESH
TIVE

90’lt

(Upstairs)
427 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME

3OZ2V’
N PAGE
APT JAR
LGE.

Given Away, $5.00—1 each
Door Prize $1.50
Six Lucky Games
$3, $4, $4, $5, $5 in Merchandise

WALKER’S TAILOR SHOP

Come in, fellows, and look us
and yourselves over.

Our memorials are erected un
durable cement foundations, built
with a board form and are guar
anteed to be four feet deep to
guard against action of the frost.

Our prices are based on the
quality of work that we erect
and we do business with the aim
that “a satisfied customer is our
best asset,"

FALL SUITS
$29.50 to $45.00
NEW HATS

NEW SHIRTS

“TWIN BEDS”
(a merry, entertaining comedyfarce)
SATURDAY ONLY, SEPT. 20
Two Full Length Features

“REMEMBER
PEARL HARBOR”

A meeting of the executive board
and advisory committee of the Knox
County Fish and Game Association
was held at Webber’s Inn. Thomas
ton. last Tuesday, with 16 members
present.
After a fine chicken supper the
business of the association was dis
posed of in the crisp manner cus
tomary to its president, A. M.
Yeung.
Plans were made for a regular
meeting of the association to«be held
the middle of November at which
time all tall tales and alibis of the
hunters will be heard as they
gather around a game supper. This
promises to be a very interesting
meeting as in addition to the pre
viously mentioned entertainment
movies and ether pastimes are in
cluded in the program.
The following men were proposed
for membership and accepted by
the association: Carl Benson, Earl
Maxey, Kenneth Wing. John Ward.
Roland Rackliffe, Wilbur Senter,
William M. Crutcher.
The association expresses Its ap
preciation for the favors and cour
tesies shown by their hosts, the
Webber?, at their comfortable Inn.

V
HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE SAVINGS
THAT FILL OUR SHELVES

JELL-O, all flavors .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 pkgs 19c
SPRY.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 lb tin 71c
CORNED BEEF LOAF.. .. .. .. .. . 12 oz tin 35c
SHREDDED WHEAT, N. B. C. .. 2 pkgs 23c
CRYSTAL WHITE SYRUP .... 2 bots 35c
HERSHEY CHOCOLATE SYRUP ... tin 10c
ARGO CORN STARCH.. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 pkgs 15c
DOG FOOD.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 tins 29c
PRUDENCE CORNED BEEF HASH, tin 25c

BMP. MllK
3 tins 24c,3.7,

jpa

8W*

“^[Fult

Tire Certificates
COCOA, read)i to use 2 Va

War Price and Rationing Board
7-1, Rockland, announces the issu
ing of the following certificates
for the week ending Sept. 19:
New Truck and Bus Tires

■5uTTER49c
3" *611

Charles E King, Camden.
City of Rockland, Rockland.
Camden and Thomaston Bus
Lines. Rockland.
Sherwood Upham (U. & G. Ex
press), Rockland.
John Bird Company, Rockland
Stanley C Bojmton, Rockland.
New Passenger Automobile Tires
Lloyd D. Richardson, Camden.
Archibald F. Green, Camden.
Albert Dirion, Union (Obsolete)

I

LOAF CHEESE, yellow ••••••.. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 45C

Grade B Tires

Vesper L. Packard, Rockland.
Carl R. Perry, Warren.
Albert Larcorrfbe. Rockland.
Clifford M. Hall. Camden.
Retreads—Truck, Bus and
Passenger Car

James L. Caven. Clark Island.
Alfred C. Hawes, Union.
Norman E. Fuller, Camden.
Paul B. Simmons, Friendship.
William H. Carleton. Rockland.
Lucinda Rich, Rockland
Louis Crockett, Rockland.
Norman Kalloch, Rcckland
George A. Greenrose, West Rock
port.
Thomas R Winston. South Hope.
Eino Harris, Rockland.
Louis B. Cook, Rockland.
Charles T. Manchester, Rocklana.
Hugh E. Hatch, Camden.
Thomas J. Carroll, Thomaston
Alden P. Allen, Hope.
Gulf Oil Corporation, Rockland.
Kenneth R. Winchenbach, Friend
ship.
Nathan Berliawsky, Rockland.
Charles A. Studley, Glen Cove.
State
Departmental
Garag3.
Camden.
Stanley Boynton,

FRESH

---------------- 7V23c

FRANKFORTS ••chees£L0AF.. .. .. .. . lb 27c
MACARONI AND CHtt lqaf
^b_2Te

PICKLE AND P_ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ib29^1

Rockland.

Eino E. Hall. Rockland.
Parker S. Adams, Rockland.

Lois O’Neil, after which refresh
ments will be served. Each mem
ber is entitled to invite one guest.
• • • •
Owl’s Head Grange will mee'
Monday night at 8 o’clock In the
town hall. Each member is to pre
pare a number for the program.

Beano G.A.R. Hall,
Sept. 28, 2.15 p. m.—adv.

fe49cl
lb 39c
lb 59c

SIRLOIN,
.,5rds'tEwS«1-ESas
PORTERHOUSE^88

Monday,
lt

RO AS-,

POT ROAST,

lb 37c
ft 39c

«£££,?

ovenro^eS^—j^c
PIG’S W^ced............................ lb 35c

TONIGHT
Community Building
Tower Room
7.00 to 11.00 P. M.
GOOD TIME PROMISED

90-lt

MADE TO MEASURE
by HOMELAND TAILORS
SUITS,
$26.75
to$48.00
TOP COATS,
$26.75 to $46.50
OVERCOATS,
$29.75 to $47.50
Call At or Phone

GEORGE F. RYAN
The Bettefan Shop
393 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1040-W

PAPER TOWELS, roll of 100 towels
5c
PAPER NAPKINS, 80 count 2 pkgs 15c
ORANGE JUICE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 46 oz tin 33c
SWEET PICKLE CHUNKS ... qt jar 25c
BAKED HAM SPREAD.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. jar 29c
FRIENDS PEA BEANS ... 2 tall tins 29c
4A

EAST TO PREPARE

PUDDINGS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 pkgs
Chocolate, Butterscotch, Vanilla

*

1XWV
Xf

GRAPES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ~2 lbs 25c

90’lt

Donald M. Barry, Alan Curtis,
Fay McKenzie
Also on the Program »
BILL ELLIOTT, TEX RITTEB
in
•

We reserve the right to limit quantities

MED.

LGE.

BAB

BAB

“ROARING FRONTIERS”
SUN.-MON., SEPT. 27-28

NEW HOSIERY

Cemetery Memorials

GREGORY’S

(Made in England, with the com
plete and enthusiastic collabora
tion of the British Fleet Air Arm)

EAST UNION, ME.
THOMASTON, ME.

TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Featuring
John Clements,, Jane Baxter,
Ann Todd, Leslie Banks

54Ftf

Dine At Webber’s Inn and
Arrange For Mid-No
vember Meeting

(Timely and gripping melodrama
in the Philippines)
with

United Artists presents
An exciting and inspiring Naval
drama

Wm. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

The Fish And Gamers

Weymouth Grange of Thomas Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
ton. will observe Booster Night
Monday. A public supper will be
served at 6 o’clock with Mrs. Wil
liam Richards and Mrs. Dora
PRIVATE DANCE
Maxey in charge. An entertain
ment will, follow the supper, the
program being in charge of Miss
For Service Men

Expertly done promptly and at
Moderate Cost

Has

South Hope Dance
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA,
with Billy Dean and His Violin

News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

90’lt

AND ALTERATIONS

' Resumed
*)QC I

GRANGE CORNER

TEL. WALDOBORO 100

PHILIP SULIDES

BO, 5C

JAR

BIG BINGO
SAT. \IGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.15
Given Away, $10—1 each
Door Prize $2.50.
And Three Extra Prizes, $2.50
Six Lucky Games

HATS CLEANED,

OfST-

i IB
P4G

PAGE
BOT
If 07

Rev. Charles A. Marstaller re
turned Wednesday from Oakland
where he attended a two-day Bap
tist ministers’ retreat held at Sandy
Beach camp. Other Baptist minis
ters who attended from Knox
County were Rev. C. Vaughn
Overman of Rockport, Rev. Mel
vin H. Dorr, Jr. of Camden, and
Rev. Aubrey Bishop of Warren.

Dishes, Furniture, Etc.

lur
u* V
PKG

17‘
$1.21
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Women are wanted to help in the
To Aid Coast Guard
great salvage campaign by the
WPB. Some means they feel
should be taken to gain more vital
activity in the hearts and minds Local Small • Boat Owners
of Rockland people as to the cru
Have Formed An
cial need of metals at once. Of
Auxiliary
course the women will do the trick
and do it well.
A very successful and enthusi
astic meeting cf Small Boat Own
Central Maine Power Co., key ers was held Thursday night in the
men of the Eastern Division met in private dining room of the Thorn
Rockland Wednesday at the com- dike Hotel for the purpose of or
panys offices. A feature of the ganizing a “U. S. Coast Guard
meeting was a farewell dinner ' Auxil ary.”
served for Earle R. Gowell, power
This organization is being formed
engineer, who left that day to re | in the Rockland area under the
port as a member of the staff of ' supervision of the Captain of the
the Public Utility Branch of : Port, Rockland. Me. Assisting the
WF.B., Boston, Thursday.
Mr. Captain of the Port were Ensigns
Gowell
was
presented with gifts E D. Sherman and J. C. Penell.
J of pipe and box of cigars. Eighteen
Ensign Sherman gave an in
were present including special structive talk concerning the or
guests. W. F. Wyman, general su gan'za tion and together with the
perintendent, Alvin T. Littlefield, Captain of the Port stressed the
sales manager and R. W. Morri seriousness of the present situation,
son, power engineer, all of Augus picturing the urgent necessity of
ta.
H. P. Blodgett, division su all citizens to help in one way or
perintendent, presided.
another. All three of the Coast
Guard Officers placed before the
In these days of stress we are small boat owners the fact that they
apt to forget the everyday funda cculd not offer any greater service
mentals which actually are of in to their country than by joining the
creased importance.
There exists Coast Guard Auxiliary.
At the conclusion of fie meeting
In the Camden Street School an
urgent need for an upright piano. nearly all present signed up as
Any person having an upright they members cf the Auxiliary. It is
may care to donate woud be help expected that another meeting will
ing the pupils of this school im be held next month.
mensely. Please communicate with
Mrs. Allston Smith, phone 74-J.
Tax Savings Notes

Miss Frances Collette of the
Bettefan
Shop is attending the
Harry L. Thompson, former Boston Candy
Show.
member of the M£ir.e State Police,
has begun his new duties as a
The city matron is in urgent
member of the Bath police depart
need of baby and children's cloth
ment.
ing. a baby carriage and quilts or
blankets.
' Please phone 603-M or
Assembling in Augusta for a two- leave clothing at her office on
days convention at the Augusta Spring street.
House Oct. 3-4, members of the
Maine State Chiropractors Associa
Adeise
Jusene,
alias Eddie
tion will participate in a business
and educational program of excep Christian/of Washington, was be
tional interest. Outstanding guest fore recorder Harding charged
speakers will include Dr. James E. with larceny of 10 hens, valued at
Slocum, of Des Moines, Iowa, re at $20.00, the property of Ernest
search director of the National Pitcher, Washington, Sept. 6, 1942.
Chiropractic Association, and Dr. He pleaded not guilty, but was
John Walton, one of New York found guilty and sentenced to 30
days in -jail. The case was inves
City’s leading chiropractors.
tigated by Sheriff C. Earle Lud
A Red Cross class in home nurs wick and Deputy Sheriff R. A.
ing is soon to be opened by Mrs. Webster. County Attorney Stuart
Maude Blodgett. At present only C. Burgess prosecuted.
an afternoon class Is being formed;
David Newcomb, Rockland High,
place, St. Peter’s Undercroft; hours,
Mrs. Charles A. Marstaller has
2 to 4. Days: not yet decided upon. 1942, has received word from been
this week a meet U. S. Treasury Is Offering a
A telephone call or postcard ad Northeastern University, Boston ing ofattending
the Baptist Foreign Mission
dressed to Mrs. Blodgett will enroll that he has 'been awarded a Fresh Board
New and Revised
in New York City and Bap
those desiring it. She has 11 at the man scholarship at the School ot tist Associational
meetings
in
Series
Engineering f or the coming year.
present time and wants 20.
Sabbatus
and
West
Falmouth.
He was an Honor Roll student at.
The United States Treasury Vic
Ernest Dondis, who graduated Rockland High for the past three
Theodore W. Sylvester, employed tory Fund Committee have an
from Rockland High School this years, winning his letter in base l several years in the printing de- , nounced
the Secretary of the
June, is a student at Becker Busi ball during these same years. He partment of The CoUrier-Gazette,, Treasury that
is offering new and re
ls the son of the late Mary New has entered the employ of the
ness College, Worcester, Mass.
borg of Boston and! South Thom Bath Iron Works. At present he vised series of Treasury Tax Sav
aston
and Charles Newcomb, and is attending a school of instruc ings Notes to provide (a) a con
Mrs. Mae Perry is substituting
venient and systematic method of
at the Purchase street school for has made his home with his aunt, tion for outside machinists.
accumulating funds for the pay
Mrs.
Marion
Lindsey,
while
he
has
Miss Annie Rhodes, teacher of the
ment of taxes, and (b) a excep
been attending High School. He
third grade who is ill.
Edward B. Richardson, employed
pitched for the Pirates this season. at the J. A. Jameson store, is hav tionally attractive medium for the
safest investment in the world for
luck, David! Our best wishes ing his annual vacation.
Knox Lodge, FAM., will work Good
idle funds, particularly those held
to
with
you.
It
is
heped
that
he
the Master Mason degree on three will show those Boston fellows
by business concerns and others
The lobster smack Silas Mc- v.ho have unemployed cash seek
candidates Monday
at South that a Maine boy can really
Thomaston, O.ES. supper at 680. “pitch ball” both on the diamond Loon has been hauled out at the ing short-term investment. These
Perry boat yard for repairs. Minor notes constitute an important part
All Master Masons are invited.
and in the class room.
damage to rail and top timbers of war financing.
resulted from a collision with the
There are two series, “A,” dated
Frank M. Tibbetts, of the Post
The Legion Patrol, which is affili sardine carrier Campobello, during
Office staff is on vacation for the ated with Sheriff Ludwick’s de thick fog in Muscle Ridge Chan Sept. 1, 1942. due. Sept. 1, 1945, not
callable. Interest accrues at 16
remainder of the month. Palmer partment, had a banquet at Web
cents a month per $100 or at inter
Pease, carrier, will return Monday, ber’s Inn Wednesday night, with nel the morning of Sept. 16.
est rate of about 1.92% a year. If
following a 15-day vacation. Mil *28 in attendance. The excellent
not
used for tax pyament, no inter
supper
was
followed
by
an
address
lard W. Hart and: David S. Beach
Joseph Dondis, son of Mr. and
will commence 5-day vacations, by Captain Leon P. Shepard of the Mrs. James Dondis, has been em est is paid.
These notes are acceptable for
Maine State Police.
Monday.
ployed with the Army engineers at taxes up to a $5000 limit in one
Army Air Base at Presque year. They are issued in denomi
The exterior of the factory the
BORN
Isle.
He will visit here before re nations of $25. $50, $100, $50O. $1000
Jackson—At South Thomaston. Sept. building of the Knox Industries,
to the University of and $5000. These are not eligible
20, to Mr. and Mrs. Parker Jackson, a Inc., occupied by the Van Baalen- turning
Maine,
where
he is a member of for loans.
daughter.
Heilbrun Co., is being painted by the Junior Class.
Hennings—At Camden, Sept. 24, to J. A. Karl & Co.
A second series, “C” are issued
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hennings, a son.
in larger denominations, and are
Dean—At South Hope. Sept. 7, to
Dr. James Kent of Limerock
J’ ^hf,ULHB!acl^lanb
has intended for large taxpayers and
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Dean, a son—
Ralph Irvine.
investors while series “A” are de
street,
who
was
injured
several
Pitman—At Sisters Hospital. Water
.TV T* ™ < signed for small or moderate tax
ville. Sept. 6, to Mr. and Mrs. C. weeks ago in an automobile acclr^umed hls d^tles at the Main payers.
Johnson Pitman (Eleanor Standish) dent in Woolwich, has resumed his
of Vassalboro, formerly of South practice.
Street Hardware CoSeries “C” is acceptable for
Waldoboro, a son—Jon Perley.
taxes in unlimited amounts. In
Berkeley D. Winslcw is on a terest accrues each month from
A Junior Red Cross Council for two-weeks
MARRIED
’ vacation from duties at
Weed-Hendricks—At Deer Isle, Sept. -,enior High School was organized the Perry Market. Main street. date of issue, on a graduated scale.
Tuesday
night,
and
these
officers
Each series may be presented for
9. Sargent Weed of Little Deer Isle
and Arllne Hendricks of Stonington. were elected: Alice Hall president; Ronald I. Abbott, who has been on taxes at par and accrued interest'
—by Rev. Edward Manning.
during and after the second cal
Nada Cary and Raymond Chisholm vacation, returned Monday.
endar month after date of pur
vice presidents; Elsie Norton, sec
A large painting of a full rigged chase.
DIED
retary and Joan Baum, treasurer.
ship, done by Robert Lee Perry,
Young—At Thomaston, Sept. 24, LoThese notes may be purchased
ranla T.. widow of Scott E. Young, A Home Nursing Corps, a Canteen Birch street, is on exhibition at
through all banks and branches
age 77 years, 4 months. 22 days. Fu Corps, a Staff Assistance Corps, a the Public Library.
neral Sunday at 2 o’clock from 29 Surgical
Dressing Room Aides
where complete details regarding
Beechwood street.
Group and a Boys’ Work Corps
notes may be obtained.
“Hitler Fails in 1942,” by Austen the
Lccal
Victory Fund Committee
are being organized, and necessary Lake
CVRD OF THANKS
—a detailed account of Hit
I wish to thank friends and relatives arrangements are being made for ler’s five great blunders that have consists of E. J. Hellier, chairman,
J. W. Robinson, H. C. Newbegih, I.
for their kindness and sympathy dur taking courses requisite for quali
ing my bereavement. Also for the fication in the several groups. kept him from winning. Read it L. Bray, H. P. Blodgett, Lawrence
beautiful floral offerings.
Allston E. Smith, sub-master, is the in the Boston Sunday Advertiser Miller, L. E. McRae, R. L. Wiggin,
David Kent,
on Sept. 27.
90*lt C. A. Rose and H. E. Keywood.
director of the council.
Vinalhaven.

CAMDEN, ME.

90P93

A 24-hour mobilization of all
State Guard organizations in
Maine, Sunday. Oct. 4, has been
ordered by Adjutant Gen. George
M. Carter^ Different from the com
mand post exercises Aug. 28-30, the
coming mobilization will put all
State Guard companies on active
missions in many parts of Maine.
These forces will be opposed by
actual troeps In simulated war con
ditions. The two battalions com
posing the State’s combat troops
will function separately, it was
stated, although the time and place
of maneuvers were not revealed.

Paae Thred

DUZ

LARGE
PKGS.

45c
19c

MEDIUM
PKGS.

“SHIPS WITH WINGS”
LARGE
PKGS.

2

23c
MEDIUM
PKGS.

- dL

WARREN

ft ft ft ft

ftftftft

MRS. ISABEL LABS
Correspondent

ALENA L 8TARRE7IT
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

Telephone 78

By ARTHUR STRINGER

W.M.U. SER.VIC.I

THE STORY SO EAR: To keep Nor
land Airway* In business, Alan Slide
ha* agreed to fly a to-called scientist
named Frayne and his assistant, Karnell, to the wild Anawotto country of
northern Canada, where Frayne expects
to And the breeding ground of the trum
peter swan. Slade suspects Frayne of
having other plans than swan-hunting,
but he has paid them enough to enable
Slade’s partner, Cruger, to buy a Lockheed they have been needing.
Mean
while, Alan goes with Lynn Morlock,
daughter of the local doctor, to give
first aid treatment to a flyer named Slim
Tumstead, who has been hurt in a fight.
He learns that Tumstead knows about |
the new plane and about Frayne. While
Slade Is on his way north with Frayne
and Karnell, someone holds up Cassidy,
■Ight watchman for Norland Airways,
and steals the Lockheed. All ‘Cassidy
can tell Cruger Is that the thief wore a
mask and that he headed north In the
plane. Now Slade and his passengers are
flying into a head wind, and Frayne has
Just complained that they are not mak
ing good time.

Now continue with the story.

CHAPTER VI

"It is very empty country,” the
swan-hunter observed.
"Fine and empty,” said Karnell,
who looked up slightly startled by
an admonishing elbow dig from his
companion.
"It’ll be better in an hour or
two,” Slade told them. “We’ll be
coming out on scrub timber and
heavier ridges. Then you’ll see your
last mine camp or two along the
Ashibik.”
He went on for half an hour of
silence," conscious of the two heads
bent over the chart, the mumble of
voices, and the repeated studious
peering through the poised binocu
lars.
"Weather's clearing,” he cried
out, half an hour later, when he
sighted blue through the torn wisps
of gray. “That means less wind to
buck.”
But a glance at his fuel-gauge
suddenly lowered his spirits.
“We can’t make the Anawotto,”
he announced as he retarded his
throttle to conserve fuel. “We’ll
have to land at Lake Avikaka and
All up.”
Slade, pointing to his gauge, could
see Frayne’s face tighten a little
with annoyance.
‘‘What is at Lake Avikaka?” ques
tioned his passenger.
"Just two old sourdoughs who
have a camp there on the fringe of
Nowhere.”
"Sourdoughs? What are they?”
"Just two funny old birds who
happen to be friends of mine. I
keep a gas cache in their back
yard.”
He could hear the two voices con
ferring. It gave him the feeling
of being excluded from something
that might be of importance to him.
"That’s the Kasakana there, just
ahead of us,” Slade explained, “the
stream that looks like a twisted
wire. We’ll have about sixty miles
of it. Then we’ll land just where
It empties into Lake Avikaka.”
■ Frayne, tight-lipped, inspected his
chart.
“Who are these—these old sour
doughs as you term them?” he
asked.
"Just two old lone-fire prospec
tors who’ve panned gold and staked
claims all the way from Arizona
up to the Circle,” Slade explained.
"With an itch,” he added, “to be al
ways pushing out to what seems like
the last frontier. They’re pretty good
old scouts. You’ll like ’em.”
Frayne’s expression failed to con
firm that claim.
“For what do they prospect?” he
exacted.
“Gold, of course,” answered
Slade. “They won’t interfere with
your swan-hunting.”
Frayne’s side-glance seemed in
search of possible second meanings.
Slade looked for some sign C life
from the cabin between its shelter
ing rock shoulders. All he saw, as
he nosed cautiously down to the
lake end, was a gray plume- of
smoke from the shack chimney. It
impressed him, in the midst of the
gloomy ridges furred with stunted
timber, as a sort of pennon of valor,
a flag defying the forces of nature.
It was a brave little outpost, the
flyer repeated as he swung lower.
But he could catch no glimpse of
either Minty Buckman or Zeke
Pratt And it was seldom he found
them far from that cockeyed old
windlass and hoist of theirs.
Then his heart lightened. They
must have heard him, after all.
For two ragged old figures
emerged from the shack door
and ran about the rock slope in
small circles, waving arms as
they went.

One figure wore an apron of butch
er’s linen which he tore from his
shoulders and whirled in the air
while the other executed a creaky
dance step about him.
“Those old wilderness waifs are
sure glad to see us,” Slade observed
as his ship landed and lost headway.
Frayne did not share in his ex
citement.
“We go on to the Anawotto.” he
suggested, “as soon as you have rp-

Two ragged old figures emerged from the shack door and ran about.

fueled?”
Slade, stiff and tired, rose from
his seat.
“Not on your life. We bunk with
these bushwhackers tonight. I want
a hot meal and seven hours of
sleep.”
"But your friends,” said Frayne,
“are not my friends.”
“But come and meet ’em," said
Slade, leaping ashore with his moor
ing line. He was halfway up the
bank when the two old sourdoughs
descended on , him. They circled
about him and slapped his shoul
ders, shouting with shrill and child
like excitement at the unlooked-for
break in their solitude.
“How are you, puddle-jumper! By
crickety, it’s Lindy!”
Slade knew, even before he felt
their hearty handclasps, that he was
among friends. They may have
looked uncouth in their patched and
ragged Mackinaws. But in the crow
footed old eyes above the grizzled
whiskers he could see open affec
tion.
“Bring me them darnin’ needles,
son?” questioned Zeke when the
body-slapping was over.
“Sure thing.” said Slade, produc
ing a package from his jacket pock
et. “And that oilstone you’ve been
hankering for.” Then he lowered his
voice. “How’s the color been show
ing?”
“Swell,” said Minty. “We struck
a vein that’ll make your eyes bug
out. But keep it under your hat,
son.”
Slade glanced toward his plane.
“I’ve got a couple of visitors for
you,” he announced.
The two old faces promptly hard
ened.
"What’re the£ after?”
was
Minty’s quick inquiry.
"They’re after swans’ eggs,” an
nounced Slade. •
"Swans’ eggs?” said Zeke. “That
don't sound natural."
1 “I know it, Zeke, but we’ve got
to take their word for it. They’re
headed for the Anawotto to dig out
the breeding ground of the trumpet
er."
»
Zeke, from under his shaggy
brows, inspected the strangers.
I “How'd you know they ain’t field
scouts?”
Slade smiled at the concern on
the seamed old face.
| “I'll bring 'em up,” said Slade.
Solitude, he had long since learned,
always left a bush-worker morosely
suspicious of unidentified intruders.
He had even known some of those
lone-fire gold-seekers to greet the
casual prowler with a flurry of buck
shot.
I Yet he himself was a little puz
zled, when he reached the landing
stage, to find that Frayne had de! cided to have his man Karnell re
main in the plane cabin.
“You're the captain,” said Slade.
But his meditative eye passed casu
ally over the gas drums that stood,
on the spruce rack which made them
so easy to roll aboard. And it was
always better to be safe than sorry.
He was whistling as he climbed
into the cabin and busied himself
for a minute or two with his instru
ment board. Then, as his two pas
sengers conferred at the water's
edge, he quietly abstracted the mo
tor's breaker assembly and slipped
it into his pocket. He felt that it
was as well, ail things considered,
to know that his Snow-Ball Baby was
definitely, bedded down for the night.
“You’ll like these two old codg
ers.” Slade persisted as he followed
the reluctant-footed Frayne up the
shore slope.
Frayne, however, remained silent
and abstracted as he entered the

shack where the smell of frying ba
con mingled with the aroma of three
sourdough bread-loayes just turned
out of their baking pans. He noted
the glowing cookstove and the or
derly dish shelves, the spring traps
and the shooting irons in the shack
corner, the wall bunks with their
abraded Hudson Bay blankets, the
floor rugs of wolfskin, the home
made table and chairs darkened by
time and smoke. Everything bore
an air of frontier roughness, of in
genious expediencies in a land of
strictly limited resources. But the
general result was one of craftilywon comfort, of security obtained
through toil and persistence. Even
the meal the two old-timers pre
pared for their guests was an am
ple one.
But as the meal was made away
with an odd constraint hung over
the men seated about the rough ta
ble.
“I see you have a radio,” Frayne
observed as he sipped at his sec
ond cup of coffee.
Minty's saddened eye regarded
the instrument.
“She’s been dead for seven
months now. Battery’s plumb gone.
And this-here air-robber’s freightcharges ’re so high we jus’ can’t
see our way to a new one.”
Frayne, Slade thought, looked re
lieved.
•
“You are very much alone here,"
he observed.
“You’re tellin’ me,” said Minty.
"But we don’t reckon that as a
drawback,” amended Zeke, "seein’
the two of us have kind of a hanker
in’ for elbow room. Only time I
feel right lonesome is when there’s
folks around. Then I git a feelin’ o’
bein’ hemmed in.”
Frayne’s eye wandered to the
shelf that held a pestle and mortar,
a long-handled quartz-roaster, a
dust-scales under a cracked canopy
of glass, an assortment of variously
mineralized rock of all colors and
shapes.
“How long,” he inquired, “have
you been here?”
“Well over two years now,” ac
knowledged Minty.
“Have your labors been reward
ed?” was the next casually put ques
tion.
Slade could see the two pair of
crafty old eyes suddenly become ex
pressionless.
“Not by a long shot,” protested
Zeke. “I natcherally git a little out
o’ my winter trappin’, and this
shorthorn mate o’ mine brings in
enough game meat to keep us goin'. But we ain't had what you’d
call a strike.”
“Reckon we never will,” said
Minty.
“It's been hard goin’,” chimed in
his bunkhouse mate.
“How do you do your mining,”
asked the man of science, “without
power and machinery?”
The two old sourdoughs exchanged
glances again.
“Oh, you'd scarce call it minin’,”
ventured Zeke. “Most we do is
strip a bit along the back slopes or
hawk a speck o’ float gold from
the Kasakana sandbars.”
■»
“Then it’s gold alone you are in
terested in?” was the next question.
“That’s right, stranger.
And
we’ve been that way for forty-odd
years now,” Zeke conceded.
"All the way from the old Rio
Grande up to the Porcupine,” added
the dreamy-eyed "Minty, “not omittin’ the Klondike. Now your main
interest, - this young cloud-clipper
tefls me, is swans’ nests."
“My only interest," amended
Frayne as he pushed back his chair.

September is Peyrofl Savings Month... Do Your Part!
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Mrs. Madeline Ripley of Rock
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Miss Beatrice Haskell, who has
Mrs. Chester Keene and Miss
Elizabeth Keene of North Wey been with her parents, Mr. and
mouth, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Mrs.’ S. F. Haskell, for a short va
cation, left Monday for New York
Clarence Reed. Jefferson street.
Mrs. Irving Varney, Clifford Var City.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Berry and
ney and Miss Christine Clendennlng
of Bath were guests of Mr. and Mrs. family attended the Rubinoff Con
cert in Camden. Sunday evening.
Virgil Wallace. Sunday.
Mrs. William Stickney, Mrs.
Mrs. Roland Creamer spent Sun
Helen Hilton and Mrs. Clara Ler
day in Lewiston.
mond of this town, and Mr. and
Mrs. Lena Wade of Searsport is Mrs. Earle Maxey, Jr. of Waldoboro
visiting with her sister, Mrs. Clara were Sunday guests of Mrs. Eva Jen
Barton, and working at Moody’s nings and Mrs. Cora Prince In
Diner.
Wilton.
Mrs. Walter C. Verge of Melrose
Sermon topic Sunday morning at
Highlands, Mass., has been guest the Congregational Church will be.
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mason.
“The Nobility of a Strong Charac
Clyde Sukeforth arrived home ter.” Church school will meet at
from Montreal Sunday night. He 6.30 a. m.
Sunday services at the Baptist
was accompanied by a friend, Gene
Church will be as follows, at 10.30
Kraust.
The Ladies’ Missionary Society of а. m., and 7 p. m„ with Church
, the Baptist Church will have an all- school to meet at twelve, neon.
day session Oct. 2, at Mts. Bess-e Men, who attended the Baptist
Kuhn’s. It is the annual ^Dollar Laymen’s Retreat, Sept. 1& and
Day” and a boiled dinner will be 20th. at the Essex Street Baptist
in Bangor, will report on
served at noon. There will also be Church
the
meeting.
They were, Chester
work to do.
Wyllie,
State
chairman
the Bap
The Mending Club met with Mrs. tist Laymen, Herbert ofKenniston
Pauline Wallace Friday night. Ten and Emery Simmons. The pastor,
members and two guests were pres Rev. A. S. Bishop, who attended the
ent. Refreshments were served.
Baptist Ministers’ Retreat, Mon
Clarence Reed arrived from day, Tuesday and Wednesday in
Flushing, N. Y„ Monday night to Oakland, will make a report on that
attend at Bath, Wednesday, the meeting, from which he returned
presentation by the Army and Navy Wednesday night.
of the “E” pennant, to the Hyde
Date of th’ October meeting of
Windlass Co. Mr. Reed was an hon the Wajren Woman’s Club, has
or guest, having been in the em been postponed from Oct. 1 to Oct
ploy of the Hyde Windlass Co. 40 б. and will be held at the Congrega
years. He was accompanied by tional Chapel, following a banquet
Mrs. Reed.
served Club members. At this fTme
Mrs. Forrest Eaton and daughter Mrs. Leroy H. Smith of Winterport
Evelyn were at their Owl’s Head will make her official visit as Dis
cottage Wednesday.
trict Director of District 6, Women’s
It is with regret that information Clubs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Pendleton
is received that Robert Shoppe of
the Central Maine Power Co. has of Norfolk, Mass, are spending this
been transferred to Bucksport. Wil week with Mr. and Mrs. Burdean
bur Strong of Thomaston wiil Simmons, while visiting relatives in
carry on in his place for two or this vicinity.
Bette Diann Pernald, daughter of
three weeks and then the position
will be filled by Hilton Ames of Mr. and Mrs. George Fernald of
Rockland. Mr. Shoppe leaves for Camden, was guest last week of her
aunt, Mrs. Harold Moore.
Bucksport Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Scott, and
Scott Carter and Chester Carter
of Friendship have moved into the Mrs. U. J. Hebert have returned to
Geneva Welt house, Medomak Ter their homes in Bangor, and in New
port, R. I., respectively, after
race.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Butters spending several days in this town
closed Slaigo Lodges Monday and on business.
returned to their home in Cam
4-H Club Awards
bridge, Mass.
Certificates of award in food for
Everett Welt is home from Boston. victory projects in the Georges’
Charles L. Eugley, ”76, died at Valley Beys 4-H Club and the
Miles Memorial Hospital, Sept. 17. Happy-Go-Luckies Girls 4-H Club
Services were held at the home were given out Tuesday evening at
Sunday, Rev. Harold W. Nutter the Victory Exhibition at the Town
officiating. Two vocal selections Hall, with county 4-H Club leader,
were rendered by Guy I. Waltz. He Miss Anna Simpson of Rockland
is survived by his widow, two sons making the- presentation. Heading
Ernest and Ralph, and daughters the list , was Earle Moore, Jr., who
Mabel and Villa; three sisters and completed five victory projects
several grandchildren, and great Others were .Herbert Moon, Carroll
grandchildren. Interment in Ger Martin, Earle Gammon, Harvel
man Protestant Cemetery.
j Crockett,
Emerson
Crockett,
Arthur Hilton, Garland Vose, -Vaughan Philbrook, Warren Phil
Clifton Miller and Maynard Genth brook, A^arie Crockett, Gloria Has
kell, Evelyn Wotton, and Ethel
ner left Wednesday for camp.
Mrs. Cora McLain is visiting In Wotton.
Miss Simpson spoke of the im
Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ellis and portance of food in the war effort,
baby are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Otis and Fred Perkins, principal of
Ellis. Mr. Ellis is having ten days' Warren High school, in a short talk
to the young people pointed out the
furlough.
The Lions Club gave Maynard importance of 4-H Club work.
It was brought out during the
Genthner a farewell party Monday
night at the Weston cottage, Me evening that the Georges Valley
domak. The Lions attending were Boys 4-H Club finished 100 percent
Roland Genthner, K. K. Wilson, and six boys have signed up for
Arnold Standish, S. H. Weston. the coming year.
Numbers on the program ar
Lawrence Weston, A. D. Gray and
Forrest Eaton. Others attending ranged by Mrs. Luella Crockett,
were William Brooks, Merle Cast local leader of the Girls 4-H Club,
ner, Chester Benner, Murray Ben and Earle Moore, Sr., and Mrs.
ner. Albert Fullerton, Bob Mitchell. Moore, local leader and assistant
Alton Levensaler, Edgar Hagerman. in the Boys 4-H Club included, the
Carroll Cooney. Jr., Raymond following, welcome by Mrs. Crock
Wetherell, Ernest Smith, Robert ett; singing of club songs by both
Shoppe, Prescott Ouzwald, Loomis clubs; a skit, “Poetry,” by Herbert
Ycung, John Dvorak, Jr.. Richard Moon and Vaughan Philbrook;
“Highlights of Our Year,” by Earle
Ralph, Ralph Glidden. William Ken Gammon;
"Making a Cake,”
nedy, Arnold Levensaler and F. M. by Patrice skit,
Martin and Sylvia Hill;
Hunt. Lobsters and clams were “Happy-Go-Lucky
Year,” by Miss
served and Mr. Genthner presented Gloria Haskell; skit
by Harvel
with a gift.
Crockett and Emerson Croqkett;
victory pledge by both clubs; a 4-H
Diner: “This soup’s very thin, Club drill, led by Earle Moore. Sr.,
waiter.”
In which appeared, Vaughan Phil
Waiter: “Yes, sir. The manager brook, Lois Norwood,. Harvel Crock
ikes the people to admire the de ett, Faye Martin, Warren Philbrook,
sign on the plate.”
Mary Norwood, Carroll Martin,
Marie Crockett, Earle Gammon.
Earle
Moore, Jr. Accompanist for
"I am an ornithologist.”
The word seemed to puzzle Minty. the musical numbers was Mrs.
“Why, I seen a black-billed swan Leroy Norwood, who also played for
the social at Glover Hall, which
on the lake here three days ago,” followed,
the proceeds to help de
Zeke announced. “He sure was a fray
the cost of transportation to
beauty.”
the county contest, which will be
"It is the trumpeter I am in held in a few weeks. On exhibi
search of,” said the ornithologist.
tion were canned materials, dresses,
Zeke scratched his head.
vegetables, and the tray of several
“And what’ll you do with him vegetables, which, exhibited at the
victory garden show at the opera
when you git him?”
“It is my wish to obtain their house, Camden, on Wednesday ot
eggs,” said the other, “before they last week, by the Georges Valley
Boys 4-H Club, took a first in the
are extinct.”
Minty got up and crossed to his prize awards.
ore shelf.
LAWRY
“Speakin’ of eggs.” he said,
Serg. Oscar Simmons was home
"could you be spottin’ the bird laid
from Camp Edwards over the week
this one?”
His cackle was slightly derisive as end. In company with Mr. and
he produced an ellipsoid mass of , Mrs. Lester A. Simmons, Flo
black and burnished material almost ; Getchell and son Michael, he called
at Wilbur Allen’s, Clark
as big as an ostrich egg. The luster Sunday
Island.
of the oblate spheroid with the feath
Lobster fishermen are beset with
ering of light streaks made it look difficulties, as there is no 6ait and
as if it had been polished by hand. the wind has been blowing a gale
“It looks like tar,” Frayne casu the past week.
ally observed.
Mrs. Myron Wotton and son
“Tar my eye!” croaked Minty as Lance recently visited Mr. and
he plaoed the burnished spheroid on Mrs. W. T. Delano.
Capt. and Mrs. George Carter of
the scarred table end. “You’re missNorth Dartmouth, Mass., were re
in’,it by a mile.”
“Then what does it happen to be?” cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
Lawry.
inquired the swan-seeker.
Mrs. Milliken of Jonesport and
“If you was more of a minin’ Mrs.
Roger Merrill and two chil
man,” Minty was saying, “you’d dren of Ellsworth were visitors the
know it was pitchblende.”
past week at the home of Mr. and
Frayne shrugged and let his wa Mrs. C. H. Faulkingham.
vering glance come to rest on the
pictured bathing beauties tacked
Don’t Neglect Slipping
above the wall bunks.
“The eggs I am in search of,”
FALSE TEETH
he finally observed", “are of another
Do false teeth drop, slip or wabble
color.”
when you talk. eat. laugh or sneeze?
Don't
be annoyed and embarrassed by
“But they won’t hatch what this’ll such handicaps.
PAS I'tEi H. an alka
hatch,” averred Zeke. bent over line (non-acid) powder
to sprinkle on
your plates, keeps false teeth more
the table end.
set.
Gives confident feeling
Frayne. almost reluctantly, let bis fe-mly
of security and added comfort.
No
gaze return to the black spheroid.
gummy, gooey, pasty taste or feel
(Jo be continued)

in".
Oet FASTEETH
drug store.

today
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land called on her mother re
cently.
Mrs.

at

any

Clara

ORFF’S CORNER
Miss Mary Teague has returned
to Connecticut after a visit with
her mother, Mrs. Horace Smith.
Mrs. Margaret Calderwood of
North Waldoboro is employed at
Frank Weaver’s.
Mrs. Mabelle Porter is visiting
her daughter Mrs. Owen Luke in
Portland.
Miss Cera Merry and Mrs. Lida
Creamer are employed on the
school lunch project.
George N. Hall of Camden was
guest Wednesday and Thursday of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert B. Elwell.
Harold Orff and Harold Achorn
are making repairs on the church
belfry.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Swanson, Jr.
of Brockton, Mass., have been
visiting Mrs. Vellis Weaver.
Albee Sidelinger remains ill at
Miles Memorial Hospital where he
is being cared for by Mrs. Irene
Sprague.
Mrs. W A. Jackson entertained
at dinner Sunday all their children
and grandchildren in honor of Mr.
Jacksons birthday. Those present
were Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Jackson and children, Raymond.
Rodney. Jean and Gloria, Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Prock. sons Wallace,
Ancil, Merle. Maynard, daughter
Marie. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Jackson and daughter Ramona. Mr.
and Mrs. Carleton Jackson and
daughter Sherry and Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Jackson.

GLENMERE
Miss Mildred Gillettte has re
turned to Lexington, Mass, after
spending the Summer at her
cottage.
Miss Jennie Moody of Newton,
Mass, was a recent guest of Miss
Rosa Teele.
Fred Barter who has been a
guest of Byron Davis the past two
weeks, went to Rockland Tuesday
for a short visit with his niece. Mrs.
Chauncey Keene before returning
to East Weymouth, Mass.
Rev. H. I. Holt of Rockport has
been supplying at the Ridge Church
through the Summer. Rev. Maurice
Dunbar will supply Oct. 4, morning
and evening.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Cowan who
have been at thefr cottage at
Turkey Point the last few weeks,
have returned to Edgewater Park,
N. J.
The Ladies Circle will meet with
Mrs. Thankful Harris. Martinsville
Thursday afternoon Oct. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Merrill left
Sunday for their home at Bedford
Hills, N. Y.

FOR SALE
ROCKLAND
Eight-room house, lights, hot
wood

MRS. OSCAR LA>
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

visited

Swectland

over the week-efid at her home in
Searsmont.
Mrs. Lula Sprowl of Searsmont is
at the home of her son Arthur
Sprowl for an indefinite time.
Mrs. Patrick, State agent for
rural education from Augusta visi
ted the village grade schools Mon
day.
A seance was held Thursday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. May
nard Brown conducted by Esten
Boardman of Jefferson.
Chester Staples who visited last
week at his home on Brooklin,
has returned.
Fred Hayden and friends of
Massachusetts are at the Arthur
Sprowl
cottage
at Sennebec
Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brown visi
ted Sunday at John C. Simmons’
in North Union.
Mrs. Gertrude Moody was in Au
gusta Sunday to visit her sister,
Mrs. Alice Cummings.
The former principal of Appleton High School William Darroch.
now of Rockport was in town re
cently.
The Red Cross workers met at
Odd Fellows hall recently to woik
on surgical dressings with the
chairman and instructor, Mrs.
Gertrude Moody, and his assistant
instructors, Mrs. Esther Moody
and Mrs. Iva Trask.* There was a
good attendance and much inter
est. Number of dressings made
was 650.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gould of
Camden were recent callers on Mr.
and Mrs. William Currier.
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman of The
Ridge spent a few days the past
week at the home of her son
Johnson in North Vassalboro.

water heat, soft
Price asked $3500.
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CLARK’S ISLAND
Five room house, lights, well
water pump to house; shed; large
lot. $600 buys this one.

Telephone 8-5

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not, to exceed throe lines In
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents etch for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice: All "blind ads” so called L e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, coot 25 cento additional.

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

MARMON roadster for sale; rumble
seat: good condition. TEL. 1212.
___________________________________ 90*92
ELECTROLUX Cleaner for sale. 1941
model, with attachments. In excel
lent condition. Pricfc $45 cash. TEL
ROCKLAND 347-W Friday, 8 30 p. m. or
Saturday morning.
90 92

GREEN skiff . lost Sept 20. about
11' long.
ROBERT DOW. OWI/S
Head
89*91

above for the duration.
HAROLD B.
KALER. Washington. Me. Home Sun

90*92

days

FARM for sale or rent six miles
from Rcckland 125 acres. Nice dwell
ings.
TEL 1285 or apply RUBEN
STEIN'S ANTIQUE SHOP. City
90-92
WINDOW glass for sale
Bring In
your window sash to have broken
,glass replaced. J. A. KARL & CO.,
opp. Park Theatre.
____ 90x92

MELODEON, what-not, two trunks,
bureau, large bracket.
rugs, Wire
couch, sofa for sale.
Tenement to
let.; 4 NORTH MAIN ST.. City. 90*92
CHEVROLET 1>4 ton truck for sale:
dual wheels, good tires, truck In good
condition. H. D. CRIE, Criehaven
90-92
WOOD working equipment for sale.
Moulding Machine, 14' circular saw.
buzz planer, 18'”; novelty shaper, some
pulleys, shafting, hangers, used tire
tube 3O”x3‘4”. new tire tube 26'x2.125;
office table 3' square, newly reflnlshed; 4 draw card file, 4''x5”, 6''
wooden rollers, hardwood shoes: wood
lot on Route 1, life time fire wood on
lt. Will sell for cash or swap for new
lumber, windows or building material.
Tel Camden 2469. ALTON CRONE.
Wildwood Park. Rockport.
89 90

FAMILY cow for sale, Jersey and
Guernsey.
Nice milker.
ERT COLLAMORE, New County Road,
89*91

SEVEN fresh and fine used horses;
three big teams. LEON A. LUDWIG.
Newcastle..
89*91
LOBSTER boat for sale 25'x8'6'' also
traps and good 1930 Chevrolet Motor.
TEL. 439-2.
89-91

25* FT. lobster boat with Model A
engine $50; also Philco Batterv Ra
ARNOLD STIMPSON. Spruce
Head
89 91

dio.

GIRL'S reversible coat for sale, size
10. TEL. 68 W
89-91
USED furniture, beds, chairs, crib
etc., for sale. Tei. 1314, forenoons or
Saturday. 194 CAMDEN ST. City.
89*91
REAL ESTATE
Four room house; Electric lights;
Flush; Garden spot
In city. $1200
Stock Farm. 80 acres. Buildings good
condition; Cuts 28 tons of hay; Pine
and Hemlock, ready to cut, $1200.
40-acre farm; Nice home; Overlooks
Bay. In Rockland, on Tar road, fur
nished or unfurnished.
7-room house; Outskirts of City; All
modern; New bathroom; New paint;
Lovely View; Low price.
• F H WOOD. Court House. Rock
land.
89-90
AT 65 Park St . Rockland. Saturday.
Sept. 26. at 2 p m . household furnl
ture and furnishUvrs for skle. FRANK
H INGRAHAM
88-90
PARKS Buker place for sale on up
per Camden St., Rockland (nearly op
posite Sllsby's greenhouse entrance)
dwelling, shed, garage and large hen
houses and about one and one-fourth
acres of land, partly woeded; also
household furniture and furnishings.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM, trustee; phone
468
88 90
HOT Point electric range for sale.
TEL. 217 M
.
88 90
NINE Room house In Rockport for
sale. Fine view cf harbor.
Inquire
MAYNARD INGRAHAM. Rockport
88-93
FOR blueberry Ercwers. large field
hay all mowed and raked. Will sell for
cost of mowlhg, $15 TEL. 785-R
88*90
FIVE acres at Ballard Park, runs
to shore. Hes chalet with fine stone
fireplace.
Write the C M BLAKE
WALL PAPER STORE. Tel. 1061, at 662
Main street.
88 90
STUDEBAKER Coupe for sale In
good condition, good tires. TEL. 22-R.
88-90
RENT plan, house and 6 acres land
for sale. Thomaston, • $900; 3-room
house. ',4 acre land, Thomaston St.
City. $300: camp. >4 acre land. $250,
city. V F. STUDLEY, 283 Main 8t .
Tel. 1154.
87-tf

Brookwood Farm
Pemaquld. Maine
New Harbor 297

dition; $4066 is the asking price.

TENANT’S HARBOR
A lovely h$rne in the pink of
condition; heat, bath, all recent
ly installed. Price $2500.

OWL’S HEAD
A beautiful 8-room House with
barn in perfect condition, ’good
enough home for anyone. If yon
are interested in a home near
Rockland, this is a good one.

This is a good time to buy
property and may I ask, is there
any investment safer than Real
Estate for a long pull? I’ll say
no!

FREEMAN S. YOUNG
163 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 730
,

Emil

FURNISHED or unfurnished apt. to
let. centrally located. All modern im
provements.
TEL. 1285, or inquire
RUBENSTEIN'S ANTIQUE SHOP. Cltv
____________________________________90 92
ROOMS to let with kitchen privi
leges If desired. 120 CAMDEN ST
90-92

ONE-HALF house 19
rooms td let with flush.

Lisle St 6
TEL 568-M
90 92

SMALL convenient furnished apart
ment ‘for the Winter for two adults.
Also garage. 103 NORTH MAIN ST,
City.
90*92
ROOMS to let at 97 Union St.
970-M. -X.

TEL
88 90

FIVE-room
apartment.
upstairs,
newly papered and painted
Oarage
Inquire 172 CAMDEN 8T, phone
758-J._____________________________ 88 90
ROOM) to let;
579-W

15 Grove St.

TEL
88 tf

WANTED
MARRIED WOMEN-------- Make $100
and up hourly in your spare time sell
ing Fuller Brushes, polishes, and waxes
to regular customers In your com
munity. Cash in on this boom Ref
erences
Write FULLER BRUSH CO..
HOC Chapman Bldg . Portland, Me
• jL.___________________________90-92
NUMBER Seven cook stove wanted
Must be in good condition and have
either coil or water front. Tel 705.
90 92
N. C. FARE, Camden. Maine.
GIRL wanted to assist with house
work and care of children; go home
nights.__ MRS. LEIGH. Tel. 506. 90-92
ELEVATOR GIRL AT SENTER’S
_________________________________ 90-lt
HEATED room wanted by woman
for winter In modern home, also
meals.
Write "ROOM.” care COU
RIER GAZETTE__________________ 90*92
AT ONCE girl or woman wanted for
general' housework. GRACE L. BLACK.
61 Talbot Ave, or Tel 699_______89 91
WOMAN wanted for cooking and
general housework
STAFFORD G.
CONGDON. Tel 390 at Burpee Furniture Co.___________________________ 89-90
GIRL or woman wanted for general
housework to go to Mass., three In
family. Good wages and good home.
TEI,. 1285 or Inquire RUBENSTEIN
ANTIQUE SHOP
89 91
GIRL, wanted for housework
No
cooklngf evenings free. MRS A L.
EATON. 455 Old County Rd
Tel
645-J.
88*90
WOMAN or girl wanted for house
work and care of children. Must be
dependable. Good pay for right per
son
May go home nights If pre
ferred'.' Tel. 587-M. MRS.
PERRY, 36 Brewster St

LAURENCE
88-90

MEN wanted to lay adbestos. $5 per
square. See MR ARBO. at 28 Knox
St., Thomaston.
« 88*90
HEIN house wanted, for 30 hens.
LLOYD RHODES. Rockport of TEL
CAMDEN 779.
88-90
DRESSMAKING and altering, also
children's clothes.
MRS
DONALD
BREWSTER, 30 Granite St
87-92
PERMANENTS
at
Ijrour
home.
$8. guMMjteed. Shampoo, fingerwave.
manlWicei $125. EVA WEAVER Tel
67 R A •
80-tf
LISTM^S wanted for small houses
5 to '7" Too m s Have several customers
to pay cash for desirable, residential
and farm property. L. A THURSTON,
Tel.
•* •
7°-t<
FURNITURE Wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
ING, TT Birch St., Tel. 212-W
84-tf

TENANT’S HAI
A business meeting ot I
and parish will be hd
night following the regil
Mrs. Ida Gregscn oil
Mass., and Mrs. Famf
Somerville, Mass.. accc|
a friend, recently spent
at Mrs. Gregson’s Suq
“Hartez” at the Creek
Mrs. Perey Miller ls
mother and brother in

Tea is rati

MISCELLANEOUS
ELD1ErIy LADIES to board, good
Reasonable rates.
horn# add care.
90-92
TEL. WARREN. 59-2
eollcl$£g& a. O. RHODES, Tel. 519 J
84 F tf

Bred Pigs

CAMDEN

I

^Reliable hair goods at Rock
land 8fcl>’ Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders

FOR !?ALE

Pure

TO LET

MODERN 2 room furnished heated
apt. to let. Near bath; all electric
kitchen; TEL. 1142______________90-92
woMkk earn $18 00 doz sewing
dresses homei cut materials trimmings
furnlshvd. Complete Instructions Ex
perlenoeUnnecessary.
FASHJON
DRESS. Chatham Phenix Building.
Long Island City. N Y._________ 9Q*it.
GIRL or woman wanted who wishes
to attend school and help with house
work fri' small family In Wellesley.
Mass.. $8 week Nice room and board;
14 hpur -from Boston by bus. P. O.
BOX 162, Thomaston______________ 90-lt

KALAMAZOO closes In Maine all
stores Sept. 30
I now have for sale
one new Kalamazoo furnace 22 Inch,
a very few 5 and 7 room heaters, fOT
coal and wood, two oil heaters, 10-ln.
pot style. If you need any of the above
contact me at once, as this ls your
last chance to purchase any of the

Hampshires
Chester Whites
6 8-10 weeks old
Phone or Write

ROCKLAND
A dandy 7-room House, with
hot water heat, lights; nice con

/

1933 Chev. Coupe for sale; 1936 Terraplane Coupe; 1935 Chev
Sedan;
1932 Chev. Coach: 1934 Ford Tudor.
FRED WALTZ. 165 Broadway. Tel.
838-W_____________________________ 90 93

WALDOBORO
Seventy-five acre Farm, water
front property; heavy wood lot
with this outfit. Priced without
wood lot, $5000.

Two-family House, large lot of
land; has furnace heat, lighta,
bath, $2500.

EFFECTIVE

INEXPENSIV
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HUTTONS, machine covered with
your material.
DELIA YORK. Ill
Pl eaajSfMt Jd reet_______________ 88-90
f i DENTAL

‘

NOTICE

DurtjRg the Summer and Fall will
make appolgtments for Tuesdays and
Fridays. DR J H. DAMON. Dentist
office over Newberry’s 5 A 10 owt
store. 362 Main St. Tel. 415 W 83 tf

Sakacy. Mgr.

88-93
•TUXEDO for sale, practically new
Size 38.
Mrs ALICE FERNALD. Tel.
676
87-9G

RED Rock cross breed pullets for
sale.
laying
FRED L. MILLER.
Warren. Me
Tel. 15-13.
89*91
BROWNE Morse offlcp safe for
sale 5' high, 2' square. TEL 690
_________________________________89*90-92
COTTAGE of Dr. F. C. Dennison at
North Pond, Warren, for sale.
All
Modern conveniences. Inquire of AL
FRED M. STROUT. Thomaston

____________________ ’_______________ 86 90
MARY Thurston home. Spruce and
School Sts, for sale.
Inquire MAYNARD INGRAHAM. Rockport
86 93

DESIRABLE property for sale in
Camden, to settle estate J. HERBERT
GOULD, Tel. 2306 or 2170. Camden.
________________________________________ 69-tf
D. A H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
$15 50 per ton. del. Nut size and run
of ftllne New River soft, not screened
$10.25 ton del. M. B. A C. O PERRY
519 Main St.. Tel. 487 .
83-tf

f
NOTICE
ai.
Ckland. Me., Sept 24. 1942
Public Hearing on the following
application
for a
Spirituous ana
Vinous Liquor License will be he dI by
the Municipal Officers In the City
Counellr-Ttoom. Cltv Building, on Or
tober 5. 1942. at 7 30 o'clock in the
after»o<b Knox Club, 10 Park Str*et.

E. R KEENE
OOF92

City Clerk

1

NOTICE
V. 8. District Court, Maine District
Portland. Sept. 21. 1942

—•*

Pursuant to the rules of the D‘<’"
trlct Cdurt of the United State* for
the TOstrfct of Maine, notice Is hereby
given, that Frank F Harding 01
Rockland, In said District, has
piled for admission as an attorney
and counselor of said District Court.
,a«j WILLIAM B MILLS-^Clert

»ri* ----------------------------------------------

Buy War Bonds

Every- Pay Day

Of all the erglments In the
Union Army, the Fifth New Hamp
shire Volunteers sustained the
greatest loss of men during the
Civil Wrir.

AFRAID 01

•i*

★

*

Double
Quota

with the New'b|
• If vour fumarr
solid fuel, the possibN
needn't worry you. Foi<

new ‘blue coal’ Convl

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-FrWay

VINALHAVEN

Hag 5,000,000 Readers

WASHINGTONAND YOU

ft ft ft ft .
MRS. OSCAR LAMB
Correspondent

By Margaret Chase Smith

ft ft ft ft
Telephone 8-6

At Union Church Sunday School
gill be at 10 and worship at 11.
Rev. Charles Mitchell will preach
on. ’ Important Possession.” There
will be special selections by the
choir. The Subject of the evening
service will be “Crowded Life.”
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. MacElroy
came Friday from Worcester, Mass.
They were accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Brown, who have
been their guests for two weeks.
Miss Barbara Webster has re
turned to North Weymouth, Mass.
Mrs. Lawrence Bagley of Sher
man Mills, Is guest of Mrs. Agnes
Smalley.
Malcolm Hopkins has returned to
Worcester! Mass., having been guest
of his mother, Mrs. Vernon Warren.
Mrs. Theron Smith has returned
from North Haven, where she had
employment during the Summer.
Mrs. Annie West has returned
from a two weeks visit with her
sister, Mrs. Hattie Ames, in Rock
land.
Alex Christie returned Tuesday
from a business trip ’In Rockland.
Mrs. Doris Youngquist of Worces
ter, Mass., Is guest of her mother,
Mrs. Vernon Warren.
Maurice Teel who has been visit
ing his mother. Mrs. Marie Teel,
went Monday to Boston.
Floyd Robertson has entered
Bates College.
Fred Chilles, Kay Rosen, Fernald
Young, Richard Healey, Newman
Wfells and Alton Hopkins have left
far induction into the Service.
Mrs. Edna Santes has returned to
Fxlgartown, Mass., following a visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Polk.
Mrs. Doris Arey entertained, the
Night Hawks, Thursday and served
lunch.
Mrs. Dorothy Ratcliff, who has
been guest of Mr. and Mrs. Scott
Littlefield, returned Saturday to
Hartford, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. William Webster
relumed Sunday to West Medford,
M ass.
Dr. Elizabeth Hutchison left to
day for Cleveland, Ohio, having
been guest of her warents, Rev. and
Mrs. W. J. Hutchison, at El-wlllel, cottage at the Reach.
Union Church Circle enjoyed a
picnic Friday at Camp Merrie Macs.
Shore Acres.
Miss Margaret Brown, who has
been at Camp Lookout for the past
few weeks, left today for her home
in Cleveland, Ohio.
Max Dyer, who has been guest of
hls brother, Lloyd Dyer, returned
Thursday to Beacon, N. Y.
Mrs. Margaret M. Raymond
Mrs. Margaret M. Raymond, 72,
widow of Herbert Raymond, died
Sept. 18 at the home of her daugh
ter. Mrs. Nina Delano, after a long
illness.
Mrs. Raymond was bom in St.
Oeorge, daughter of Tobias and
Susan J. Clark. She was a member
of the Latter Day Saints Church.
Besides her daughter she is sur
vived by sisters, Mrs. Maude An
thony and Mrs. Nora Clark of Port
Clyde, also by half-sisters, Mrs.
Elizabeth Barton of Springfield.
Mass., Mrs. Freda Barton of this
town and a half-brother, Chester
Clark of Rockland.
Funeral services were held Sun
day from the home of Mr. and Mrs'.
Aubrey Delano, Rev. W. J. Hutch
ison offlatlng. There vfere many
beautiful floral offerings. Interment
was In Bay View cemetery. The
bearers were Leslie Stinson. Ralph
Warren, David Duncan and Clinton
Calderwood.
____________
I
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TENANT’S HARBOR
A business meeting of the church
and parish will be held Sunday
night following the regular service.
Mrs. Ida Oregson of Worcester.
Mass., and Mrs. Fannie Cox of
Somerville, Mass., accompanied by
a friend, recently spent a few days
at Mrs. Oregson’s Summer hojne,
“Hartez” at the Creek.
,
Mrs. Perey Miller ls visiting her
mother and brother in Manset.

BONDS

WEST ROCKPORT
Robert Nutt and daughters. Miss
Hazel Nutt and Mrs. Bernice Crock
ett have been spending a week In
Fairfield in order to be with Mrs.
Robert Nutt before Miss Hazel
leaves for the U. of M., and Bernice
to Bellows Falls, Vt. to be with Mr.
Crockett who has a teaching posi
tion there. Later Mr. Nutt will go
to Florida.
The Tuesday Club met thjs week
with Mrs. Margaret Andrews. Next
Tuesday they have been invited to
a hamburg roast at Mrs. E. S.
Orbet on’s.
The Mission Circle met Thursday
with Mrs. Margaret Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Pierce of
Portland have been spending sev
eral days at their Mirror Lake
farm.
Kenneth Drinkwater of tire U. S.
Coast Guard, who has been sta
tioned at Newport, R. I., was week
end guest of Miss Carolyn Andrews.
On returning to the service he will
be transferred to Virginia where he
will report at the end of hls fur
lough.
Beginning next Wednesday the
mid-week prayer meting will open
at 7 p. m. instead of 1.30 for the
Winter.

NORTH WALDOBORO
Misses Ruth Burnheimer and
Elizabeth Miller visited over the
week-end, Mrs. Marie Pinkham In
Damariscotta.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Schuman
have returned from their wedding
trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Herrick of
Auburndale, Mass, are visiting Mrs.
Herrick's parents. Mr. and Mrs. W.
F. B. Fev’.er. Mrs. Feyler, who has
been v'siting Mr. and Mrs. Herrick
in Auburndale, returned with them.
Garland Vose has been called to
the service and departed Tuesday
for the Army Training Camp. A
party of 35 friends gathered at the
home of his mother, Mrs. Ethel
Haskell, last Friday night to give
him a farewell send-off. A fine
social time was had. augmented by
a lunch. Gifts of value were also
presented to the draftee.

SOUTH HOPE
Mrs. Ora Ripley has employment
in Appleton for the Winter.
Mrs. Ada Day and son Richard
visited a few days recently with
Mrs. Amy Reynolds of Thomaston.
Mrs. Robert Payson has returned
to work in Rcckland after three'
weeks’ vacation.
Prof, and Mrs. Leland Heminway
were recent guests of his parents.
Earl Rhoda has returned home
after spending three weeks with
George Irvine of Old Orchard
Beach.
Alonzo Carter of New Hampshire,
formerly of this town, called last
Friday on S. B. Lermond.
Mrs. Charlotte Frost was recent
supper guest of her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Robbins.

•

• • • •

All sorts of business are being
hurt by the war. WPB says that
the Food Requirements Committee
at a recent meeting decided that
no pork and beans can be packed
in tin cans and that the pack in
glass shall not exceed fifteen per
cent of the 1940 pack. This hurts
firms which have been specializing
in pork and beans. Also, a Maine
firm says, if meat is scarce and
high, then beans will be more need
ed to fill in the gap. It will take
scarce fuel for housewives to try
to bake the beans themselves. I
am asking WPB if it would objec
to more glass-packed beans if some
covering that did not require rub
ber rings and tin tops could be
found.
•

fit

*

•

Clifford A. Somerville. Executive
Secretary for the Maine Salvage
Committee, says that we must not
expect to see junk yards cleaned
out of old automobiles. They must
be permitted to keep an inventory
of junked cars on hand to obtain
usuable parts from the old cars.
Authorities require that junk deal
ers keep up a steady flow of
wrecked cars out of the auto grave
yards, as the additional cars are
brought in. Auto graveyards are
inspected twice a month to see that
regulations are met as to turnover
and shipment.
For instance, if a dealer buys 15
cars a month, he must in that
month wreck equal number. He may
wreck an equal number. He may
have on hand an inventory of 50
to 100 cars in process of dismant
ling. The auto graveyard men are
under a great handicap for lack
of labor, but real progress Is being
made in cleaning up the Junk
yards, Mr. Somerville says.
• ♦ • *
A sad proof of growing casualty
lists, is the increase of letters about

AFRAID OF

MATINICUS
Mrs. Weston Ames and daughter
Eileen have returned from a visit
with relatives in Albion.
Alrah and Victor Ames are atten
ding school in Vinalhaven.
W. C. Jones and sister of
Middletown, Conn, spent a short
vacation here recently.
Norton Churchill of Auburn has
been visitng at L. L. Young’s.
Henrietta Ames is keeping house
for Marion Young, during her stay
in Braintree, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Chaney Ripley are
moving to Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Young of
Bath, visited a week with his par
ents, the L. L.Youngs.
Orrin Burgess has been guest of
his daughter Mrs. Esther Day in
Rockland, for a few days.
Emery Philbrook was taken to
Rockland, Sunday, suffering from
an attack of indigestion. Arthur
Statie and Orris Philbrook accom
panied him.
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AUTOMAT/C HEAT CONTROL,TOO
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More Healthful Heat—Low Attention
with the New 'blue coal' CONVERSION EQUIPMENT
• If yonr furnace is suitable for
solid fuel, the possible oil shortage
needn’t worry you. For now with the
new ’blue coal* Conversion Equip

ment yon can easily change to *blue
coal’ and enjoy cleaner, healthier,
money-saving heat... plus the same
automatic temperature control.
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allotments to dependents of men
missing or prisoners of war. I
have made every effort to get more
information about a Somerset
County boy who was slightly
wounded in the Philippines in
December. His mother was notified
at the time by the War Depart
ment, but no further information is
available and no details were given
then.
• • • •
The Japanese Government has
indicated its intention to conform
to the terms of the Geneva Con
vention regarding treatment of
prisoners of war. Adjutant General
J. A. Ulio says. In the last days
before the surrender of Bataan
there were casualties which were not
reported to the War Department
and the same happened elsewhere
in the Philippines. The War De
partment is considering persons
serving in the Philippines as “miss
ing in action” from the date of sur
render until definite word is re
ceived as to each one.
Recent legislation by Congress
authorities continuing the pay and
allotments of missing persons, part
of it to dependents. This status
can continue for a year, and at the
end of that tipie, adjustments will
be made on the situation as it ap
pears. These allotments are now
going out. Eligible dependents who
can show need for financial help
may go to the nearest local Red
Cross Chapter where they will get
help in stating their case to the
proper authorities.
• • • •
The Maine Commissioner of
Labor, Jesse W. Taylor, inquired
-ecently about the relaxation of the
Walsh-Healey Public Contracts so
is to permit employment of womm under 18 years of age in cotton
textile mills. I conferred with
Senator White who is a member of
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee about this and he says
that the Labor Department has ap
proved this. This exemption of the
young workers will not be granted
however, unless the War Depart
ment requests lt, though the Labor
Department has the necessary le
gal authority to grant the exemp
tion without such request. The re
quest must come from the Secretary
of War. It is expected that the Sec
retary of War will urge the exemp
tion of the Labor Department for
shortage areas such as Maine. The
exemption is not expected to cover
woolen plants, though that may fol
low. I have filed Mr. Taylor's ap
peal with the Department asking
for consideration.
About last April the War Depart
ment recommended that an exemp
tion be granted under the WalshHealey Act in a number of indus
tries including cotton textile. There
was protest against this relaxation,
and the War Department withdrew
the recommendation. Now the pres
sure for the relaxation has been
renewed.

STONINGTON

OWL’S HEAD

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSI1. Portland; WICC. Bridgeport; WTIC. Hart-

Marjorie Tewksbury has entered
Simmons College for a five-year
course in arts and nursing.
Rev. and Mrs. Earle Greenlaw
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ncyes of
Cantonbury, N. H. are guests of
Alford Greenlaw.
Patricia Allen recently visited
Patricia Fifield in Oceanville.
Mrs. Isabel Barbour is home from
Ogunquit.
Misses EKzaoeth Bacon and Alice
Crozier of the High School faculty
passed the week at home.
Mrs. Norman Wood and fam’y
have returned from Portland.
Lawrence Williams has returned
from a visit with hls sister, Mrs.
Carrie Fowler.
Mrs. Hiram Robbins and daugh
ter Marjorie are visiting Mrs.
Willard Robbins.
Marie Billings who teaches at
Cranberry Isles was home over the
week-end.
Constance Coombs and Paul Syster have returned to school in Ban
gor.
James Stinson and Stanley Grav
el are attending the MethodistConference in Augusta this week.
Newell Robbins is attending
Deering High School.
Jerry Beatrice has returned from
a business trip to Boston.
Mrs. Elizabeth McQuarrie and
daughter Patricia are visiting Mrs.
Arthur Billings.
4
Charlotte Goodrich has returned
to Colby College.
Leroy Haskell of Hartford was
home over the week-end.
Edna Merrill has returned from
Devil Island where she had* employ
ment.
Mrs. Sadie Eaton is visiting Mrs.
Rose Candage in Roslindale, Mass.
Mrs. Inez Dyer of Ash Point, who
has been employed this Summer at
the Summer home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold C. Haskell, Peasant Beach,
has gone to Wilmington, Del., with
the Haskells and will leave this
week-end to visit Sgt. and Mrs.
Francis Dyer at Fort Smith, Ark.
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NOTICE
Court, Maine District
’rtland. Sept. 21. 1942.
the rules of the ©la
the United States for
Maine, notice ls hereby
Frank F
Harding «
said District, has apnlssion as an attorney
of said District Court.
LIAM B. MILLS. Clerk
90-F-94

uses as well as favorite recipes of
years gone by, may be obtained by
sending 25 cents in cola and the
card found in every can of Romford
Baking Powder, to the Rumford
Chemical Works, Rumford. R. t.

I

ricE

E R KEENE,
dty Clerk.

A

SALA

•LLANEOUS
.ADIES to board, good
are
Reasonable rates,
59-2
_______ 90-92
able hair goods at Rooke. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
RHODES. Tsl. 519-J.
84-F-tf
machine covered with
DELIA YORK. Ill
88-90
ITAL NOTICE
Summer and Fall will
nents for Tuesdays and
.1 H DAMON., Dentist,
>wberry’s 5 At 10 oent
n St Tel. 415-W. 83 tf

Washington, sept. 23—With the
Summer gone and Winter coming,
Maine people find new problems
preSsing on them, especially be
cause the usual cash income from
Summer activities was so much cut
down by rationing and other war
restrictions.
"We are not all able to go into
the defense areas, and even if we
were, it would seem better to have
something brought to us, and stay
In our own homes, away from
crowded cities,” a Rangeley citizen
writes to me. Washington is very
much of the opinion, too, and there
is a Small War Plants division in
the War Production Board think
ing of ways. The writer of this
particular letter has a building
which must be heated this Winter
and that is a problem, even if in
UTHOR of the first Rumford come were enough to pay increased
Complete Cook Book In 1808, fuel costs. There is space where
Mrs. Lily Haxworth Wallace tries
machines could be set up, and
one of her own recipes from the women could sew, she says. I have
34th edition of the famous cook
book of which there are now asked the War Department and
5.000,000 copies in U8e. The new WPB if there is anything in sight
edition, containing modern food for people like this.

Tea is rationed—’make it caretally
and avoid waste '

wanted to upholster,
delivered. T. J. FLEMSt Tel. 212-W
84-«
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SWAN’S ISLAND
Mrs. Hazel Staples is teaching
in Atlantic and Miss Jude of Ells
worth is teaching on the Swan's
Island side and1 is boarding with
Mrs. Ruth Moulden.
Mrs. Carl Hall is vacationing for
a week on the mainland.
Miss Irma Morse is employed in
the General Electric Co., Schenec
tady. N. Y.
Mrs. Luella Savage and Mrs.
Ruth Moulden were in Stonington
last Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Smith
and child have moved back to
Rockland after spending the Sum
mer In the Duncan Francis house
in the valley.
Mrs. Charleen Carter and two
children of Stonington spent a few
days recently with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bums.
Mrs. Viola Stockbridge of At
lantic spent the week-end with
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Stockbridge.
Mrs. Margaret Sweetser and son
of Cape Elizabeth and Mrs. Clyde
Withee and son of Portland are
vsitlng Mrs. Andrew Watson for
two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. George Lemoine
and two children have moved to
Stoningtoq where he is employed
in the shipyard.
Mrs. Jennie Hagan is on the
mainland to visit her children.
Mrs. Marne Kent has returned
home from Manset after visiting
her aunt.
The “Observation Post” started
Sept. 22 on the Atlantic side for
24-hour duty.
Mrs. Frances McCarthy of Bos
ton announces the marriage Sept.
13 cf her daughter Theresa Louise
McCarthy to John Vincent How
ard Doherty, a sergeant in the
Army. The wedding took place
in N~w York City. Mrs. Doherty is
a nurse in a children's hospital in
New York and the granddaughter
of Mrs. Lillian Soule, formerly of
this town and who has a Summer
home here where they spent part
of their honeymoon and the re
mainder with his parents in New
Jersey.

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

fbrd: WEAN. Providence: Wl.BZ, Bangor.

Gather in these free helpful
recipe becks while they’re b~ing
offered. We’re never sure just how
long supplies will iast. but they’ll
preve so helpful. Ther-’s the brand
new Nestle Lunch Box recipe bo k
. . . with suggestions for sweets tba
will pack beth nu’riticn and flavor
and will pack in the bcx:s them
selves easily. That’s free and ro is
the big illustrated B er Rabbit
recipe book—52 peages. 116 grand
recipes. Tucked in with tlie Br"r
Rabbit book, there’s also a leaflet
-tf 15 sugar saving recipes that use
Brer Rabbit Mclasses. Then there’s
the Kyanize bock “Bring Your
Bright Ideas to Life with Colcr” to
help you in b ighten ng up your
homes this Fall. All these are free
and to get them ycu address Mar
jorie Mills, Yankee Network, Bos
ton, Mass.
Send a self addressed stamped
envelope for the Ceresota sugar
saving recipes . . . tested by Nancy
Holmes . . . grand recipes, every
one.
If you’ll send the bit of paper
from the pouring spout of a box of
Sterling Salt, with ten cents, we
cen send you a set of 24 initials in
a pretty red and blue type in two
sizes. Give us the initial you’d like,
printed plainly, plus your name and
address when you write. The ini
tials are the decal transfer type . .
easy to apply and smart as paint.
Address Marjorie Mills, Yankee
Network, Boston. Mass, for your set.
Apple And Quince Butter—-1 large
quince, pare and cored and cut
into fine pieces, 2 large apples, pare,
cored, and cut into fins pieces,
Sugar, Grated rind of one lemon.
Cook the quince until slightly
tender in just enough water to pre
vent burning. Add the apples.
Cook until soft. Run through a
sieve. Measure. Add one-half as
much sugar as fruit. Cook slowly
with the lemon rind, stirring con
stantly until thick and clear. Pour

into hot sterilized jars and seal.
Soft Spicy Hermits—1 cup sugar,
’-2 cup Brer Rabbit molasses,
cup
butter,
cup sour milk, 3 cups
Ceiesota flour, 1 teaspoon soda, 1
teaspoon clove, 1 teaspoon cinnamcn,
teaspoon nutmeg, Ms tea
spoon Sterling salt, 1 egg. 1 cup
raisins.
Cream the sugar and the shorten
ing. Add the molasses, flour with
soda sifted together, salt and
spices, arid raisins and beaten egg.
Spread on cookie sheet. Bake 12
minutes in moderate 350 F oven.
Sprinkle lightly with sugar before
baking.
Canning Grape Juice—Use clean,
well-ripened, but not over-ripe
grapes. Pick over and wash the
grapes. Place in a kettle, barely
cover with water and boil until the
seeds are free. Strain through
cheesecloth
without
squeezing.
Measure the juice and replace on
the fire and bring to the boiling
point. Add one-half cup sugar to
each quart of juice and let the mix
ture boil five minutes. Fill hot jars
to overflowing and seal immediate
ly.
Sugar may be omitted if
desired.
Cucumber And Onion Rings—1
peck small cucumbers, 2 quarts
small white onions, 1 cup Sterling
salt, Vinegar, 1 cup mustard seed,
2 tablespoons celery seed, 2 table
spoons peppercorns. *
Slice the cucumbers and the
onions, about % inch thick. Pack
in a crock in layers with the salt
sprinkled between, and let stand
overnight. In the morning, drain
in a cheesecloth bag, and press out
all the juice possible. Taste just
before adding the vinegar, and if
too salty, rinse in cold water.
Measure the onions, and the cu
cumbers, take half as much vinegar,
heat to the boiling point, add the
spices, and pour on the vegetables.
Pack at once in sterilized jars and
seal.

SPRUCE HEAD

SEARSMONT

Mrs. Lucy Wall Is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Esther Harvey in
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs William Karl and
son Peter of Rockland were Sun
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Austin
Kinney.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper
have returned to their home in Can
ton, Mass, after several days visit
at their cottage here.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Murphy re
turned Monday to their home in
Whitman, Mass, after spending
their vacation in the Helen Meser
vey house.
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Mann and
daughter June were in town last
week, calling on friends. June will
go to school in Dexter this year
and Mr. and Mrs. Mann returned
to Great Duck Island Light station.
Mrs. L. C. Elwell returned to
Hewetts Island Tuesday. She spent
the week-end at her home here.
Edgar Post and Thornton Batty
of the UJB.C.G. spent a 48-hour
liberty at home over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gilbert re
turned to their home in Medfield,
Mass., Wednesday. They have been
at their cottage on Spruce Head
Island for the past three weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. Merrick Tibbetts
have returned to Keene, N. H. after
a visit with relatives here, having
been called by the death of Mrs
Tibbetss’ brother. James Bean.
Frank and Eva Burgess cf Union
were recent callers at the Cobb
home. Mrs. Sarah Burgess, who has
been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Harold Cobb, returned home with
them.
Mrs. Greta Ramsey of Atlantic
City, N. J. was dinner guest last
Friday of Miss Frances Mayhew
and Daniel McFarland.
Mrs. Belle Howes visited Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Millay in South Liberty
several days recently.
Mrs. Lulu Sprowl was recent
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Sprowl in Appleton.
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Welch of
Machiasport spent the week-end
with Mr. and Mrs. Ira Packard.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. MacPhail and
friend of Linbrook, N. Y. were
week-end visitors at the MacPhail
home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn of
Swanville called Monday at the
Cobb home.
Mrs. Laura Skinner of Liberty
visited at the home of Mrs. Jennie
Caswell recently.

ROCKVILLE

Corp. Paul lives of Waldoboro, Miss
What a beautiful sunset there Lila Fransen, Clayton Fales and
was Wednesday night! And a big Mr. and Mrs. Henry lives Jr. of
full moon shining from the eastern Warren and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
sky too.
Monden.
Miss Vivan O'Jala is visiting Mr
and Mrs. Lauri Monden in Wal
FRIENDSHIP
tham.
Mr.and Mrs. Raymond
Sunday
will be observed in the
O’Jala have moved to Camden.
Methodist
Church, Rev. Walter A
Miss Helen O’Jala was week-end
Pastor, as Rally Sunday and
guest, of Mr. and Mrs. Henry lives Smith,
Mobilization Day for an advance
Jr. in Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy French of program of Christian Education.
Warren are occupying the O. W. Services will be 10.30, worship, ser
mon, “The Church that Glows,
Carroll apartment.
i
Goes,
and Grows.’’; 11.45, Rally
Mr. and Mrs. William O'Jala. Mr. I Day Session
of the Sunday School
and Mrs. Thomas Monden and Miss I with a souvenir
pin for each
Lydia Lehtonen, Albert Quinn, present.
Mrs. Elsie Ingersol, Mt. and Mrs.
Mikko Lofman attended the sur
CUSHING
prise party Saturday night given at
the Hurme home in West Rockport
Services will be held in the Broad
for Pfc Tauno Hurme.
Cove Church Sunday, in this order.
F. J Hunter is having a weeks 2.30, service of worship with ser
vacation frem his work at Bath mon by the pastor, Rev. Walter A.
Iron Works where he has been Smith, upon the theme, “Live
employed in the machine shop for Wires.”
over a. year.
Guests Tuesday at the home of I Pomegranates come from China,
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. O'Jala were Southern Asia, and America.

“V” STONE UNVEILED

The New England Apple Grower ha’
not the storage facilities of last year
and needs your help in moving apples
now - everybody who can help out by
buying a bushel box should do so now.
i Store in cool, dry place.

6

LBS.

isr

Vic

FIRST NATIONAL

Fspedal

SUPER-MARKETS

331 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
FREE PARKING SPACE
FOR CUSTOMERS

APPLES

FANCY COOKING

LBS

GRAPES

FANCY SEEDLESS

LBS

ORANGES

CALIFORNIA
GOOD SIZE

DOZ

CARROTS

CALIFORNIA

BCHS

NATIVE
RED TURBAN

SQUASH

LBS

NATIVE
SOLID HEADS

CABBAGE
I

LBS

SWEET POTATOES
U.S. No.I
GRADE

POTATOES

15

ts

35<

°tNtJ,Ne l943Sp„m6

FRESH NATIVE

FANCY

lamb

FOWL
AVERAGE

LBS

««u35,

LB

FRESH PLUMP NORTHERN - 3 to 12 LB AVERAGE

TURKEYS

LB

FRESH NATIVE ROASTING -■ 4 TO 4^ LB AVERAGE

CHICKEHS

LB

BONED AND ROLLED IF DESIR
DESIRED

LAMB FORES

LB

MADE WITH THE FINEST INGREDIENTS

FRANKFURTS

LB.
lb

HALIBUT
FILLET of HADDOCK

lb

39c
29c

MEDIUM

EGGS

FRESH
NATIVE

DOZ

CERBER'J

rolled

BABY

OATS

foods

3 tins f£c
I strained 3 TINS|0C
chopped

16e

WHITE SPRAY 3 LB'
Quick or
• CTN
Regular

MAKES TASTY, LIGHT, FLUFFY PANCAKES IN A JIFFY

PANCAKE FLOUR

s»ay

VERMONT MAID SYRUP
LIGHT MEAT
TUNA FISH
WHITE SPRAY
CAKE FLOUR

S

11c
12 ei BOT 17c
7 •< tin 29c

17c
I LB PKG 15c
SUNSWEET PRUNES
I IB CELLO. BAG 10c
BLUE ROSE RICE
RICHMOND - NEW PACK
TOMATOES
2
27c
SOLID RED RIPE
A BLEND OF
V-8 COCKTAIL 6 VEGETAB1E JUICES 2 7.3s 19c
FOR SANDWICHES,
6 ot TIN 43c
LOBSTER
NEWBURGS AND STEWS
Ic SALE
SWEETHEART SOAP
4 BARS 20c
EXTRACT
2 oz BOT 31c
BAKER'S VANILLA
SUNSHINE HI-HO CRACKERS
«<e 20c
2% LB PKG

7

CAMPBELL'S TOMATO SOUP ,ot?n- c
LIFEBUOY SOAP
3 bar; 20c

TH1X

O’

IVORY
SOAP

I-

«
• >• 14

*WY-

A

SCOTT PRODUCTS
Scot Towels ££ 2 rolls 17c
Scot Tissue
roll 7c
Waldorf tissui A rolls 19c

MEDIUM

bar
VICTORY

I M

IVORY
SHOW

,

22*.
With Colonel Robert A. Ginsburgh and Lieut. Commander Leslie
Jacobo officiating, Mrs. Lena Scott, whose son Robert Scott received
the Congressional medal posthumously for valor at Pearl Harbor un
veils a “V” stone dedicating the erection of the new $1,350,000 wing at
the Tyson Bearing Corp, at Massillon, Ohio, while Ann Bernatitis
(right), the last nurse to leave Coryegidpr and Ralph Maxson, presi
dent of the plant, look on.

p&G SOAP
bars

9«

20 Mule Borax
Boraxo
Bleach sunny day
Ammonia SUO^Y

pkgISc
tin

15c

qibot9C'

qtbot

CRISCO
3 LB TIN

71c

8c
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He’s In Palestine

Park Theatre, Sunday and Monday
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Music at the Baptist Church
Sunday will include organ and
p'and prelude. Low, Miss Grace
M. Strout: anthem, “Hear, O My
People," Stevenson, with inciden
tal solos by Miss Margaret Sim
mons and soprano solo “There Is
a Land Mine Eye Hath Seen,”
Crowninshield, Mrs. Carrie W.
Butler.
Dr. E. R. Biggers will leave for
Lisbon Falls Sept. 27. to take over
the practice of the late Dr. S. A.
Williamson. During his absence
Dr. Lester Gross wiil be at Dr. Blgger’s office, Tuesdays and Fridays
of each week.
Rally Day will be observed in the
Federated Church next Sunday by

Rockport Soldier Writes
Home Describing the
Country and Events

A A

The Ladies’ Aid Society will
meet at the home of Mrs. Warren
Maker, Pearl street Wednesday
aftemocn at 2 o’clock.
A Navy blimp was seen to pass
over Camden Harbor Monday.
Good Cheer Class will hold the
first meeting of the new season at
the heme of its president, Mrs.
Jocelyn Christi.
Mrs. W. S. Leighton of Grove
street has been spending several
weeks in Bostcn visiting friends.

Friends of Richard I. Thomas of
Rockport will be interested in an
abstract from a letter -received by
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Thomas, after eight weeks of
anxious waiting, the last previous
letter received by them announcing
that he was about to leave the
States, destination unknown. Mr.
Thomas’ present address is: P. F. C.
Richard I. Thomas, 31099166. 68th
Fighter Squadron 57th Fighter
Group, A. P. O. 1221 Postmaster,
New York City, N. Y.
The letter follows:
Somewhere in Palestine

Pvt. Edward Ko-bs of Camp Da
vis, N. C., has been promoted to

I have at last reached my destina
tion. Can’t tell you exactly where

Tel. 659

Tel. 94

j1 am, of course, but it will be some
satisfaction to know the country.
Before? we reached here we had
traveled by boat, train and bus.
Kenneth Haviland and Mr. and : When I arrived was very happy to
the rank of Corporal in the U. S.
Army.
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Leighton have
had as their recent guests, Mrs.

a service of dedication and conse
cration entitled “The Light that
Lighteth Every Man." Tills will be

Mrs. Elmer Anderson of Braintree, find a stack of letters, mostly from
home, waiting for me.
Mass.
held at 11 and there will be no Judy Canova and Jce E. Brown in a laugh scene from the new Republic
This, of course, is a most inter
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Gray
spent
comedy hit, “Joan of Ozark."

Sunday school, as all parents and
children are invited to attend this
service.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walsh have
returned after spending a week in
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Grafton and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mayo enter
tained the We-Two Club in the
Federated vestry Monday with pic
nic supper at 6. after which a social
evening was enjoyed. Others pres
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Forest
Stone, Lieut, and Mrs. J. Edward
Marks. Sen. and Mrs. Albert Elliot
and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights.
Tlie Friendly Circle will hold a
picnic supper Tuesday in the
Federated vestry at 6 o’clock, in
charge of Mrs. H. F. Leach, and
Mrs. William Richards.
Mrs. Nellie Benner arrived Sun
day from Belmont, Mass, and is
guest of Mrs. E. G. Weston, for sev
eral days.
The Rug Club met at the home
of Mrs. Elmer Overlook Thursday
with dinner at noon. Those pres
ent were Mrs. Raymond Spear and
her house guest, Mrs William Tessin of Stoughton, Mass., Mrs. Olive
Brazier. Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton,
from Thomaston and Mrs. Laura
Copeland, Mrs. Doris Maxey, Mrs.
Olive Fales, Mrs. Jeanette Robin
son, Mrs. Lulu Libbv and Mrs. Edna
Barrett of South Warren.
Mrs. Arthur Elliot and Mrs. Eliza
Walker entertained several friends

the week-end in Springfield. Mass.
A son was born Thursday to
Mr., and Mrs. Carl Hennings, at
Community Hospital.
Mrs. Olive Young is enjoying a
vacation from her duties at
Achom’s Store and is visiting in
Bennington/ Vt.
The Victory Dance held Wed
nesday night by the Motor Corps
was a grand success, and another
has been planned for next week,
same night, same place. About 60
service men took advantage of the
evening planned for them and it
is believed that more will be* pres
ent at the next one. Sponcors
Mrs. George Pullen and Mrs. John
Hughes were in charge and served
punch and cookies. A speech of
welcome was made by Percy Keller.
Word has been received that Alphonso Prince is progressing fa
vorably at the Bangor Osteopathic
Hospital where he has been a sur
gical patient the past 10 days. He
will be there for a couple more
weeks.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the
Methodist Church w'ill serve sup
per Saturday night from 6 to 7

yiCTORY

BUY
UNITED
STATES

DEFENSE

BONDS
AND

o’clock.
The Richards Reception

STAMPS

Wednesday at the Knox Hotel for

supper, followed by cards. There
were three tables of contract with
prizes going to Mrs, Harriet Dunn,
Mrs Mary Overlock and Miss Anna
Dillingham. Others invited were
Mrs. Ruth Rockwell, Mrs. Arthur
McDonald, Mrs. James Creighton,
Mrs, Harcld Dana, Mrs. William T.
Flint, Mrs. R. O. Elliot, and Miss
Clara Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Treat, Sr. re
cently bought from Rep. W. T.
Smith the home of the late George
W. and Minnie Ludwig, Beechwooc',
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Anderson of
Worcester. Mass, are occupying .the
Arthur Elliot apartment, Elliot
street.
Mrs. Ronald Burgess of Port
land is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert Mayo.
Mrs. Arthur Kalloch entertained
the Busv-Eight Club at an all day
session Wednesday. Those present
were Mrs. Gertrude Hahn, Mrs.
Minnie Wilson. Mrs. Herbert New
bert, Mrs. Letitia Starrett, Mrs.
Lucy Sillery, all of Thomaston and
Mrs. Annie Wylie of Rockland. Mrs.
Etta Benner was unable to attend
on account of illness.
Mrs. Eliza Whitney entertained
at cards Thursday afternoon at her
home cn Main street. Those pres
ent were Mrs. Lucy Clark, Mrs.
Catherine Crawford and Mrs. Susie
Newbert.
Mayflower Temple P. S. held in
spection Wednesday preceded by a
supper with this committee in
charge: Mrs. Susie Newbert, Mrs.
Alton Grover. Mrs. Alpheus Jones
and Mis/Cora Robinson The room
was attractively decorated with
flowers. The inspecting officer w’as
Mrs. Adaie Saunders, Grand Senior
of the Grand Lodge of Maine as
sisted by Mrs. Gertrude Oliver, of
Friendship, Grand Junior of the
Grand “Lodge of Maine.
Mrs.
Chamberlain Simmons of Friend
ship was also present.
Malcolm Creighton went Tues
day to Evanston. Ill. He will at
tend
Northwestern
University,
Chicago.
Lieut, (j. g.) John Creighton of

New Camden
> -•»- ,■, *

&:«•' . .-.xv .

Tuesflay-Frfilay

/ WAR NEEDS MONEY!

-

ft will cost money to defeat our enemy aggreaaora.
Your Government calls on you to help now.

>

r.

Pledge today to buy Defense Bofida regularly. Make
every pay day Bond Day by participating in the Payroll Savings Plan.
Bonds cost $18.75 and up. Stamps are 10/, 25/, and up.
The help of every individual is needed.

f

Do your part by pledging to buy your ahare
pay day.

eragr

Boston will spend the week-end
Standard Weights
with his family here.
1 Bushel—Lbs.
In The Churches
There will be no service at the Apples .......................................... 44
St. Johns’ Church or at the St.
Georges’ Church, Long Cove, due Apples, dried ............................... 25
to the fact that the rector is on va Barley .......................................... 48
cation. However, there will be serv
Beans ........................................... 60
ices in Rockland, as usual.
Rally Day will be observed in the Beans, Lima............................. 56
Federated Church next Sunday by
28
a service of dedication and conse Beans, sneii...............
cration entitled “The Light that ■ Beans, Soy .................. _............... 58
Lighteth Every Man.” This will be Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
held at 11 and there will be no Sun- j pole ........................................... 50
day school, as all parents and chil- :
dren are invited to attend this Beans, string ............................... 24
service. The anthem will be “Draw Beans, Windsor (broad) ........... 47
Near to Him” by vonVerge. The Beets ......................................... .. I
Epworth League will hold its first Beets, mangel-wurzel ....*........... 60
meeting of the season in the vestry
at 6 o’clock. The evening service Beets, sugar.............................. - 60
is at 7, the topic being “A Faith Beets, turnip .......
60
that Expects.”
Beet Greens....... „....................... 12
Baptist Church: Sunday School
at 9.45, service at 11 with Rev. J. Blackberries .......................... ....... 40
K. Halliday occupying the pulpit, as Blueberries ..................... ........... ~ 42
a candidate. Music will be furn Bran and Shorts........................ 20
ished by the Choral Society. Eve Buckwheat ................................... <8
ning service will be at 7 when Rev. Carrots ....................................
50
J. K. Halliday will again preach the
Corn,
cracked
.............................
50
sermon.
St, James’ Church (Catholic), Corn, Indian ....... ..................... - 56
Mass at 9 a. m.
Cranberries
32
Currants .................. .................... 40
Theatre, Sunday and Monday Dandelions ................................... 12
Peed ................. ................. ........ ~ 50
Flaxseed ....................................... 56
H^ir .................. ............... ....... — 11
WO
M.....
x
Kalle ........................ ~......................... - 12
Lime ........................ _...... —...... - 70
Meal (except oatmeal) ............... 50
Meal, corn ................................. - 50
Meal, rye...........................
50
Millet, Japanese .......................... 35
Oats .................................................... — 32
Onions .............
- 52
Parsley ................
8
Parsnips ...................................... 45
Peaches, dried............................. - 33
Peanuts, green
..................... - 22
Peanuts, roasted.......................... 20
Pears ...................
58
Peas, smooth .....................
60
Peas, wrinkled

The reception held Tuesday night
from 8-30 to 10 o’clock at the
Yacht Club for Lieutenant Com
mander and Mrs. Frederick Rich
ards before his departure was
largely attended. Mr. Richards,
most popular as a faculty member
of the Camden High School since
1926, received greetings and best
wishes from, members of the stu
dent body, alumni friends and
relatives and was presented' with a
'beautiful Hamilton wrist watch
and wrist band from the students
and a streamlined, pen and pencil
set from the members of the
faculty.
The receiving line consisted of
Superintendent and Mrs. Charles
E. Yord, Principal and Mrs.
Carleton Wood, Miss Helen Mc
Cobb, Mr. and Mrs. Richards and
Class President Douglas Ltbby.
Douglas refreshments of sand
wiches, cake and punch were
served. Misses Mary Louise Me
servey and Betty Heald rendered
vocal selections.
Milford Payson was capably as
sisted in planning this joyous af
fair by the students.

esting country. Am hoping -that I
may be able to see some of it while
' here. One is constantly struck by
! the similarity of the simple every
day scenes to those in the Bible.
• There are several reasons for this
I suppose—The life and customs of
the common people have changed
little since the time of our Lord;
also many illustrators of the Bible
have found models and inspiration
in traveling through the Holy Land.
One sees many riding on asses—a
woman holding a child in her arms
while the man leads the ass—re
minding cne of the Blessed Virgin
Mary—St. Joseph with the Christ
Child during the flight into Egypt.
Again, women dressed in the simple
costume of the country seated
under a thatched roof shelter in a
grain field, a camel tethered near
by. In the morning almost before
sunrise the people begin to gather
to consult a sort of doctor nearby.
They continue to arrive on asses
—horses until by mid-morning a
large crowd is gathered about the
shack where the doctor practices.
The sun is very hot during the
day but there is usually a cool
breeze. The nights are cool and
sometimes before morning become
chilly. Had a very good swim the
other night. The beach was very
sandy and very smooth. We stayed
about an hour or so, coming back
after dark. On our way we had
occasion to pass through a couple
of Arab villages. The streets were
almost too narrow to allow the
trucks to pass through and coming

back a crowd of children followed
the trucks scrambling in the dirt
for lighted cigarettes that had been
thrown out.
The little villages are very dirty,
dark; the houses, for the most part,
seem to be crumbling down or half
in the process cf construction.
Much of the life is carried on in
the streets, I should say. You see
many women carrying earthen wa
ter jars On their heads, and other
points, the men gathered around
little tables in out-door cafes.
It does seem good to be in touch
with people again after being cut
off for so long, which we were on
the way over. One of the hardest
things to bear was just that—and
knowing if your folks were all right
or not.
Give my address to all of my
friends. Tell them all to write. It
means so much in situations like
this.

ECONOMY IN

<~Jhe ^Kitchen

Giblets, neck. etc.. 1 pkr. noodles
of chicken
Left-over chicken
1 qt. boiling
1 can or % lb.

water

mushrooms

noodles until tender in chicken
broth. Brown mushrooms with
sliced chicken liver in butter. Add

with left-over chicken and chopped
giblets to rice. Season to taste.
Turn into greased casserole and
brown lightly in moderate oven,
3K‘ F. 4 servings.
Creamed Chicken and Eggs
With Peas
2 cups diced
chicken
4 hard-cooked
eggs, chopped
IM cups medium
white sauce

1 to 2 cups cooked
peas
Salt, pepper
Few grains nutmeg
Buttered toast

Chop left-over chicken. Make a
white sauce of medium thickness.
Add chicken, chopped eggs, and
peas. Season with salt and pepper.
Serve on toast 4 servings.
Chicken Creamed With Onions
2 cups medium
white sauce
2 egg .yolks,
slightly beaten
2 cups diced

chicken

8 cooked white
onions
1 tb. lemon Juice
1 tap. vinegar

1 tb. chopped
parsley

1 small onion,
sliced

2 tbs. butter

Malt and pepper

Prepare sauce using one cup each

Celery leaves
Bay leaf

Bash nutmeg or

of chicken stock and rich milk or
cream. Season to taste. Add sauce
to egg yolks. Adi chicken, onions,
lemon Julc/'. vinegar and parsley
to sauce. Simmer 10 minutes. 4
serv hi gs.

1 tap. .salt

mace

Wash and simmer heart giszard.
neck and backbone of chicken tn
seasoned water until tender, about
2 hours. Strain off broth. Cook

Strand Theatre, Friday and Saturday

-.......................... — 58

Peas, unshelled,green.......... ........ - 28
Potatoes ............. -......... .......... _ 60
Potatoes, sweet.......... -............. - 54
Quinces ................ ........................... —

Strand Theatre, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday

ROCKPORT

Frederick F. Richards and son
Carroll returned Monday from a
week-end trip to Boston. Mr. Rich
ards received his commission as
Lieutenant Commander in U. S.
Naval Reserve and was ordered to
active duty. He will leave this
mcming for New York. On the
return trip frem Boston Carroll
stopped in Portland where he was
examined physically for entrance
in Maritime Commission Cadet
School.
Stuart Farnham, who for the past
several years has been manager of
the local First National Store, com
pleted his duties there Wednesday
to enter the employ of the Bath
Iron Works Corp. Mr. Farnham
was popular with the patrons of
the store, and will be greatly missed
by them. Hoyt Shuman of Cam
den is the new manager. Mr. Shu
Three’s a crowd—but definitely so whenever Jack Carson and Dennis ]
man has had considerable ex- i
perience with the Corporation, hav Morgan happen to meet Ann Sheridan at the same time, In Warner Bros.1
ing served in their stores in both “Wings For the Eagle.”
Rockland and Camden. _
Mrs. Everett Pitts is spending two
weeks with friends in Auburndale COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE]
and Framingham, Mass.
Answer to this puzzle on Page Bight
Fred Achorn, who has been ill for
11 7- 8
several days at his home, was
7
IO 11
T"
12
5"
5
2
1
taken to Knox Hospital Monday for
observation and medical treatment.
1
1 it
13
IM
Mrs. Augusta 'Shibles, who has
been in Mount Vernon, N. Y, with
17
lb
her daughter, Mrs. Marieta Stiles,
for the past year, is now visiting
i
<9
p 18
her son and daughter-in-law, Mr
and Mrs. Lester Shibles. Mrs. Stiles
21
22
accompanied her as far as West
_________
brook where she remained for a few
I7
1
2A.
15
days’ visit with her cousin, Dr.
Granville Shibles, and family be
3,
fore coming here.
30
Miss Marion Weidman spent
71
Thursday in Waterville.
53”
r
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Crockett
&>
jb 39
37
and Miss Virginia Nash, who are
residing in East Boothbay for the
season, spent the week-end at the
43
Ml
Ml
home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Staples.
L
45
Frederick Lane is at home from
Hollis to spend a week with his par
50 51
47 4& ’
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lane.
Mrs ,L. True Spear, Sr. has re
55
54
52 53
turned from Brookline, Mass, where
she visited for two weeks her son,
58
5b
57
L. True Spear, Jr.
Miss Beatrice Hamilton, who has
been visiting her uncle and aunt,
59
1
r
Rev. and Mrs. F. Ernest Smith, for
several days, returned Wednesday
to Portland.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
The pastor of the Methodist
9-Grows old
43- A turnip (Scot.)
1-Frightened
Church will speak next Sunday at
10- Rubbers
44- Persia
7-ldiom
11- Small bed
11 o’clcck on “Why God Must Sit
45- School of art in
13- Place
Zurich, Switzerland 12- Wigwams
in Judgment” and at the evening
14- Gnawing away
19-Story
46- Long notes
service at 7 o’clock on “My Life to
15- Flah eggs
52-Causlng a sensation 21- Apart
16- Talks glibly
the Glory of God.” The School for
22- Leave a railway
of stiffness
17- One of a higher
Bible study will be held at 10 a. m.
train, as troops
54-Japanese dancing
order of clergy
• Mrs. Glenn Smith will leave Sun
23- Salary
girls
18- Afrlcan blood
day for San Antonio, Texas to join
56- The sheltered side 24- Ruied over
sucking flies
her husband who is stationed there.
57- Failed to follow suit 26- Trusts
I
D.D.G.M. Nellie Staples. Mrs. 20-lnvade suddenly
27-Anger
when able
23-Cauterizs
Beatrice Richards, Miss Helena Up
58- Evening (Poet.)
28- Perfume
25- Serf
ham and Mrs. Georgia Rhodes at
34- L-ir
Elevations of earth 59- Makes dear
tended the anuual inspection of 2635- A written message
29- Corn4r
60- Thin
Forget-Me-Not Chapter
O.E.S.
36- Emptied
30- Fine earth particles
Monday in South Thomaston.
37- Exploit
Raw metal
VERTICAL
Mrs. Ellen Bohndell was hostess 3139- Arrived at
32- Principal Egyptian
to the Thimble Club Wednesday at
40- Scarcer
goddess
her home on Camden road.
46- ltalian coin
1- Aimed at
33- Mature
The Trytohelp Club met Monday
47- At any time
2- Grassy field
34- Profound
night at the home of Mrs. Lena
48- A number (pi.)
35- Collection of Icelan 3- Accomplishes
Tominski. Next week the Club will
49- lncites
4-Join
die literature
be entertained at the home of Mrs.
50- Stagger
5- Makes a mistake
37- Marsh
Hazel Woodward at Glen Cove.
6- Portion of medicine 51- The lateral part
38- Eagles
Mrs. W. F. Robbins has returned 41- Prefix. Near
7- Sags in the middle 53-Even (contr.)
home after spending a week with
8- ln the case of(Law) 55-A highway (abbr.)
42- Wasted
Mr. Robbins at Davis Cabins, Wis
casset, while he was employed in
that town. Over the week-end they
entertained their son, John Rob
II
bins. and Miss Alice MacDonald.
The John M. Goeschius. who have
been occupying the Elliott cottage.
Mechanic street, for the Summer,
went Thursday to New York.
Rev. and Mrs. C. Vaughn Over
man returned Wednesday from
Oakland where they attended the
II
three days’ session of the Ministers'
o
Retreat.
Mrs. Mary Louise Bok returns
You cannot tell true quality
today to Philadelphia after spend
from a picture in a catalog, so
ing the Summer at her cottage
now that you are buying for the
“Lvndwood.” Beauchamp Point.
“duration” be sure you get
Miss Ann Townsend, who has
things you will continue to like.
been occupying her cottage on
Come to our store (it’s like a
Mechanic street since closing Camp
life-size catalog) and select your
Merestead, returns to Philadlphia
merchandise
from an ACTUAL
Sunday for the Winter months.
,

48

Funeral services for Gideon Eddy,
82, who died in Rockland last Fri
day as a result of injuries received
that morning when struck by a
truck, were held from his home
Sunday with Rev. F. Ernest Smith
of the Methodist Church officiating.
Burial was in the new cemetery in
Camden.
Mr. Eddy was bom in Houlton
but resided in Orono for more than
40 years before coming here to re
side. His active life was devoted
to farming.
Surviving relatives are his widow,
Mrs. Elizabeth (Thomason) Eddy;
one son, Fred Eddy of Camden; one
daughter. Mrs. Howell Suminsby of
Northeast Harbor; also five grand
children.
,

CURTAIN

STRETCHER GLASS REFRIGERATOR
" SET
$1.98

Takes curtains up to 52 in.
by 87 in. W’ell built with hinged
easels and raot watering pirn
spaced one inch apart.

rpje Catholic Women's C'..
held a verV successful party Tne
, jay night at the Hotel Thorndi
Annex, sponsored by Miss Ma
reen Burns, and Mrs. Clara Ca
i ^i-wood.
Prizes were award<
t0 Mrs. George Phillips. Mrs. Dor
thy Baxter. Mrs. Doris Jorda
jjrS. Evelyn Plourd, Mrs. Eth
Godfrey, Miss Louise Harringta
|jjrs. Gregory Wynne. Mrs. Fra
Lis Farrand. Mrs. Cunningha:
Mrs. Btlby Makinen and Mrs. Jol
Chisholm, consolation.

T.H.E. C’.U'b was entertain
Monday night by Mrs. Albert
Havener. Broadway, for bridge a:
luncheon. Prizes of War Stam
were -awarded the winners, M
Walter C. Ladd. Mrs. John

and

Richardson
Cook.

Mrs.

Louis

Miss ' Maerice Blackington, M

I sonic street entertained Tuesci
Hight Bridge Club this week
bridge and luncheon. Winners
" bridge were Mrs. Lyford Ames a

Mrs. Clifton Cross.
Mrs. Hilma Becklund who 1|
been visiting at the home of 1:
daughter. Mrs. Rudolph H. Gilli
Broadway, since early in July. 1:
returned to her home in Worcest
Mass.

Mrs. Myrtle Perry and fam
have moved from Rankin street
the apartment at 23 Maple stre
Mr. and Mrs. Streeter Webs'
Mrs. O. M. Wotton and
Carolyn Webster were in Portis
the past week-end to attend
graduating exercises at Que<
Hospital.
Miss Sylvia Weiss
| daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wti-s
was a member ol the gradual
class.
Memory lesson for next Edw
tional Club picnic is the faim
Bible Love chapter, 13th chap
of 1st Corinthians, exalting ch
ity. It was upon this most famil
chapter in his priceless anew
copy of his old family Dutch Bi
that Franklin Delano Roosei
chose to place his hand when
publicly, took the oath to servee
President of these United Seal
It opens “Though I speak with
tongues of men and of angels d
have not charity. I am become
sounding brass or a tinkling c
bal” and contains only 13 w
known verses. Surely carry c
programs to the meeting. Mer
rizing Dr. Maltbie D. Babco
‘ Be strong” hymn is also urged
well as bringing written ballot^
indicate 1st and 2d choices for
1943 club study by members’ b
talk and papers, Bible Women
Colonial Pioneers having alre
been nominated as subjects
forum: What must we do to in)
us that the whole world will
better off after we win this
than we were after winning Wi
War Number One What were
errors?
Visit Lucien K. Green & 8
second floor, 16 School street,
Fellows Block. City, for Furs.
Coats and Cloth Coats at model
prices.

STEEL
KNIFE AND FORK SET
$3.29

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS
H yem have an excen of aeida in year bfeodj
your IS miles of kidney tubes may bo orerworked. Theeo tiay filters aad tubea are work
ing day and night to help Nature rid yarn
«rMem of exoeee aada and poieoooua waste.

When disorder of kidney function perurfte
poisonous matter to remain ia your Hood, it
may eauae nagging baokaeba.r
leg pains, loea of pep aad am
nights, swelling, pjiffinem u
bsadashea aad dirnneas. Frequent er i

ssx3tefc_ '
your kidneys or bladder.

No Other Words q
New and

COATS FOR
tl

Complete Set

’

$1.29

Saves food, does away with dis
agreeable food odors; 7 matched
jars that fit compactly into your
refrigerator.

TWO ITEMS FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE

During the last war we built a
total of 64 light tanks, weighing
7(4 tons each. “Light tanks” today
weigh almost twice as much, heavy
ones around 56 tons, and they now
cost $1 a pound to build.

it,ye «....58

Salt, coarse .... -........... . ......... — W
Salt, Turk’s Island -------------- - 70
Betty Grable, John Payne and. are “nuts” about Betty Grable, as Salt, fine............... —....... ——-. 60
Victory Mature are starred in 20th, who isn’t!
Salt, Liverpool ----- ........------------- 80
Century-Pcx*s new musical, “Foot-: Rated by previewers as a worthy Seed, alfalfa -............ ............. — 60
light Serenade.” coming to Cam successor to “My Gal Sal." the pic
den Theatre Sunday.
•
ture is studded with topflight Seed, clover ------------------------------- 6*
With a story that spells enter talent, such as Jane Wyman, James Seed, hemp
44
tainment all the way, “Footlight i Gleason, Phil Silvers and Cobina Seed, herdsgrass ......-.................. 45
Serenade” tells of a fighter who Wright, Jr, Produced with all the
48
turns actor. Victor Maturfc realis embellishments that mark a top Seed, Hungarian grass---------Bock Jones teaches one member of the mysterions “ghost” killers a few
45
tically portrays the boner, as John flight musical. "FcotSgiit Serenade” Seed, Timothy_____________
man In six-gun manners in the latest of the famous “Rough Riders"
fayne can testify—while both boys hu been hailed as one of the best. Seed, nlUet
____________________________
W western series, “Ghost Town Law,”

group of similar articles. There’s
no limit to your freedom of
choice when you buy here!

Gideon Eddy

Help 15 Milos of Kidney Taboo
Flush Out Poisonous Waste

• 1

Miss June Chatto, daughter
or and Mrs. Leroy A. Chatto, le
Wednesday for Lew Eton, where <.
/. a Sophomore at Bates Colleg<

OF SELECTION

Raspberries --------- .-------------- 40
Rice, rough................ ........ '..----- 44

i

Soci

AAAA

UDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 2220

LIMIT YOUR

Left-Over Chicken Makes Delicious Dishes

As chicken ls rapidly becoming
a main-course staple and probably
will remain so for the duration,
recipes for making use of left-overs
are Increasingly In demand.
Many times the dish resulting
from these left-overs proves more
popular than the chicken in its
original form. Broth or gravy
should, of course, always be saved
as it will give the rich flavor which
is important Where one does not
have enough gravy to give the
proper flavor, a can of chicken
soup or consomme ls a good sub
stitute.
Vivian Whaley, director of the
A & P Kitchen, suggests these
recipes which have been carefully
tested and are economical:
Casserole of Chicken and Rice
With Mushrooms

Tuesday’Fridav

TINT

Acts both as a window screen
and ventilator. Use as a venti
late* in the winter, then by
simply removing the metal cen
ter it is ready far use as a
screen in the summer.

Forged chromo stainproof ta
ble forks and knives, full mirror
polished, heavy gauge blades
expertly ground.
Oval style
handles.
69c
——
FLOOR SANDER TO LET
CHECK OUR LOW PRICES

FURS FOR FOF:|
Remember the n^
means that you cai
dently here for furj
good furs from a
perience.

MRIN ST. HHRDUJHREa
. PAINTS • STOVES • KITCHENWARE
•'FORMERLY

•

tr,ol

44i MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
A

LUCIEN
16 SCHOOL STI

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

Tuesday-Friday

Tuescfay-Frraay

Miss Maude Hupper, bookkeeper
at the J. A. Jameson store is on
vacation.

nday, Tuesday

Social Matters
yiss June Chatto, daughter of
The Maine Women’s Club of New
: >jr and Mrs. Leroy A. Chatto, left York will hold Its flrst meeting of
i Wednesday for Lewiston, where she this season on Saturday afternoon,
I . a Sophomore at Bates College. Oct. 3, at 2.30 at the apartment of
Miss Susan L. Sanborn, a former
fhe Catholic Women’s Club President of the Club, 333 East 43d
| jjjld a very successful party Tues- .‘ireet, New York City, with Mrs.
4Sv night at the Hotel Thorndike f'alph O. Stone. President, presldir’nex, sponsored by Miss Mau- 1 fg. There will be the usual busi
Ijen Burns, and Mrs. Clara Cal- ness meeting, also recent current
•trwjod.
Prizes were awarded events in Maine from vacationists,
' to Mrs. George Phillips, Mrs. Doro- followed by tea and a social hour.
•tiy Baxter, Mrs. Doris Jordan,
jjrs. Evelyn Plourd, Mrs. Ethel
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lamport cf
Godfrey, Miss Louise Harrington, Portland ana Mrs. Michael Povich
U.-, Gregory Wynne, Mrs. Fran- and son, Shirley Povich, of Ells
Farrand. Mrs. Curiningham, worth, were recent guests of Mrs.
\j... Ruby Makinen and Mrs. John Joseph Dondis, Beech street.
Chisholm, consolation.
Mrs. Harvey Pease of Wiscasset
THE. Cluib was entertained and daughter, Miss Virginia Pease
.Monday night by Mr$. Albert R. of Hartford, Conn., who is visiting
Havener, Broadway, for bridge and at her home ln Wiscasset, were
tjneheon. Prizes of War Stamps guests Tuesday at the home cf Mr.
cere awarded the winners, Mrs. and Mrs. Simon Crosby.
Jack Carson and DennL
Wafer C. Ladd. Mrs. John M.
ie time, in Warner Bros?
Miss Ann Povich, on vacation
ftchardson and Mrs. Louis B.
from her duties at the Strand
Cook.
Theatre, left Tuesday for a few
Miss Maerice Blackington, Ma days visit in New York.
ORD PUZZLK sonic street entertained Tuesday
Mrs. David Buffum, who has been
Eridge Club this week for
Eight
* Sight
at
Nantucket for a part of the
bridge and luncheon. Winners at
Summer, is now visiting the Harry
jndge
were
Mrs.
Lyford
Ames
and
IO il
IX
A. Buffums, Grove street, for a
Mrs Clifton Cross.
r
short stay.
•5
Mrs. Hilma Becklund who has
Miss Mary Louise Welker, class of
been visiting at the home of her 1942
Rockland High School, has en
daughter. Mrs. Rudolph H. Gilley, tered Skidmore College, Saratoga
Broadway, since early in July, has Springs, N. Y. where she will major
returned to her home in Worcester, in the Physical Education Depart
Mass.
ment.
24
Mrs. Myrtle Perry and family
Miss Edith Riley has returned to
have moved from Rankin street, to Copley Hospital. Morrisville,* Vt
I the apartment at 23 Maple street. after a week’s visit at her heme
32.
here.
.vi.’. and Mrs. Streeter Webster,
Mrs. O. M. Wotton and Miss
Mrs. Hervey C. Allen entertained
Carolyn Webster were in Portland at luncheon at the Copper Kettle
46
the past week-end to attend the Thursday, her guests being, Mrs. J
3b $9
eraduating exercises at Queen’s Rodney Weeks, Mrs. George Linton
Hospital.
Miss Sylvia Webster, Mrs. Carlton Patterson, Mrs. Coit
Md
caughter ol Mr. and Mrs. Webster, Alle and Mrs. William Cushing, of
was a member ol the graduating Birmingham, Mich; Miss Gertrude
M5
class.
■ DeOrsay of Waterville. Mrs. George
B. Wood and Mrs. John Merrill of
F™
Memory lesson for next Educa Rockland.
tional Club picnic is the famous
^5
Bible Love chapter, 13th chapter
Mrs. Elsa M. Constantine if
of 1st Corinthians, exalting char leaving today for Saco, where she
58
ity. It was upon this most familiar will visit Mr. and Mrs. John R
chapter in his priceless ancient Kean.
cepy of his cld family Dutch Biible
Mrs. J. Rodney Weeks cf Birm
that Franklin Delano Roosevelt
chose to place his hand when he ingham, Mich., who is spending r
I publicly, took the oath to servee as few weeks at her Summer home at
VERTICAL (Cont.)
9-Grows old
t President of these United States. Ash Point, has as guests, Mrs. Wil
'10-Rubbers
I it opens “Though I speak with the liam Cushing, Mrs. Coit Alle, Mrs
11- Smaii bed
I tongues of men and of angels and Carlton Patterson and Mrs. George
12- Wigwams
.
I have not charity, I am become as Linton, all of Birmingham, Mich.
19-Story
I sounding brass or a tinkling cym- Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Flint o!
21- Apart
I baf’ and contains only 13 well22- Leave a railway
Cambridge, Mass., are guests of Mr
I known verses. Surely carry club
train, as troops
Flint
’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M
I programs to the meeting. Memo*
23- Salary
Flint, Broadway.
I rizing Dr. Maltbie D. Babcock's
24- Ruled over
| Be strong" hymn is also urged as
26- Trusts
..
Miss Erleen Cates of th£* Maine
I well as bringing written ballots tdT* ■ Music Co. staff embarks on a week’,
27- Anger
I indicate 1st and 2d choices for the vacation tomorrow to be spent a:
28- Perfume
!4-L~ir
| 1943 club study by members’ brief guest of her grandfather. Henry E
■5-A written message I talk and papers. Bible Women and Comins at South Orrington.
16- Emptied
Colonial Pioneers having already
7- Exploit
I been nominated as subjects for
The first meeting of the seasor
19-Arrived at
I forum: What must we do to insure of the Browne Club will be helc
K)-Scarcer
' us that the whole world will toe this evening at the home of Mrs
■6-ltalian coin
better off after we win this war, Knott C. Rankin, Cedar street.
17- At any time
,
than we were after winning World
8- A number (pi.)
Mrs. Mabel Thorndike, Claremon’
War Number One What were our
19-lncites
street
entertained Hatetcquitit Club
f
errors?
'O-Stagger
for cards Wednesday afternoon
i1-The lateral part
Visit Lucien K. Green <fc Son’s Bridge honors went to Mrs. Grace
13- Even (contr.)
second floor, 16 School street, Odd Rollins, Mrs. Lizzie French anc
i5-A highway (abbr.)
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur Mrs. Thorndike. Mrs. Florence Phil
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate brook was a special guest. Refresh
prices.
Dtf ments were served.

I

Miss Eleanor C. Look, Knox
street, attended the wedding of her
cousin, Miss Alice Spaulding of
Mattapan, Mass.,
to Richard
Thurston of Roslindale, Mass.,
which took place in Mattapan.
Sept. 18. The bride is the daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter W.
Spaulding and granddaughter of
tiie late Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E
Simmons of Rockland. Miss Look
was accompanied by her guest
Miss Esther Brown of Ellsworth.
Mrs. Merle F. Hunt of Darien,
Conn., is guest for a month of Rev.
and Mrs. C. A. Marstaller, Philbrick avenue. Mrs. Edward Dean
cf Gcrham is also visiting at the
Marstallers.
,

Mr. and Mrs. Harry* Esterheld of
Philadelphia are visiting Miss Ada
Young and Miss Alena Young,
Ncrth Main street.

Miss Marion Ludwick will leave
today for Providence, where she
will be bridesmaid at the wedding
cf her Bates College roommate,
Miss Dorothy Tuttle to Charles
Tarr, which will take place at 4
o'clock Saturday in the Congrega
tional Church. She will be joined
enroute by Miss Doris Borgerson
and Miss Dorothy Frost, who will
serve at the wedding reception.
Miss Ellen Cochran is visiting
Dr. and Mrs. Dexter J Clough,
Portland.

Mrs. Faith Berry, Miss Belle
Spring. Miss Dorothy Lawry and
Mrs. Fred Snow went to Portland
Thursday in Mrs. Snow's car to be
luncheon guests of Mrs. Guy Gan
nett, and to atteend a meeting
relative to the Winter’s Musical
programs of the Federated Music
Clubs of Maine.

Mrs. Doris Mason, 11 cottage
street, who is a surgical patient at
Bradbury Memorial Hospital in
Belfast is much improved.
Mrs. L. B. Smith and Mr. and
Mrs. Young of Bath were visitors
in the city Wednesday, guests dur
ing the day of Mrs. Ella Hare at
Ash Point.
Mrs. Clara Smith went today to
New London Conn., for a brief
visit.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard
have gone to Providence for a
week’s visit.
Mr. and- Mrs. Bernard Thomp
son, Gay street, were surprised
Wednesday night when they went
lcme to find 30 friends inside the
icuse, ready to give them a mis
cellaneous shower of gifts. A happy
evening of games and buffet lunch
was enjoyed.

Miss Catheyyn Caven of Hart
ford. Conn., and Miss Loraine
Brawn of East Orange. N. J., re
cently visited Miss Caven’s par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. William Caven,
Masonic street.

Maurice Nute and son Maurice
Ir.. have returned from a week's
vacation trip to New York City.
Donald Greenlaw of North Ha
ven was in Rockland Wednesday.

Mrs. Edwin R. Edwards, daugh
ter, Corinne, Henry A. Howard, Miss
Dorothy Crockett, and Ensign Ed
win R. Edwards, Jr., visited Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Nicholas at Cape Eliza
beth Thursday. Ensign Edwards,
who has been at home several days,
left Portland last night to rejoin
the U.S.S. St. Augustine.

II

U true quality
a catalog, so
buying for the
sure you get
rntinue to like.
>re (it’s like a
and select your
an ACTUAL
tides. There's
freedom of
buy here!

No Other Words Can Adequately Describe the

New and Complete Line of

COATS FOR FAIL AND WINTER
Warm and wonderful coats
of every description, every
style and at a wide range of

FRIGERATOR
JET

Fur Trimmed
Coats of the
hour.

■wr,
‘^5
lete Set

Harris Tweed,
Camel’s Hair
or Fur Trim
med Dress and
Sport
Coats.

1.29

away with disodors: 7 matched
mpactly Into your

EMS FOR
ICE OF ONE

Miss Mary Woodside of Freeport
is spending a few days in Rockland
and is a guest at The Laurie.
I '‘V

Now is the

HOlvfMT

time to shop
with
stocks
complete.

a window screen
. Use as a ventlwinter, then hy
the metal ceniv for nse as »
summer.

Remember the name “Green
means that you can shop confi

)9c

good furs from a lifetime’s ex

FURS FOR FORTY-TWO
dently here for furs.

We know

perience.

J R RE 5.

h

5

•ft1-'

268
V

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
16 SCHOOL STREET,

k Wonders

'Jr

The Kickers’ Club held a reunion
Thursday, meeting for luncheon at
the Copper Kettle. Those present
were Mrs. W. O. Fuller, Mrs. Nettle
Bird Frcst, Mrs. Ann Butler, Mrs.
Grace Dougherty, Mrs. Beulah
Ames. Miss Margaret Crockett, Mrs.
Harriet Frost, Mrs. Flora Spear,
Mrs. Katherine Derry, Mrs. Geneva
Huke, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Douglas
and Willis R. Vinal.

The Catholic Women’s Club wil
have a meeting and election of
officers Sunday at 2.30 in the
church basement.

moderate prices.

(ARE

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert DeVeber of
Newburyport, Mass., recently visited
Mrs. DeVeber’s sister, Mrs. Crosby
' L. Ludwick. Mr. DeVeber is princi
pal of Union Academy at Corinna

Mrs. Carrie Waltz who has been
visiting in North Haven has reurned home.
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Mrs. Delia Sullivan left today tc
visit at the farm home of her
daughter and son-in-law. Dr. and
Mrs. Joseph Brown, Alfred.

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lord and fam
ily. formerly residing at 10 Bunker
street, have moved to Portland
where Mr. Lord has employment.
Ernest Simmons, a borther of Mrs.
Lord who makes his home with
them, has also gone to Portland

After spending over four months
at the Glen Cove farm of his par
ents. Perry Rich has gone back to
his Detroit, Mich., real estate busi
ness, accompanied by his wife and
eon Bud. who returns to High
School. But already Perry writes
home he’d Ike to take the next
train’back home.
At the recent Educational Club
j picnic, delightfully entertained and
; daintily nourished by Mrs. Everett
W. Humphrey, latest club life memi ber. Mrs. Jessie Robbins, distin
guished herself and proved her
cleverness by becoming high-lmer
in the quiz of catch questions "Hew
Clever Are You?” The club de
cided to still further promote patr.otism and education by buying
another Defense Bond.
At Senter Crane’s, a new line of
felt hats, the Famous Brewster, at
$?£• to ♦10.00—adv. —

“Unlighted Candles”
This And That
Religious Drama To Be Pre
sented By the Methodists
Sunday
“The Unlighted Candies" a re
ligious drama by Dorethy Clarke
Wilson, will be presented at Pratt
Memorial Methcdist Church at
the 10.45 srevice. The theme is the
challenge given to the church of
the present dav. The parrs will be
taken as follows:
Church cf the Present, Rev. A.
G. Hempstead; Church of the
Past, Miss Ruth Rogers; Church
of the Future. Mrs. Virginia An
dersen; Church School Teacher,
Mrs. Thelma Stanley: Yeung Peo
ple of the Church, Bertha Coombs;
Helen Fischer, Harrison Dow, Har
riet Richardson and others; Wom
en of the Church, Mis. Inez Ames.
Mrs. Lecna Flint; Foreign Woman.
Mrs. Fannie Trask; Voices that
cannot be shut out: Newsboy, Den
nis Trask; Radio Announcer, Da
vid Hempstead; Lecturer, Winfield
Chattc;
The
Undr« privileged.
Ralph Clark. Charles Jillson. Rob
ert Gregory, Cynthia Knowlton,
Gloria Studley, Gertrude Kimtoall,
Kenneth Chatto, Thcmas Brown,
Robert Witham. Gloria Bohn.
Jacqueline Messer, Patricia Mon
roe, Richard Dyer, Ronald Tolman,
William Parnell; Altar Boys. Fred
erick Anderson,
Roy
Parnell;
Junior Choir and Primary Chil
dren.

SMITH-OAKES
Announcement has been made ol
the marriage of Millicent Oakes
daughter of Mrs. Mildred L. Bunker
of Portland, to Jack Jason Smith
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Smith, oi
Sacramento, Calif.
Mi’s. Smith graduated from Rcck
land High School, class cf 1940. anc
attended the Maine General Hos
pital Scliool of Nursing. Mr. Smitl
graduated from Sacramento Senioi
High and is now a dental tech, in
the UB.N.

PORT CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Caven have
been recent guests of Mrs. Caven’.*
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Merton An
thony. Mr. Caven has returned tc
army camp and Mrs. Caven tc
Hartford. Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Martin
and Edward Martin and Mrs. Lewif
MacDonald have returned to theii
home in Worcester, Mass, after
visiting Mrs. Ada Brennen.
Mrs. Alice Gale and daughter
Rosalie have returned to their
home in Palmer, Mass.
Miss Edith Gillmcre and friends
from South Hiram were in town tc
attend the funeral of Mrs. Alice
Marshall.
Rev. Harry Daniels, pastor of the
Advent Christian Church, has re
turned from a two weeks vacation
spent in Massachusetts.
Rev. Nelson B. Davis of Newton
Highlands, Mass, is spending a few
days in town, called bv the death
of his mother, Mrs. Elden Davis.
Miss Rosamond Wilson has re
turned to Massachusetts after
spending the week with Mrs.
Phyllis Littlehale.
Mrs. Annie Kessler Tischer
The community was saddened by
the tragic death of Mrs. Annie
Kessler Tischer, Wednesday. Mrs.
Tischer had been a resident of this
place for the past year and a half,
coming here from Midland Park.
N. J. and boarding at the home of
Forest R. Davis. Mrs. Tischer was
born in New York 76 years ago and
at the age of 13 years she went to
Germany where she graduated
from the Berlin Conservatory of
Music. She studied for grand opera
and sang in Germany, France and
England. After her marriage she
returned to this country and had a
piano and vocal studio in Brooklyn.
N. Y. Mrs. Tischer was obliged tc
give up teaching owing to failing
eyesight.
During her short stay in Port
Clyde she won many friends wtyo
regret her passing. Her sole sur
vivor is a brother, Walter Kessler of
this place. Funeral services were
held in the Davis undertaking par
lors in Thomaston, Sunday and in
terment in the Ridge cemetery,
Glenmere.
Mrs. Alice T. Trussell
Alice T. Richardson Trussell.
widow of the late Franklin Trussell,
died Sept. 10 at the age of 81 years.
Mrs. Trussell had been in failing
health the past year and had been
given devoted attention by Mrs
Austin Davis who had been her con
stant companion for tlie past
twelve years. Mrs. Trussell was
born in Glenmere. but had lived in
Port Clyde nearly all her life. At
the age of 18 years, she was mar
ried to Franklin Trussell. She was
a member of the Baptist Church.
The funeral services were held in
the Baptist chapel Sunday S^pt. 13
Rev. Charles Marstaller officiated,
assisted by Rev. Mr. Holt and Rev
S. E. Packard. The floral tributes
were many and very beautiful. The
bearers were Rodney Davis. Gran
ville Batchelder, Earl Davis and
George. Pease. Interm°nt was in
the Ridge cemetery in Glenmere.
Mrs. Flora E. Davis
Mrs. Fora Wilson Davis, 78
the widow of the late Elden Davis,
died Sept. 19 in Thomaston, after
a long period of failing health. Mrs
Davis was born in Port Clyde and
had lived here the most of her life.
The survivors are a daughter, Mrs.
Rose B. Ulmer of this place and a
son, Rev. Nelson B. Davis of
Newton Highlands, Mass, and sev
eral nieces and nephews. Mrs
Davis was a member of the Baptist
Church. The funeral services were
held Tuesday in the Davis parlors
in Thomaston and interment was
in the Ridge cemetery at Glenmere.
✓*To relieve distress of MONTHLY^

Female Weakness

ANO HELP BUILD UP RED BLOOD!

Lydia E. Plnkham's Compound
TABLETS (with added iron) have
helped thousands to relieve periodic
pain with weak, nen ous. blue feel
ings—due to functional monthly
disturbances. Also, their Iron makes
them a flue hematic tonic to help
build up red .blood. Plnkham’s Tab
lets are made especially /or women
Follow label directions.

By 1^ S« F.
Prayer is the Christian’s vital
breath,
The Christian’s breathing air;
His watchword, overcoming death;
Heaven is the mercy-seat of prayer.
* • • •
The country is complaining that
trucks hauling scrap from farms to
town deposit stations are dropping
so many bits of metal and nails on
the highways they 'become a great
menace to automobile tires. When
:t isn’t one thing, it's another
» • * •
To understand music, one needs
to have an Investigating as well as
philosophical urge. Music is the
most universally practiced of all
the arts. The principles which
guide love for music should be alive
to its several sources.
• • • •
Women are awake to the fact
that if war is to cease they mus(;
’cure the cause.”
• • * ♦
A card was handed in at this of
fice with the following printed
heading: “A Promise from God;
read 2 Chronicles 7-14,” and below
was this message: “Your church is
a house of prayer. Attend service
regularly and pray.’” These are
messages greatly needed today and
should be heeded without delay.
• • • •
When a girl is “well-bred” she is
apt to be the toast of the town if
she continues her part properly in
life.
• • • •
Irving Berlin is certainly doing
good music these days to lift the
American spirit to the stars of
hope.
• t » •

Pennsylvania is the second largest
importer of crude oil in this
country.
• • • •
When kangaroos move slowly on
all four legs, that fifth leg supports
the body while the two hind legs
move together. That is the reason
for a fifth.
• • • •
A curious note in nature is that
bird’s eggs have no uniform shape.
In fact, they are almost every
spherical and ovate shape possible.
With the Dutch, the Americans
are really the heaviest and I might
well say the hardest smokers ln the
world. When one realizes the mil
lions that are spent for tobacco in
the United States alone, it really
shocks the mind. What have doc
tors to say about all the weak
hearts that come from oVer-mueh
tobacco?
• • • •
In New England and the Great
Lakes region waters, the Turbot
fresh water member of the cod fam
ily is known as the ling, the eelpout, and the lash; not very good
sounding names or improvement on
fresh water codi
• • • •
Coffee shipments are to be ex
pedited by the WPB. That’s good
reading.
• * • *
American farmers use for their
stock, 100,000,000 tons of hay
annually.
• • • •
Think on this, after dark, pedes
trians. You not only owe it to
yourself, but to motorists to take
more care in your crossing streets
and street travel in general. After
dark it’s much more difficult for
drivers to see now that they have
to travel witli parking lights only.
• • •
Word has just Ccme from London
to Julian Messner, Inc., that
Frances Parkinson Keyes novel “All
That Glitters,” published in this
country last yesr, had reached a
total sale of more than 50,000 copies
when paper restrictions prevented
additional printings. Mrs. Keyes
*has Just returned from a nine
months’ stay ln New Orleans, where
she completed her *new novel,
“Crescent Carnival,” to be brought
out in October.
« • • «

(Philadelphia Record)
We are indebted to the British
New Statesman and Nation for the
latest go-getter story about Lord
Beaverbrook, former Minister of
Supply.
He was told, when visiting an
aircraft factory, that a new bomb
er would be in production in two
months. He ordered it completed
within 48 hours, in time for the
next raid ln Berlin. It was done.
But *wh«n the bombardier pulled
the stick—out fell two members of
the night shift.
Maybe if we speed up our rubber
program—out of the first vat of
svnthetic rubber will fall a couple
of dollar-a-year men.

What 'Ijoit&uy With
WAH BONDS

Gas masks which came into use
ia warfare for the first time when
the Germans used poison and mus
ly Gladyt St. Clair Heittad
tard gas in World War I, are much
improved today over those used
then. The Chemical Warfare Branch
of the War Department issues' these
Carlos Salzedo and his charming spent seven years at the Curtis In
gas masks to every man in the serv wife, Marjorie Call Salzedo. have stitute of Music as- piano ac
been in Hollywood discussing the companist.
ice. We are taking no chances.
• • • •
prospect of making a film of the
Ensembel which comprises Mr. and
Fritz Kreisler’s return to Car
Mrs. Salzedo. Rene Le Roy and negie
Hall (New York City) is set
Janos Scholz.
for Oct. 31.
Following up a resolution passed
• • • •
by the National Federation of Mu
The
air
raid
wardens of the
sic Clubs at its council meeting in Forty-Third Police
Air
Providence, in which the Federa Warden Service, the Precinct
Bronx, have
tion condemned the ban of James
C. Petrillo, president of the Ameri organized a band from their mem
can Federation of Musicians, upon bers. They now have 30 players
would like 20 more warden-mu
the making cf further recordings and
sicians
to join them. Irving M.
The type pictured here is the the Maine Federation of Music Byer, a textile designer, who plays
Clubs
is
being
asked
to
take
im

"can” and “elephant nose” mask
the trombone in his spare time, has
and costs about $9.25 each. The mediate action in support of the formed the new group, which is
resolution.
Miss
Louise
H.
Arm

headgear is transparent, made of
the Parkchester , Military
strong, president cf the Maine called
material resembling cellophane and Federation,
Band. The band rehearses each
expressed
the
views
of
does not cloud with the breath. You her members when she at once sent Thursday night and has already
can buy two of these gas masks with a letter to President Roosevelt in figured in one parade. The men
the purchase of an $18.95 War Bond. support of the National Federation. hope to raise enough money for
We need thousands of them. Don't On Sept. 23 Miss Armstrong sent uniforms.
• • • •
fail to give at least ten percent of an urgent appeal to every music
Thinking back to Mrs. Gannett’s
your income every pay day for War club member to register individual
Bonds. Buy them at your bank or protests with senators by letter and letter concerning Petrillo, I am
telegram stating the Federation’s prompted to add a few words con
postoffice, regularly.
cerning “Little Caesar” In the ef
U. S. Treasury Department viewpoint in this matter.
fort
to get music lovers to act
Further consideration was given
quickly to defeat his latest rulings
the
matter
at
the
Fall
meeting
of
ST. GEORGE
the board of management of the —prohibiting young (school) mu
Twelve members attended the State Federation held Thursday, sicians from breadcasting, also Issu
Red Cross meeting Tuesday and Sept. 24, at the home of Mrs. Guy ing the edict that musicians may
make no recordings for “juke boxes"
folded nearly 400 bandages.
P. Gannett at Cape Elizabeth.
Mrs. Bertha Johnson who has
Mrs. Gannett, president of the —a move which might well stop the
been guest of Mr. and Mrs. Sten National Federation, in a letter recordings of all popular music, and
Skoglund, left Thursday for Phila which Miss Armstrong quotes, allowing no recordings to be played
delphia.
draws attention to the most recent over the air. James Caesar Petrillo,
the son of a ditchdigger, and swear
Mifs Leola Robinson and Mrs. development in The affair and re ing
a pirate, has been the dic
Ella Robinson visited in Waldoboro views the appointment of a sub- tatorlike
of music in this country for
Wednesday. Mrs. Ada Jenkln ac senatorial commission.
“On Sept. 4, Senator Burton 20 years. His union, the American
companied them to Thomaston
Federation of Musicians, has 130,where she called on Mrs. Henry Wheeler, chairman‘of the Senate 030
dues-paying members, who pay
Interstate Commerce Committee,
Jones.
him an annual salary of $46,000appointed
a
sub-oemmittee
headed
Mr. and Mrs. Malinsky of
nlus, to be “protected” (to quote
Connecticut called recently on Mrs. by Senator D. Worth Clark of Petrillo) from the competition of
Idaho
to
hold
hearings
beginning
Emma Kinney.
14, upon a resolution asking amateurs. He spent nine years in
Mrs. Harold Black of Tenant’s Sept.
an investigation of Mr. Petrillo getting through four grades in a
Harbor called Wednesday on Mrs. Other
members of the committee Chicago grammar school. Life car
Russell Reynolds.
are S^hators Lester Hill of Ala ried a lengthy article about this
Miss Leola Robinson is enjoying bama, Charles O. Andrews of “Mussolini of Music" which bear*,
a week’s vacation from her duties Florida, Chan Gurney of South leading at this time when it is
at Central Maine Power Office.
Dakota, and Charles W. Tobey of urgent to take steps to have him
squelched.
Russell Thomas has employment New Hampshire.”
at Bath.
Mrs. Gannett’s letter says;
MRS. FRANK C. PRATT
“Because this resoultion will
Mr. and Mrs. Ardie Thomas and
Anna
Jeannette Pratt, 52, wife
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Thomas and come betore the Senate within the
daughters visited Mr. and Mrs. next week or ten days, music lovers of Frank C. Pratt, died Monday
Adrian Kinney at Lisbon Falls the j are urged to get in touch with their following a long period of ill
health.
senators immediately.”
past week-end.
She was bom in Rockland, the
The protest cf the Federation ac
Mrs. Lillian Brown and Mrs.
Emma Gilchrist were housekeepers cording to Mrs. Gannett, is based daughter of W. Fred and Mary
on two grounds:
•
Pillsbury Clough.
at Circle Supper Thursday.
1. The harmful effect upon mili
Besides her husband, she is sur
tary morale if our soldiers, sailors vived tov a daughter, Mrs. Law
CLARK ISLAND
and marines are deprived of what rence Cary and a grandson, Fred
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Davis is, in some instances, their only erick Carey of Rockland
of Richmond, Raymond Jcnes and source of musical entertainment;
Private services were held in
Mrs. Sara Crowley of .Thomaston. and
Burpee Funeral Home Wednesday
Mrs. Herman Winchenaugh and
2. The threat to American mu morning, Rev. John Smith Lowe,
Mrs. Edward Peaslee of Rockland sical culture inherent in the dis officiating. Interment was im Sea
were recent visitors at the home of continuance . of classical recordings, View Cemetery, Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Jones.
which will (a) bar small radio sta
Miss Alice Carlson has .returned tions which cannot support their
ADA M. SNOW
home after spending several months own orchestras from the perform
1
Services
for Ada M. Snow, 85,
with her mother. Mrs. Mary Carlson ance of any symphonic music; (b»
widow
of
Albert
T. Snow, who died
of Rcckland.
deprive not only many of the pres
Mrs. Jessie Williams is at The ent generation of music lovers, but Sept. 17, were held at the late
Lucette in Thomaston.
posterity as well, from hearing ths residence in South Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Swanson greatest artists of our time; and Sunday afternoon. Rev. F. Ernest
have returned home from New (c) deprive the music department Smith officiating. Interment was
Hampshire where they were called of elementary and
secondary in South Thomaston.
by the death of Mr. Hadberg’s schoo’s. colleges, end conservatories
Mrs. Snow was a life-long resi
uncle.
dent of South Thomaston, the
of valuable educational material.
Mrs. Gannett concludes her let daughter of Allen and Mary Wiley
SPRUCE HEAD
ter
by urging Federation members Martin.
Miss Norma Blcm has returned
She is survived by a niece Mrs.
and
music lovers, generally, to give
to High School at Bar Harbor. Mrs.
Alden
W. Butler of (Los Angeles,
Immediate
commendation
cf
local
Ero Blom accompanied her and en
route spent a few Says with Mrs. stations giving classical concerts, Calif., and a nephew, Harvey E.
and to follow by public protest if Sleeper of Winthrop, Mass.
Harry McClure at Orland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ero Blom are guests they are obliged ultimately to
Vegetable marrows also have two
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond C. Lud abandon these concerts because of
dearth of recordings.
kinds cf flowers and are pollinated
wig, Rockland.
• ♦ • •
by insects.
Eugene
Helmer,
for several Sum
Winslow-Holbrook Unit American
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Legion Auxiliary will meet Monday mer seasons a member of the Rock
port music colony, together with Wondersl
night at 7.30.
Mrs. Helmer, is to be accompanist
for
Anne Brown, soprano, cn a
The annual cradle roll cf the
First Baptist Sunday school will be forthcoming nation wide tour. Mr.
held next Tuesday from 3 to 5 Helmer, Russian-American, came
o’clock in the church parlor. to the United States in 1927, and
Mothers and babies enrolled are
cordially invited to attend.
TODAY AND SATURDAY
STAMPS)#? BONDS
Buy War Savings Bonds anc. Stamps

THE WORLD'S GREAT

NEWWDENTHEATRI
CAMDEN

•

•

•

PHONE

munching by women.

LAUGHING PICTURE!

TONIGHT

COUNTRY

<

2519

STORE

NOW SHOWING
First Knox County Showing

LOTS OF GIFTS
TODAY-SATURDAY

Second Hit

• 9 • •

The real name of Molly Pitcher,
Revolutionary War heroine, was
Mary Hays. SKe’received her nick
name because of her tireless devo
tion in carrying water to the
soldiers.
t * • • z
The United Statds is the leading
salt" producer of the -world, with
35,000.000 metric tons annually.
• • • •
There are’ 1.690 Chambers of
Commerce and trade and industrial
organizations in the United States.
S-me d*»v cur citizens will learn to
appreciate the great natural wealth
of this country.
• • • •
Portland ls calling for 7,000 more
workmen for the shipyards to keep
up its schedule.
• • • •
Yes, there are new things in this
land for tor' ’’-it came to us these
days from
tact lands in spite of
the difflcvlUts. South Africa gives
the oyster nvt, then again .the
Mexican pumpkin seed roasted and
salted is a fine bit. "The name given
them ls Pepeetas taken from' the
Spanish pepitas. meaning kernel.
Not fastening; and popular for

or
Music

Realm

Plus
HARRY JAMES In
“TRUMPET SERENADE”
CARTOON
NEWS

Last Chapter
“SPY SMASHER”
SHORTS
NEWS

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

SUNDAY-MONDAY
Old Schicklegruber get* a shock
... when h’s band of nosey Nash
hit a snag (Name Judy) ... in
Hollywood's
lateA comedycrammed hit!
If You're Out For Laughs . . .
Don't Mias It!

FRIDAY CASH NIGHT $25.09

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

________
WARNER BROS.’ TRWMRH
JACK CARSON ■ GEORG! TOBIAS
Direct** Wy Orig<nsl $cre«* Ptay B» Br*«
•*

LLOYD BACON ono* •

dmmtm w rkmn mwwu

STAMPSSg BONDS
Plus
DONALD DUCK
LATEST NEWS
Sunday Shows: 3, 5, 7. 9
Week Days: 2.00, 6.30, S.30

nor
Soon “MY SISTER EILEEN”

—

mn/r POY
xzivt JK
FDD/F

trPRRtf6
P/CT»Rf
It’s Gdt Songs, Too!

BOCKULND

LATEST NEWS

SHORT!

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

(H U RCH ES

President Ten .Years

AND THE
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

SERMONETTB

i milk by Ruth Norwood received
Agricultural Notes
Many poultrymen on the coast ' first prize.
Judges for the canning were Luhave been uncertain about lights in
their poultry houses. In the next . cinda Rich, home demonstration
poultry news letter Frank Reed, agent and Mrs. Loana Sh'bles forpoultry specialist will discuss types ' mer 4-H State leader and for the
and suggestions that he obtained ! vegetables, Ralph Wentworth, coun
Irom State headquarters on dim- ty agent, and Edward Johnson. De
out regulations. This letter is sent partment of Agriculture,* Augusta
to all poultrymen who request it
Seven 4-H members received
Irom the Extension Service Office, certificates In recognition of wo’-k
Rockland.
done in food production and con
Henry Brown ol Damariscotta servation during the past year when
has some very good Taylor rasp the Amateur Farmers and Sing ng
On September 1st L. O. Head
berries that he set out last year. In Sewing 4-H clubs held their Vic
discussing varieties with him he tory Exhibition Sept, 18 at Tlie completed ten years as President ot
leels the Taylor is going to be a Orange hall. Members awarded the Railway Express Agency, with
good berry for this area. It is a certificates and their projects were which he started as Local Agent
little later than the Lathum but a Daniel Andrews, chick raising: In 1908.
Philip Carrol, dairy; Herbert Hur ; He was first to introduce modern
better quality berry.
The Maine Guernsey Breeders me, dairy; Henry Kontio. Jr., gar selling technique to the transports
Association will hold a sale of bull den; Nancy Andrews, canning. The tlon business. Including nation-wide
calves and heifers calves Oct. 2 at two clubs put on a short program advertising .and educational cam
for parents and friends present. paigns. Part of his far-sighted pro
Skowhegan.
The county club agent showed two gram included a tie-up with Western
Frank Payson of Hope is one of
strips, “Garden Insects” and Union whereby telegraph offices and
the few orchardists in that town film
“
Stepping
Out in Cotton.’’
messengers were made available for
who has a good crop of McIntosh.
The
Alford
Lake club earned an the acceptance of or special call
Mr. Payson says his McIntosh crop
ls better than last year. He also other 100 points for its club Sept: tor express shipments; the inau
has a good crop of Cortland and 12 when it held a club tour. Proj guration of an international express
ects visited were two garden, one system with Pan American Airways
Northern Spy.
Among the new Barred Rock potato, two pig, one dairy, one baby and the unification of the major air
breeders in the county is Arthur beef, two canning, one room im lines into nation-wide Air Express
Paquett, North Edgecomb. He is provement and six sewing projects. with the co-ordination of Ait and
adding a pen of 3C0 Rocks to his They also visited the club garden Rail express service.
which the members have been rais
Reds this year.
The 1942-43 New England College ing as a part of their victory pro
Tons Of Blueberries
Conference Rations are now availa gram.
Four birthdays, those of Manley
ble at the Extension Service Office,
Rockland. County Agent Wentworth and Stanley Jones. Bernard Grover,
will be glad to send copies to any and leader of the club Percival A Jay See Tells of Industry’s
Hodgdon, all in September, were
one upon request.
Development From “Pin
clebrated at a meeting of the CheWith The Homes
wenki boys of Wiscasset Sept. 16
Money” Stage
Mrs. Hester Chase entertained at the home of their leader. At
the Rockport Farm Bureau at the the meeting, members also made Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Chase Farm Sept. 17. Lucinda Rich, i out their report forms and prac
‘Tree’s’’ communications
give
home demonstration agent, was in I ticed the program for their Vic- me much to wonder about as to
charge of the meeting and discus toy Exhibition, Sept. 30.
where he can stow away such an
sion which'was on "War-Time Buy
The Hatchet Mountain boys met amazing amount of Rockland's
ing." She gave principles which Tuesday
evening, Sept. 15 at Wil
history, and also give me
civilians should follow io buying to liam Hardy’s home to prepare a past
much
information, absolutely new,
help preserve essential materials
vegetable exhibit for the Victory about friends and acquaintances
and promote the war program. The Harvest Show at Camden. Plans
President’s seven point program were made for the demonstration known to me for years. Regard
was discussed. Mrs. Hattie Davies. to be given by Elroy Beverage and ing George Stewar d a school-mate
of mine in the early Nineties, it
Mrs. Lizzie French, and Miss Lulu Wilfred
Hobbs at the local victory was news to me, when Iree told
Payson served the square meal for exhibition,
28. After the of George’s habit of breaking the
health at noon. Mrs. French, chair meeting, theSept.
boys went to the ice of Rockland Harbor each Win
man appointed as solicitors for 1943 movies in Camden.
ter successively so as to enjoy
membership the following people:
(?) a February morn plunge end
Mrs. Katherine St. Clair, Mrs.
Bessie Haraden, Mrs. Douglas Bis “Things Move Fast” quick replacement of his B.V.D.’s
but that Ray Stewart of Union
bee, Sr., Mrs. Isable Crockett, and
street is a brother of George,
Mrs. Nellie Andrews.
which I never knew, can only say
Oift Gadgets was the subject
which Mrs. Arzetta Poole, clothing So Reports Colby Wood, for having known both Stewarts for
leader, presented to the Edgecomb
many years, that I am surprised
mer Thomaston Teacher,
Farm Bureau at their meeting.
to learn of the alleged relation
Now In California
Sept. 15. She had on display gifts
ship.
suitable for Christmas, and the
May however be another Ray
Port Hueneme, Calif.
afternoon was spent with the mem
Stewart.
Sept.
19.
bers cutting out patterns.
For the last six weeks I have
Mrs. Ruby Hannan entertained, Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
been manipulating a fiendish im
the Burkettville Farm Bureau Sept. I Little did I dream, the day I plement known all over Maine as a
18 at which time the home demon talked with your representative at blueberry rake, and in tiiat time
stration agent spoke on War-Time the baseball game in Camden, that thousands of tons of berries have
Buying. The dinner was served by in a little over two months I would been pried, scooped and otherwise
Ruby Hannan. Edith Hannan, and be out here on the West Coast. extracted from their leafy lairs by
Carolyn Leigher.
j Things certainly move fast in the said instruments in the hands of
Other meetings scheduled for the service.
men, women and children in the
home demonstration agent on War- 1 I receive The Courier-Gazette fields, pastures, barrens or plains
regularly
and
enjoy
it
very
much.
Time Buying are: South Bristol.
of many sections of our fair State.
Sept. 25; Orff’s Corner, Sept. 29; It is a pleasure to read all about In
many parts Maine blueberries
the
happenings
in
Knox
County.
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East Union, Sept. 30.
Mrs. Pearl Wall and Mrs. Mvrt’e have enjoyed reading the write-ups are not spoken of in terms of
Taylor of Tenant’s Harbor will on the baseball games. That was quarts, crates or bushels, but by
have charge of the demonstration a fine gesture on the part of the the ton.
One North Knox grower, Halver
on Slip Covers at their Farm Bu players and fans to hold those bene
fit games for Dana Sawyer. I was A. Hart of South Hope on one of
reau meeting Friday, Sept. 25.
[ very sorry to hear about Dana. He his several berry holdings at
4-H Club Notes
was one of my star players at Clarry Hill, Union had a crop of 75
\ The Georges' Valley Club of War Thomaston High School. One of tons which was only a part of his
ren placed first with its vegetab.c the hardest workers and best total crop. Ordinary back pasture
arrangement in the 4-H Division cf sportsmen I had the privilege of crops, known as pin money berries
the Victory Garden Harvest at the coaching.
run from two too eight tons and
Camden Opera House Sept. 16. 4-H
I like the branch of service I am cause no comment; in fact no
members of nearby clubs were in in It is all new to me and quite
notice is taken at all of any
vited to participate by membe's of different from teaching school. I great
thing
under 10 tons, unless an ex
the Camden and Rockland Garden had six weeks of training at Nor traordinary
yield is taken from a
Clubs. Second was the Alford Lake folk. Va. The training was hard small acreage.
Club and third the Hatchet Moun but interesting. We had Marines
Very few of these commercial
tain Club, both of Hope. Other as instructors and thev were excepvegetable exhibits by individual , ttonally good. We were transferred berries are ever touched by human
club members placed as follows: out here two weeks ago. I guess hands.
They are raked, poured directly
For a variety of four vegetables, everyone knews what that means.
Earle Moore, Jr., Warren, first; I am looking forward to it. All of from the rake to peck or half
Herbert Moon, Warren, second: the fellows realize what they have bushel baskets from the baskets
Mary Kennedy, Camden, third; ten to face but. are eager to do their into a power operated winnowing
potatoes, Rodney Norwood, Alford part. I am the only fellow from machine from which they run di
Lake, first; Vaughn Philbrook. Maine in the 16th Battalion. Most rectly into quart baskets, green
Warren, second; Roger Mank, Hcpe, of the fellows are from the West and other imperfect berries re
third.
Coast. The spirit and morale is moved by tweezers in the hands of
The canning display attrae’ed excellent.
nimble working women.
The
much attention. Winners were:
After reading The •Cnurier-Ga- baskets are then covered with cel
Three pints of three different vege rettes I often thnk cf the people lophane then packed in crates
tables, Juniors, Constance Knight ha"k in Maine. I suppose my good and that very night berries from
Camden, first; Nancy Andrews.' friend Charlie Wotton is nreparing this and nearby sections are on
West Rockport, second; seniors. f”- a hvsv -eacrn pf officiating. My their way to the New York and
Viola Brownell, first, Thelma Brcw- greatest ambition has always been other large city markets and in
nell .second, Lois Nichols, third, to be as ec'xi an official as Charlie. two or three days the grower or
Ruth Norwood: honorable mention; In my opinion he is on® of the best. buyer
has his returns, which for
three pints different fruits, juniors. T understand that “Stwie” is at the 1942
season have been re
Nancy Andrews, first, Constance Rockland Hieh A wonderful fel
Knight, second; seniors, Ruth Nor low and an excellent teacher. Rock-« markably good.
The lowly blueberry which in
wood, first, Thelma Brownell, sec land certainly acquired a very
the boyhood days of the writer had
ond, Viola Brownell, third, Leis capable school-man in “Styvie.”
little or no market value is now
Nichols, honorable mention.
I h'-pe after the war is over, I
A five-jar exhibit of tomatoes for will be able to come back to Knox one of the leading crops of Maine,
Juice, chicken for salad, . carrots, County and resume nr' teaching. I and probably will continue on its
triumphant course.
peas, and peaches to make a com
a great many friends during
Keep them coming “Iree.”
plete meal with bread, butter and made
mv vears at, Thomaston High and
A. Jay See *
I cherish these friendships. I wish
Union. Sept. 14.
?
'
a i to express my thanks to you for the
New under-arm
J j fine co-operation you always gave

Please give mv regards to all my
Mr. and Mrs. James Moore and
friends in Knox County.
son James have been visiting Mr.
Colbv H. Wood,
Moore’s parents in Portland the
16th. USNC. Battalion. past week.
Miss Etta Cain, Mrs. Mary Hall
and Miss Emily Hall were dinner
SOUTH WALDOBORO
guests Tuesday of Mrs. Charles E.
Many of the fields in this section Gregory.
have not been mowed on account of
Arthur Andrews has been home
the labor shortage, although the on a week’s vacation.
grass was offered to anyone who
Bernard Andrews enrolled Tues
would cut lt. The feed value now day in the New England Institution
would be negligble but it would Embalming School in Boston.
make good covering fcr blueberries.
Charles Hare has rsumed his
Miss Sue Jeanne who has been work after a week’s vacation.
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' Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Reed
w«*re at therr home here from
Boothbay Harbor ever the weekend. Their son John who underwent an appendix operation, is
convalescing and was discharged
Wednesday Irom St. Andrews
Hospital.
Frank Guptill, Jr. ol Harvard,
Mass., visited hls aunt here re
cently after being guest of relatives
In Vinalhaven.

Form car-sharing pools with
your neighbors and friends—to go
tn work, to go to the store, to go to
a movie, to go any place.

Wondrous Pwwer To Save

War! War! War! One cannot
escape your horrible implica
tions.
Today as I was at work in
the cottage, I heard a quick
step, and beside me stood a
young friend.
He grew up
Summers in this settlement.
Fcur years out of college, there
he stood in uniform.; and just
outside his lovely bride. She
too grew up,amongst us. He
could not tell where he was go
ing. but he is a navigator on one
of Uncle Sam's giant bembers.
Over across the way was his
father and mother. Another
sen, in the deep South, in
service.
They had brought the young
, people down and were taking
I th'm to the train. I was over
joyed to see them. All had
aching hearts but smiled out
wardly. It was best so.
Yesterday I had a letter from
a friend who said her grand
daughter had just heard from
her husband for the first time
in two months. He was an of
ficer on the largest American
battleship, which was anchored
here this Spring. He could not
tell hls wife where he was, but
he did say, “it seemed goed to
see the trees.’’ At sea all this
while.
God! guide these young men
and give them faith to keep
their rendezvous with destiny.
Sustain their folks at home.
May they truly feel that Thou
art always near them. Emma
Hart Willard felt Thy presence
when she wrote:
When in the dead ot night I lie
And gaze upon the trackless sky..
The star-bespangled heavenly scroll.
The boundless waters as they roll,
I feel thy wondrous power to save
From perils of the stormy wave.”

of

I counted, on the honor roll
the Court Street ' Baptist

Church, in Auburn, 44 in the
armed forces—land, air and

sea; and this is only one small
church.
William A. Holman

"Reality” is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon that will be read in
all churches of Christ, Scientist,
Sept. 27. The Golden Text
“Thou, O Lord, remainest ®r
ever; thy throne from genera
tion to generation” (Lamentations
5:19).
The citations from the
Bible include the following pass
ages: “I know that, whatsoever
God doeth, it shall be for ever;
nothing can be put to it, nor any
thing taken from it: For of him,
and through him, and to him, are
all things: to whom be glory for
ever” (Eccl. 3:14 and Romans
11:36).
» « « «

A special observance of Religious
Education Week will be held at the
10.46 service of Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church Sunday, Rev.

B
GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

I Allred O. Hempstead, pastor, with
, a religious dramatization by Doro
thy Clark Wilson. Meq’s Class
taught by Dr. H. V. Tweedie. meets
at 9.45 and at noon the Church ,
School will observe Promotion and
Rally Day in the auditorium. In
the afternoon members of the
church will be called upon to se
cure co-operation in World Com
munication Sunday and the 'Loy
alty campaign Oct. 4-Nov. 8. The
Youth Fellowship group meets at
6.16 led by Leona Wellman. Eve
ning service is at 7 o’clock.
,
• • • •
“God's Kingdom Forever" is the
sermon subject for the morning
worship service, beginning at 10 30
on Sunday, at the First Baptist

I Church.

The keynote of this serv

ice will correspond with the em
phasis of Rally Day. which will be
observed in the Church School at
12 o’clock. Persons of all ages are
invited to attend this special ses
sion of the school. The Christian
Endeavor Society and the Berean
Society will meet for their inspira
tional services at 6 o’clock. A 10minute organ recital will precede
the evening service which begins
at 7.15. "How to Live In God’s
Kingdom” will be the subject of
the sermon at thjs service. The
choir will sing both morning and
evening.
The mid-week prayer
meeting will be held at 7.30 p. m.
Tuesday.
• • • •
At the United Episcopal Parish
of SB. Peter, John and George,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the
services for the 17th Sunday after
Trinity will be: Parish Eucharist
and sermon at 9 a. m.; Church
School at 10.30. Rev. Howard D.
Perkins will be in charge of the
parish during the absence of the
Rector. The daily masses and the
services at St. John's Thomaston
i and St. George’s Bong Cove will be
j omitted until the return of the

PORTLAND HEAD

This is Jennie Chu, American. Jennie has brought a new war produc
tion slogan to her fellow workers at Western Electric’s Kearny (N. J.)
Works. “Gung ho!” says Jennie In the language of fighting China.
“Work together!” it means and Jennie and her fellow employees are
working together, turning out radio and telephone apparatus for
America’s fighting forces on land and sea and in the sky. Here Jennie
signs up for War Bonds under the company’s payroll allotment plan.

as his topic for the service Sunday
at 10.30 “The Imperative Need
of Christian Eduation.” Special
music will be provided. Sunday
School whioh follows at 11.45 will
observe Rally and Promotion O^y.
Young People’s meeting at 6 o’clock.
The pastor will speak on “Good
News From Afar,” at 7.15, with
special music. Mid-week prayer
and praise service Tuesday night
at 7.30.
• • • •
In compliance with the procla
mation issued by his honor Mayor
Veazie, calling upon the churches
and people of our city to unite in
the observance of National Educa
tion week Sept. 27-Oct. 4 Dr.
Lowe will preach Sunday morn
ing at the Universalist Church on
“The Prize of A High Calling,’’
soloist. Miss Lotte McLaughlin.
The Church School will held its
first session Sunday Oct. 4. Citi
' rector.
zens of Rockland are urged to
• * • •
“Christians’ Compass” will be heed the Mayor’s proclamation
the subject of the morning sermon and repair to the churches this
. by Rev. Roy A. Welker, minister of coming Sunday.
• ♦ * •
I the
Rockland
Congregational
At
the
Church
the Nazarene,
Church, at 10.30. The teachers and Maverick Square, ofservices
Sunday
■ officers of the Church School will are as follows: Sunday School
, meet with the students at 10 a. m. 2 p. m. with Classes for all; at at3
Classes will ibe organized and o'clock is the afternoon worship
preparations made for the opening service (Rev. John Ames will have
of the regular sessions of the charge of this service, giving the
school on the first Sunday in Octo
also); at 7 p. m. is the
ber. The Primary Classes will message
regular
evening
meeting. *
meet at 10.30 for a short session,
only.
• * * •
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Rev. Howard Grover of Bangor
A church service will be held
will speak at the Pentecostal Mis Sunday in Finntown Schoolhouse
sion Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30. Sun at 1.30. Young people will meet
day School is at 1 o’clock. There In the Finnish Church every
will also be a meeting Saturday Thursday at 7.30.
night at 7.30. Elder Irving W.
A harvest sale will be held Thurs
Bell and wife from the Refugee day night in Warren Town hall. All
Church of Christ in Boston, will friends are asked to bring some
begin a series of revival meetings farm products to be sold for the
Sept. 28.
benefit of the Finnich Church.
• * • •
Coffee will be served. All are wel
Next week being Christian Edu come.
cation Week, Rev. Charles A. Marstall^r, pastor of the Littlefield
Fruits are the seed-boxes of
Memorial Baptist Church, will use plants.

EAST WALDOBORO

FQEVICTORY

Some of the most dreadful mis

chiefs that afflict mankind proceed
from wine ;it is the cause of illness,
quarrels, sedition, idleness, aversion
to labor and every species of do
mestic disorder.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

IF YOU ARE INCLUDED

IN THIS LIST, YOU’RE
ELIGIBLE TO BUY
there are seven major
classifications for persons
eligible to buy new cars
under basic rationing rules.
These include: (1) persons
engaged in the production
of war materials or the
prosecution of the war,
directly or indirectly; (2)
physicians, nurses, clergy
men, veterinarians; (3)
car-owners engaged in
public service, such as
fire departments, public
health, highway mainte
nance, etc.; (4) owners of
taxicabs and other means
of transportation; (5)farmers; (6) newspaper whole
salers; and (7) traveling
salesmen in certain fields.

Your Buick dealer will be
very glad to help you
determine whether you
come under the rules of
eligibility. He will also be
glad to help you fill out
the proper applications.

• • • and if you really need a new car
for essential work — you can get one I

Its Buick Fireball valve-in-head

straight-eight power plant is a

basically more efficient engine,
designed to get the last bit of

AUTOMOBILE-BUYING regulajtV tions boil down to this:
If you really need a oar—you can

Get a car you can count on—get
a car that will last—get a car

usable power and mileage from

gasoline.

that’s tough and rugged and effi
So if you need a car you need a

punishment and come back for

Buick. Talk your situation over

more.

with your Buick dealer, and

necessary work can he done bet

look at the models he can deliver

ter by replacing an older car with

This 1942 Buick is a car built

at once from his large and com

a new one, both rationing rules

from the ground up with the idea

plete stocks — even though the

INTESTINAL TRACT

and public policy encourage the

Buick factories have for many

Dr. True’s Elixir, The True
Family Laxative, aids ia
relieving sluggishness of
the intestinal tract and
constipation ... For old
and young... Agreeable
to take . Caution: Use
only as directed... Ask
for it at your druggist.

buying of safer, more efficient,

that it would have to serve, faith
fully ahd well, over a far longer-

months been on all-out war pro

more dependable new models.

than-usual service life.

duction.

SLUGGISH

8

get one.
Necessity governs — and when

r.Trucs
Elixir
rRLE

IHE

family

The Sterlings and Mrs. Hilt were
at a Cape Elizabeth farm Tuesday
on business.
Arthur Harlow of South Foilland
was guest Saturday at the Hilts.
The Sterlings were dinner guests
Sunday at the home Of Mr. ar.d
Mrs. Robert Sterling. Jr. and
daughter Ann Walker, Portland.
Pvt. Willard Hilt stationed at a
fort in Virginia, writes, he appre
ciates the cards and letter.-- received
from relatives, friends and ac
quaintances and if he doesn't
answer, it is because the boys are
kept busy.
After a quiet Summer we’ settle
down and make plans to keep busy
as longer evenings approach. There
Ls always work to be done from sun
rise to sunset, then comes evening
with long watches. The two veteran
keepers here, with nearly 30 years
to their credit, are all set for what
ever comes.
Last Saturday gave us a sweat.
What we can’t understand Ls how
that cold wave Sunday and Mon
day ever blew In. We weren't sleep
ing, who could? Our good New
England Autumn!

Walter Aho and family of War
ren have moved to Richard Maki’s
house, which he bought recently
from Mrs. Nellie Reever.
Mrs. Ethel Hanna and Stanton
Hanna visited relatives Sunday In
Round Pond.
Burnell Mank and Miss Helen
Crockett of Rockland were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. LaForest
I. Mank.
Capt. E. W. Freeman and Clar
ence Stone of Rockland were recent
callers at Harry McIntire’s.
Harold Orff of Lynn. Mass , has
been spending a vacation with hls
UNITED
mother, Mrs. Fred Munro.
STATES
John E. Dodge of Newton High
lands and Spruce Head called Mon
day at Miss Ellie Mank’s.
Mrs. Maude Butler of Boston and
BONDS
Mrs. Eva Masters of Round Pond
visited Saturday with their sister,
AND
Mrs. Ethel Hanna.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff and
STAMPS
daughter Elsa of Mank’s Comer,
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Flanders and
daughter June were guests Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Flanders.
Clifton Miller and Miss Eleanor
Melvin of Camden visited Sunday
It comes to us that China, who
with Mr. Miller’s father, Austin
Miller. The latter has employment invented everything from gunpow
at the Bath Iron Works. Clifton der to civilization, was also first to
Miller left Tuesday for the Service. put slacks on the dears.
Sulo Pietila spent the week-end
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A
ANSWER TO
Pietila.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Pvt. Pauly lives arrived home
Sunday to spend a five-day furlough
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry lives.
Mr. ^nd Mrs. Perley Winchen
baugh, and Mrs. Simmons and son
Wayne of Back Cove visited Sun
day with Mrs. L. I. Mank.

cient enough to take long, tough

visiting her sister. Mrs. Frederick
C. Vogel, has returned to her work Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
in New York.

right after shaving.

1 to 3 days. Prevents odor.
A pure, white, greaseless,
stainless vanishing cretin.
Awarded Approval Seal of
American Institute of Launder
ing for being harmless to

GLEN COVE

1 me.

Cream Deodorant

1.
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